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Abstract 

The land of sub-continent faced disputes right from the independence. These 

disputes have a deep effect on geo politics of this area, one of the most important 

among them is Kashmir. The incident of Kargil reflected the sensitivity of Kashmir 

and its strategic significance. In May, 1998, India tested its nuclear weapon at Pokran. 

In response, Pakistan despite half-hearted attempts of America and international 

community to prevent soon follow suit. International community viewed this 

development as danger for the region of South Asia. The atmosphere of region totally 

changed, presence of nuclear deterrent raised the serious threat for both the county.  

In February, 1999 AtalBihari Vajpayee visited Pakistan as a part of much 

touted ―Bus Diplomacy‖ with great pump and show, on the invitation of his 

counterpart. Through Lahore Declaration the two countries, declared to resolve the 

continuity decades long disputes between the two nations. Unfortunately, Lahore 

Declaration was throwing out, when after few months of the Declaration, both the 

countries were involved into a horrible episode of first clash between two newly 

emerged nuclear states. Getting to control of a main route of supply to Siachin, both 

the countries came on a flash point of nuclear war.  

Both countries are the emerged member of nuclear club, just one year ago. 

Kargil episode brought the two armed forces in front of each other, which prove to be 

the first confrontation between two atomic forces. How the external political factor 

played a vital role unfolding of the Kargil episode. Conflict can be measured not only 

on the military parameter, but it also cover political and social sphere, in contrast with 

the battle fields. Some countries may opt to arisen, such limited clashes in order to 

invite the attention of international community. In Kargil episode Kashmiri ―militants 

plus‖ army tires to highlighted brooder issue of Kashmir. The conflict of Kargil 

evokes contradictory, images and responses among the Pakistani elite and the public.  

A very few people know what activities happened on the fridge heights of 

Kargil, profoundly affected politics and civil military relation in Pakistan. The plan of 

General Musharraf, measures of execution, the blame of putting in darkness, the 

political consequences, motives of diplomacy, calculus of international response, the 

scale of Indian resistance, the role of media and contradiction of civil military 
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relations are the contradictory question belonged to Kargil are yet unfolded. 

Musharraf as a commander did his strategic and tactical attempt but miscalculated.  

The aftermath of his adventure, Mujahedeen cover story, weak political leadership, 

supremacy of military in decision making; diplomatic failure made the Kargil a 

serious disaster for the people of Pakistan. Who is responsible for that, sluggish 

Nawaz Sharif or Musharraf? The extent of responsibility can be defined ever. The 

impact of Kargil on political system, politics and diplomacy should seriously be 

examined. What the lessons learn? Would it be more Kargil in future, attempt to get 

Kargil at the rate of Kashmir? These are the questions which demanded serious 

attention, required some specific decision and policy making parameters. The Kargil 

had some precious consequences related the battlefield and warfare, while political 

Kargil shows some unique perceptions, regarding the destruction of political sunario. 

The concept of supremacy should be redefined, reassess and more particles. These are 

the million dollar questions which has been arosed after the Kargil war and political 

Kargil. 
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Chapter 1  

Strategic Introduction of Kargil 

1.1 Kargil The StrategicArea 

Kashmir is the core issue in between the Pakistan and India right from the day of 

independence. Both the countries fought many wars to settle this issue. The conflict seems 

to draw their energy from an inerasable play of distrust. It is difficult for one side to 

compromise on even trivial issue. The paired minority conflicts are mostly and 

commonly energized by the conflicted. Politics take place between the rival countries 

and search for justice overlaps with the pursuit of power. In South Asia, it seems to be 

graded by a sense of injustice, conflict is legitimized because it is the only way to 

protect the threatened group. Even past defeats and current weakness are ―explained‖ 

by one‘s own virtues which invite the envy of other. 

There is a critical and most important aspect of these conflicts one or both the 

rival may be looking ahead to moment and opportunity when they can achieve some 

specific and special advantages. Do long term demographic trends real or imagined 

appear to be threatening? Both the sides believe that there is on its side waiting or 

aggression will improve or damage their position. Then step by step efforts reduce 

specious or promote confidence are doomed to fail. The most important and tactical 

puzzles of India, Pakistan relations is not why the smaller. Pakistan feels encircled 

and threatened but why the larger India does it. Kargil crises have deep links with the 

most core and unsettled dispute over Kashmir and Siachen Glaciers between the two 

rival countries Indian and Pakistan. Kargil episode was another attempt of realization 

to the world that Kashmir is the most sensitive and delicate issued between the two 

countries of subcontinent. After the creation of Bangladesh, Pakistan and India signed 

the Shimla Agreement and agreed to defining format guiding all future aspects of the 

Indian-Pakistan bilateral relationship. 
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1.1.1 Post Shimla DevelopmentAlong The L.O.C. 

After the Shimla Agreement, the dispute of Kashmir was not resolve through 

bilateral dialogue. In early eighties, Indian adopted a forward policy along the LOC 

India increased his military presence in Indian Occupied Kashmir (IOK) and planned 

to capture the adjacent peaks of siachen, the pressure of diplomacy was increasing day 

by day military exchanges along the LOC. 

The LOC and their adjacent peaks and the highest altitude of war of Siachen 

made the area a critical strategic area for both countries. The Kargil complex has 

some prestigious and tactical importance for both the countries. The major cause and 

issues behind this sensitivity is the Kashmir. Kargil consists of rugged and fragile 

mountains with scattered population. The area is consisting ofabout 75 Kilometers by 

155 Kilometers. The mountains‘ height differs from 8500 meters to 15000 meters. 

The parabolic sketch of the area is generally bounded by Zojila Pass on the west, 

Shyof River on the East and the most sensitive line of control (LOC) on the North and 

widely scattered and low populated villages like Sankuru, Mulbek, Khalsi and the 

Parta Pur on the South. The climate of the area is severed which faces heavy snow fall 

on the mountains started by the end of September and end upto April. During this 

frigid season, the average temperature of the area is lies between minus 10 to minus 

40 Celsius.  

1.1.2 WAR OF GLACIER AND PASSES 

Day by day increasing and recurrent violation of line of control (LOC) turn the 

LOC into and active war zone between the two rival countries. Specific firing was the 

norm with the both sides. Low scale military operations conducting against each other 

with specific purposes of nibbling away the territory are the norm of daily routine. 

Secure and capturing the advantageous military position is the strategically the main 

aim of the both armies. After Shimla Agreement, Indian forces crossed the line of 
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control (LOC) upto a depth of 3 Kilometers to established five Indian posts on 

Pakistani control side of LOC. 
1
 

In 1984, India started his military operation to occupy 2312 Square Kilometer 

striangular area lying East of Soltoro Range between the Karakorum Pass, Indra Koli Pass 

and NJ 9842 the Northern most point on LOC.
2
Siachen was always considered to be the 

part of Pakistan. All British and American maps including in Britannica Atlas, the 

Tune Atlas of the world showed Siachen as part of Pakistan.
3
 

1.1.3 Pakistan Lost The Race Of Occupy Siachen 

Indian occupation in Siachen, Pakistani military leadership including General 

Zia-ul-Haq opted for Siachen as a diplomatic response which was very tragic and is 

sort of walkover to India on Siachen. Kargil Tehsil itself has about 88% Muslim 

population. Most of them are Shia sect. The area has strategic importance and 

provides an important road link between the valley and northern areas of Indian 

occupied Kashmir (IOK). These road links are important for India for supply routeto 

Siachen Glacier.  

From Pakistan side, the Kargil region is inhospitable, glaciated and consists of 

snowcapped mountain ranging from 1000 to 18000 Feet. Kargil is situated north of 

the Skardu, in the South of line of Control (LOC), in the East by Siachen Glacier and 

the Indus river. It is in the west of Neelum Valley. The Indus and Shyok are the two 

major rivers that cut across the line of control (LOC). From Pakistani side, the area is 

not very densely populated and is linked through the only one narrow road from 

Skardu across the Burzil Pass. This road is rough. These are generally mountain 

tracks. This route is open for only four months during the entire year to supply barely 

to sustain the scarterd population. The main supply route (MSR) for Pakistani army is 

Burzil – Shaqme Road. There are many other ranges with Himalayan ranges in the 

area neighboring to Kargil. There is another range which is known as majestic 

Karakorum range. The main supply route (MSR) is most important route but it is 

                                                           
1
 Nasim Zuhra, From Kargil to Coup, Sang-e-Meel, Lahore, 2018, P.31 

2
 Ibid., P.31 

3
 Ashfaq Hussain, Witness to Blunder, Maktoobat-e-Sulemani, Lahore, 2013, P.49 
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vitally note that the road cannot support the logistical build up for sustaining any 

sizeable offensive military operation.  

It is a tragic fact that in 1984, India violate the Shimla Agreement and ruined 

the line of control (LOC) and snatched into Siachen which is an important part of 

northern area of Jammu and Kashmir. That act was a serious threat for Pakistan with 

the utmost wish of India‘s Sub-Super Power of the region. The threat of Kargil was 

more serious than Siachen in 1999 because it over-looked the main supply route 

(MSR) from Siri Nagar to Siachen and Leh.  

For Pakistan, Kashmir has strategic importance. Kashmir is the major source 

of all rivers of Pakistan which is lifeline for Pakistan. Pakistani leadership argued that 

the intensive Kashmir would give it a strategic advantage that Pakistan lacks 

seriously. Kashmir is most important for both the countries especially for Pakistan. 

Kashmir is found in the mind of people, politicians, Scholars and strategists. Kashmir 

is a place where national and sub-national identities are ranged against each other. 

The roots of Kargil war were sewed and swarm on the land of Kashmir and Kashmir 

is become a flash point between identities, imagination and history. Kashmir is a 

conflict of territory, resources and people compelling histories, strategies and policy 

spreading from these different images of self and other that is why India and Pakistan 

adventuring for Kashmir right from their Independence Day. Kargil war is an 

exclusive example in Kashmir perspective.   

1.2 The Plan And Battle Of Kargil  

As per as the concerned of Siachen, the Army Chief and Ex-Dictator President 

Zia-ul-Haq denied the presence of Indian troops on Siachen and remarks that 

―Siachen is a land where nothing grow even grass.‖ 

Kargil located on the Indian side of the line of control (LOC) firstly came 

under the consideration during the meeting of Pakistan senior armed forces command 

in 1984, Chaired by President Zia-ul-Haq and commoner of 10 corps.
4
 They plan to 

reclaim the Siachen the following year. But the army intelligent reported that to report 

                                                           
4
 Nasim Zuhra, From Kargil to Coup, P.36 
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that army failed to recapture Siachen because of Indian ensued to sustain his troop‘s 

presence. In 1985, a plan B was designed and presented to meeting of top brass 

military leadership. According to that B plan Pakistani troops could across the line of 

control (LOC) and setup a posts in Kargil sector on Indian side of Jammu and 

Kashmir. Pakistani troops could block the main artery the Siri Nagar Leh Supply 

route to Siachen (NH-I) from the posts of Kargil and forced India to negotiate 

Pakistan and where Pakistan will demand unconditional Indian withdrawal from 

Siachen. President Zia-ul-Haq opposed the plan and said India would attack on 

international border.  

In 1986, the army chief asked the planning directorate at the GHO to take the 

concept developed by 1 Crop during the war-gaming exercise and developed it as an 

operation Brigadier Khalid Latif was put in charge the specific formulation of the 

Kargil Plan had three inputs:  

(1) Kargil should be the location of the proposed operation. 

(2) Para-troops would be used in the operation. 

(3) An entire battalion of approximately 4000 troops would land in the Kargil 

Area. 

The major cause to choose the Kargil as operation area was that it was direct 

view of and close proximity to NH-I, the Indian main supply route (MSR) to the 

Siachen. The planners assessed the response of international community and 

concluded that Pakistan‘s control role in the Afghan War put Pakistan in a good 

international position. The role of air force was also discussed and plan was sent 

to the joint services head-quarter.  

The Chairman of Joint chief Staff Committee (CJCSC) sent the plan to the Air 

Chief. The director of Air Force planning commodore recommended against the 

Air Force involvement. He noted that due to harsh weather steep and 

unpredictable terrain it was dangerous to flight low. The chairman agreed with the 

air forces assessment of its inability to conduct the Para-troops. He said that it was 

tactically a good plan, but strategically bad. 
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At the report of air force, the high command of army seemed to be divided 

over the plain, among the post and pre – 1965 officers. The Pre – 1965 officers 

show their concerns about undertaking such a risky operation. This category 

included the D.G. ISI and Chairman Joint Staff Committee head-quarter officer 

including Ali Quli Khan, Akhtar Abdul Rehman, Asif Nawaz and Pervaiz 

Musharraf were from the Post – 1965 course and seem to be in favour of the plan. 

The plan was rejected by D.G. ISI with simple note how to implement the plan. 

The D.G. ISI Akhtar Abdul Rehman wrote a detailed note and argued that 

Pakistan should utilized the Mujahedeen currently fighting in Afghan War and 

also trained Kashmiris for the operation in Kargil. Pakistan only plays his role 

behind the scene and paramilitary forces and mujahedeen allowed to execute in 

the Kargil sector. 

A political crisis, the Orji Camp explosion and the removal of Prime Minister 

Muhammad Khan Junijo, decisive prompted the shelving of the plan. 
5
Due to the 

unpredicted situation, the Kargil Plan was put in cold storage. In May 1998, India 

started work for his nuclear test and threatened Pakistan to recapture Azad 

Kashmir by using force. Indian conducted his nuclear test on 11 May and 13 May 

that Act of India totally changed the security dilemma of region. International 

response on nuclear test was worst for India but India tried to tackle the situation 

by using his strange diplomatic ties with Russia and America, the two main stake 

holders of the world. 

On 28 May, Pakistan conducted his nuclear test successfully. The Prime 

Minister of Pakistan declared that Pakistani weapons are to deter aggression, 

whether nuclear or conventional. Nuclear test from both sides heated up the 

situation along the line of control (LOC). 

After the resign of Chief of Army Staff Jahangir Karamat (COAS), the army 

show his concerns on the removal of army chief that act of army chief removal 

appreciated by the Indian and painted Nawaz Sharif a powerful Prime Minister. 

Nawaz Sharif already removed the Naval Chief Admiral Mansoor-ul-Haq on the 

                                                           
5
 Ibid., P.188 
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allegation of kick-back. Nawaz Sharif appointed Pervaiz Musharraf as a new army 

chief by superseding the two seniors most generals of army. Ch. Nisar Ali Khan 

and his brother Lt. General (Rtd.) Iftekhar Ali Khan advised the Nawaz Sharif to 

appoint Pervaiz Musharraf as army chief. From Pakistani side, the top-level 

changes in the army leadership going on and from Indian side, Siachen talks India 

ranged from their own 1994 offer of mutual withdrawal. 

India presented four points proposal with the demand of comprehensive 

ceasefire based on a freeze of ―Present Ground Position‖. In November, 1998, two 

policy approaches towards India were in play. The army chief, the officer of Post  

1965 war, the great supporter of the Kargil Plan placed the key appointment in the 

senior military command.  

Nawaz Sharif started the policy of diplomacy and dialogue. Backdoor 

diplomacy to resolve the Kashmir issue was going on Nawaz Sharif invited Indian 

Prime Minister to visit Pakistan. The Kargil clique decided to cross their troops 

cross the line of control (LOC) to pay back in kind to India for Siachen or so they 

had behalvent. 

1.3  The Preparation of Plan and Its Secrecy 

Venue was the barren land of Quetta which is surrounded by the high 

mountains. The weather is cold but the day sun had been shining, the whole day 

and the dazzling ray warm thing the tired officers who had been engaged in 

various exercises throughout the day. The venue was the Pakistan military school 

of infantry and tactical training the young officer of Pakistan army in handling 

infantry weapons and leading the troops up to the company level. It was the first 

and rare tune that the officer weapon and junior officer leadership was combined 

in one course named OWJOL-I. The aim behind that gathering was the fire power 

of demonstration. The participants of the course were tired due to long day 

exercise. The demonstration responsibility was on the shoulder of weapon training 

officer and their team. 
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As the sun sets, the soldiers sat on mats as there appeared to be some delay in 

the demonstration. All of sudden someone switched on a tape-recorder at full 

volume and it was being aired on a loud speaker. When nobody objected, the 

officer started enjoying the music. Some of the officer started dancing. Rest of the 

officers started clapping and soon it was a scene of joy and merriment. Suddenly 

the music stopped and replaced with chattering of machine guns. The scene of 

merriment buried into misty flames leaped forward and fire came from all 

directions as if the officers were ambushed by some miscreants. Soon after 

crackers were fired and it formed a parabola above and there was a heavy light 

which descended slowly with the help of small parachute lighting up the area. 

Weapon training officer of school was on mike. A caption of Baloch Regiment 

Tariq Majeed (Ex. Chairman of Joint Chief Staff Committee) muttered, ―What an 

adventurous officer and what a unique way of teaching?‖ The adventurous 

weapon training officer was a major of Punjab Regiment Javed Hussain. In time to 

come, he was to demonstrate more perilous adventures at the cost of national 

prestige, honor and hundreds of lives. He was considered to be intellectual. When 

he was Lieutenant Colonel at command and Staff College, he was assigned to 

write a research paper on India. Javed Hussain conficted his assignment and got 

appreciation. The research was published later with the title of ―India a Study of 

Profile‖. A worth reading book was appreciated by the commandant Staff College 

Major General Muhammad Amin Khan Barki. In his study, Javed Hussain 

critically analyzed the multidimensional features of India geography, army, people 

and status of mini supper power of the subcontinent. The most important form his 

book was the ―The politic military system ―evolved in Hindu era was seldom able 

to defeat a determined invader from outside India though India fielded larger 

armies which were well equipped. No doubt, it was a comprehensive study about 

the demography of India, but the ground realities have changed. Javed Hussain 

argument was that India could never defend itself against the determent invaders 

from the outside having better equipment and larger army. During the Kargil 

episode, Major General Javed Hussain was the commander Force Command 

Northern Areas (FCNA) and among the clique of corps commander who believe 

in the execution and success of Kargil episode.  
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After becoming the Army Chief, Pervaiz Musharraf made massive changes in 

army high command, but Javed Hussain was not changed from the important position 

of commander (FCNA). Major General assumed himself to be determined soldier and 

had strong thought that he could repeat the history add some laurels to his already 

feathered cap. 

Major General Javed Hassan is very talkative, and has good communication 

skill.  Deficiency if any was made-up by his posting as Defense Attaché to 

Washington DC. He got the advantage, returned more confident and assertive. A 

raw mind is easily influenced by glittering light and dazzling shine of the city. 

Brigadier Javed Hussain spent four years in Washington. The American invites a 

number of intellectuals who can influences public opinion in favor of United 

States. Brigadier Javed Hussain was an easy prey, staying there at his own state 

expenses. He became their blue eyed. The fact is that, on his return from America, 

he was promoted to the rank of Major General and made the Commander of 

FCNA. Now he is considering the authority, humor a strategic commander. He 

started to draw his practical plan of Kargil and grasp the ―One man power‖ to 

execute his master adventure. Induction of MI-17 Helicopter Squadron in 

Northern area gave fillip to his conception of Kargil adventure. 

1.3.1 The Execution of Operation and Its Secrecy 

The plan of Kargil was drawn after the occupation of Siachen in 1984. The 

President Zia-ul-Haq called a meeting of senior military command to conceive a plan 

to recapture the frigid and snowy area of Siachen. The idea was sent to the planning 

directorate of military with the advised to exercise it during the war game.The idea of 

Kargil again presented to President Zia-ul-Haq who rejected the plan by saying that after 

the Kargil episode India will attack on international border. 

The plan of Kargil war was also presented to the Benazir Bhutto‘s second era. 

The top brass army advocated Benazir Bhutto to go ahead with the plan. The 

master mind of the presentation was Pervaiz Musharraf, the Director General 

Military Operation (DGMO). Benazir Bhutto asked about the plan execution 
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which was not satisfactory. And its outcome she rejected the plan and said, 

―Kargil plan is not practical and it should be an absolute disaster.‖
6
 

The plan of Kargil was again presented to the Army Chief Jahangir Karamat 

by some specific mind set of military leadership. The Chief of Army Staff refer it 

to the directorate of planning for further clarification according to the SOP of 

military planning directorate. During the continued tragic dispute between the two 

rival countries, it is no matter to call any military plan or encounter plan. None of 

the army or country blamed for starting a war plan or war on the pretext of having 

such a plan when a number of conflicts has already been proceeding.  

The mind set behind Kargil plan was the Post – 1965 War Officer especially 

after the war of 1971 and the break-up of country. They believed that Kargil will 

be ―the revenge of 1971 war‖. The real danger of Kargil Plan was its execution in 

such condition when the conflict was already under consideration and conflict 

resolution. Kargil Plan was more dangerous in the context of the incident that such 

attempt could crump a nuclear war between the two historic rival countries having 

nuclear power. The Kargil adventure was the first major confirmation in the 

nuclear South Asia. It was the first real war plan between the two newly emerged 

nuclear states.
7
 

Unknown to many the clique of army generals had as new major confrontation in 

the military Kargil episode was the tactical act to pull Indian backing off act at 

negotiating table from even partially agreed upon bases of settlement of the Siachen 

issue. Kargil planners must have justified their own decision of crossing the line of 

control (LOC). The Kargil War planner‘s clique had plan to crossing the line of control 

(LOC) to payback in kind to Indian for Siachen or so they had believed. The Kargil 

clique‘s calculation was different from the civilian government who is trying his 

best to fasten the diplomacy to resolve the core issue of Kashmir by using 

dialogue and backdoor diplomacy.  

                                                           
6
 Siddique-ul-Farooq, “White Paper Kargil Adventure or Trap”, DAWN, Karachi, May 12,2008 

7
 Narender Behera, Demystifying Kashmir, Times of India, August 23, 2007, P.25 
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The Ex. Foreign Secretary Niaz Naik and B.J. Missra was discussing the 

consequences of Chanib Formula to resolve the Kashmir Problem. The army chief 

Pervaiz Musharraf and his closest clique of commander dislike the diplomacy 

parameter and believed that it is time wasting strategy of India and act to deceive 

our fool civilian leadership. The best way to got the revenge of 1971 and 

internationalized the Kashmir issue is the Kargil covert.  

The key planner and so-called intellectual about the Indian issue conceived the 

idea to cross the line of control (LOC), he was too convince his immediate bases, 

commander 10 Corps and Chief of the General Staff Lieutenant General Aziz 

Khan and the General Mehmood, the commandant of 10 Corps. The operation 

stated without the approval of according to the SOPs of army directorate of 

military operation. Javed Hassan believed that if they two were convinced it was 

easy to get consent of the Chief of Army Staff (COAS) Lieutenant General 

Mehmood was already impressed by him and listen to him with great attention. He 

and Chief of Army Staff (COAS) were from same unit. This fortune affiliation 

facilitated a lot in convincing the General Pervaiz Musharraf, General Aziz Khan 

had already served in the Northern areas. He also served as Chief of General Staff 

at headquarter 10 Corps and later as commander FCNA that was the basic cause to 

got the Kargil Plan practical and got the formal approval from the army chief. 

General Aziz Khan remained associated with the affairs on Northern areas what 

he could not do during his tenure, his companion and subordinate was willing to 

do. He agreed readily and promised to convince the Pervaiz Musharraf for the 

tactical move of Kargil adventure.  

The chief of army staff (COAS) general Pervaiz Musharraf was then briefed 

about what they wanted to do. General Pervaiz Musharraf got the briefing and 

show his concerns about the international response, especially from the 

Americans. General Javed Hussain by virtue of being defense attaché in America 

could talk artistically and expressed his new knowledge about the Americans with 

eloquence. He talked about his meeting with the Americans high officials and told 

the Musharraf, ―Americans in fact hate Indians. They should surly supported us, if 

we do something.‖ During the briefing, General Mehmood and General Aziz 
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Khan supported the argument of Javed Hussain and assure the Musharraf that they 

should definitely be succeed. Listen all that, General Pervaiz Musharraf said, 

―You make it look so easy. Anyhow, I shall go with it but it should be done in a 

careful way. I do not want the bodies of soldiers falling in enemy‘s hands.‖ 

General Javed Hussain also convinced Pervaiz Musharraf that he should not 

reveal the plan to other, ―Things do not leak out from lower levels, they leak out 

from the top.‖ Chief of Army Staff (COAS) agreed and never took corps 

commander and other chiefs in confidence till deployment across the line of 

control (LOC) was completed when corps commander and top military leadership 

were not taken into confidence, how could civilian government be entitled to 

know. What the group of general was up to pilot of the helicopters were the 

persons who could over hear the conversation of the senior four generals while 

flying. The commandant of FNCA used to repeatedly warn them, ―If you do not 

know, don‘t try to find out. If you know, bury it in your heart.‖ 

Major requirement before launching the operation was dumping of additional 

rations, clothing and ammunitions in the forward areas. If the civilian contractors 

were engaged, there was a danger of leakage of information as the efforts to be 

doubled or tripled. Due to the secrecy of the plan, it was decided to conduct the 

process of damping with the help of MI-17 helicopters which were bigger than the 

helicopters already in use. The above said parameter of secrecy were going on, the 

clique of four generals visited headquarter of FNCA where they were received by 

the Brigadier Masood Aslam. Major General Javed Hussain was very excited and 

jubilant and anxious to show his achievement. Brigadier Masood, who felt honor 

to received the guests, conduct their visit across the LOC and showed the 

mastermind of Kargil operation how successfully he was to occupy a large area in 

the absence of enemy.  

After the short stay and tea , they flew Lama helicopter for onward journey 

and landed at 125 (Zakria Post) 11 Kilometers ahead of LOC. General Pervaiz 

Musharraf was very excited and addressed the 12 NLI (Nick name Yaldrums) and 

said, ―We would strike blow to the enemy that she would never forget.‖ He was 
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very excited and decided to stay the night there. Next day was Eid-ul-Azha, and it 

was celebrated by the Chief of Army Staff (COAS) and his close clique across the 

line of control (LOC) with 12 NLI troops. In his book, Lieutenant General Shahid 

Aziz who was the Director (DMO) claim in his book that clique of four generals, 

the only top brass of military leadership know about the Kargil Plan and its 

execution. These generals believed that information are conveyed on need to 

know basis.‖
8
 

General Shahid Aziz further argued about the Kargil and said that when our 

troops cross the LOC and occupied the vacated post of India, then how the secrecy 

possible. When the forces fought, they got the samples of our personal bodies then 

where will the secrecy of plan lie. General Pervaiz Musharraf himself defend the 

secrecy of the plan and said, ―It is not necessary to tell everyone about the tactical 

and strategic operation like Kargil.‖ He further argued, ―The Kargil episode is a 

revenge of 1971.‖
9
 

1.4 Beginning of the Kargil Operation and Its 

Execution 

Musharraf had involved in Kargil episode when he was DG MO. He tried to 

get the approval of plan execution but failed. When Pervaiz Musharraf became 

Chief of Army Staff and made the top military changes according to his mind and 

wishes. The Kargil adventure was fresh in his mind. He appointed the General 

Aziz Khan as (COGS) and General Masood as Corps 10 Brigade. The motivator 

and real mastermind General Javed Hussain sustain his posting as commander 

FCNA. The clique of four started the execution of Kargil Plan without consulting 

the civilian and top brass military leadership by saying that there is no need to 

inform everyone about the strategic and tactical operation like Kargil. The 

majority of top brass military leadership including the air and naval chiefs were 

never took in confidence on Kargil episode. The elected chief executive of 

Pakistan and the Prime Minister of Pakistan had no clue that hundreds of their 
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troops had begun crossing the LOC. But the operation was underway.
10

 The 

commandant of FCNA praised by the army circles due to his keenly followed the 

Kashmir insurgency especially after returning from Washington.  

After the defense attaché, he articulated his close circles that the Americans 

started to neglect Kashmir. The Americans didn‘t believe that Pakistan is serious 

about Kashmir issue. He recalled they would talk him General you have neither 

the will nor the wherewithal. Talk to us when you have the will and the 

wherewithal.
11

 With the above said orientation and sustaining the position of 

commander FCNA in October, 1998 General Javed Hussain refrain his officer was 

―get offensive, we have to cross the line of control (LOC).‖ That approach was 

surprising. He had also been the way of his predecessor after the FCNA 

commander enthusiastic for aggressive conduct along the line of control (LOC), 

translated into issuing aggressive directions, without always getting the request to 

corps commander clearance or not following the adequate confidentially and 

suitable direction and restraint in the display of the enthusiasm on successful 

conduct of the operation.  

By the mid of October, 1998 the General Musharraf and his close companions had 

decided to launch operation across the LOC. Operation Koh Paima (OP KP). 

Interestingly, differ from the highest peak capturing operation that two armies had 

undertaken previously which can involved a maximum of two kilometers of penetrates 

into other territory. The planning and execution of the operation Koh Paima (OP 

PK) divided around the FCNA as the main planner as well as the executers of the 

Kargil episode Major General Javed Hussain had three brigades; brigades 80, 

brigade 82 at Skardu and brigade 232 at Siachen commanded by the Masood 

Aslam, Nusrat Sial and Salahuddin Satti.  

The clique of four has same chemistry and same believes about the resolution 

of Kashmir issue. They do not believe in diplomacy and dialogue which was 

adopted by the elected Prime Minister of the country. After the nuclear test, these 

master minds of Kargil believed that success of operation KP force the world 
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power to intervene to resolved the issue of Jammu and Kashmir. Pakistan as 

nuclear state was another blackmail calculation in the minds of the generals. They 

believed that nuclear card could also be exploited operation Koh Paima was an 

attempt to exploit that nuclear era. This operation was all set to directly undermine 

the elected Prime Minister‘s agenda of continuing dialogue and diplomacy with 

India and reorientation of Kashmir policy. It is very tragic and unconstitutional 

autonomy that the men in Khaki enjoyed on secrecy matter laid the undoing 

policy on India and Pakistani political leadership wanted to peruse.
12

 

The three general leading 10 corps of Pakistan army, was responsible for 

protecting line of control (LOC) and the international border from Mangla to Head 

Marrala. With a nod from new army Chief kept totally unknown the elected Prime 

Minster now including the army chief clique of four generals planning a daredevil 

military operation across LOC. The Kargil operation had as sever set back at its 

planning and approval level that plan was made and approved by violating the 

SOP of the Military Operation Directorate (MOD). Planner clique of four generals 

started the plan by late October, firstly headed for Drass brigade commander 

brigadier Masood Aslam was drops from a Heli in the Drass area along with 

lieutenant colonel and ten soldiers for reminiscences. They found the Morpola and 

Tololong areas uncopied for miles. It was an excited gesture for the planner of KP 

OP. then the Lt. Colonel Mansoor, the commanding officer of NLi 6. They 

crossed the line of control and entered the Drass area with his soldiers to occupy 

posts vacated by the Indian troops and set up new one. The soldiers‘ logistic 

operation accompanied the initially limited NLi movement, the troops having 

merely taken off with basic supplies in these bag packs.  

The planners were confident. They would not be detracted and discovered 

before summer and their camouflage carry then unnoticed into winter.  General 

Javed Hussain acknowledged, ―We were there from October, 1998 onward. We 

did not know whether we would be discorded in summer or winter‖.
13
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1.3.1. Extension of Operation 

After the beginning of the OP KP, the commander of FCNA general Javed 

Hussain believed the opportunity to expand the operation. After the crossing of 

LOC, Pakistani troops found that there were vast unoccupied across the line of 

control with no Indian presence.
14

. 

The commander Javed Hussain and his officers planning to enlarge their 

operation on more area on opportunity existed ideology foresaw no immediate 

counter move as India troops left the posts. The operation was expanded from one 

sector to five sectors. The expanded operation neither was generally war game nor 

comprehensively planned. The ill planning of (OP KP) again exposed the 

mastermind and planners had thought of capturing 10 to 12 posts, but expanded 

operation occupation ended with 140 posts. That expansion and occupation of 140 

post excited the planners. They were very happy at the penetration into enemy 

territory undetected. The planners wanted to get the revenge of 1971, so they 

recall that area was the own area of Pakistan that had been lost to India in 1971. 

So, they went into mission creep and the troops begun to cross the line of control 

from seven directions by December, 1998. From west, the area was Indus River, 

east of River Shyok, from the top of Shyok Valley and from Shaqmes Primarily NLi 

infantry soldiers were the ones involved in operation Koh Paima. Pakistani penetrators 

across LOC extend upto 14 Kilometers into the Indian side of the LOC. Pakistani 

troops had ended up establishing 196 post including bases and out posts. 

A sense of victory prevails among the soldiers and ill planners of the 

operation. But tragedy was that troops as well as the planners were unaware of 

very critical problems of logistical stretch
15

. This operational creep would soon 

generate. It was a tragic fact that this deeper penetration across the line of control 

meant the greater risk of exposure to enemy and unpredictable offensive 

reaction.The clique of Kargil planners were confident and excited with the 

progress of the (OP KP). Pakistani troops fun 13 NLi, 2 NLi, 5 NLi, 12 NLI and Sindh 
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Regiment directly penetrated the seven areas. How jubilant the planners of operation Koh 

Paima (OP KP). 

The calculations of the Kargil planners were that an expanded operation would 

result in Pakistani control of a bigger chunk of the strategic heights across the line 

of control (LOC). The bigger the territory, the more diplomatic and political 

advantages would acquire to Pakistan in negotiations with India.
16

 

The planners thinking about the Indian retaliation military dislodge the 

Pakistani forces from the strategic heights, they have occupied. Indian offensive 

relation by the end of May, India stake holder from all fronts made their strategy 

by putting the consensus between the decision makers and decided to gave 

offensive response from all front, the diplomacy on media and on the burning 

battlefield of frigid height of Kargil. Indian Prime Minister called the Nawaz 

Sharif and complained about Pakistani military operation on the heights of Kargil. 

He bluntly told Nawaz Sharif ―You have betrayed me.‖ he declared that no 

intrusion will be allowed in our country.
17

 

In response, Nawaz Sharif surprised and called the director general military 

operation (DGMO). Lt. General Touqeer Zia decided to call the DGMO of India 

again the same day with answer to his question. But time has passed. Before 

question and reply answer, India launched operation ―VIJAY‖ at 6:30 a.m. on 

attack formation of MIGS and MI-25 attack helicopters armed with the rockets 

and guided missile take off from the Srinagar air base to destroy the most critical 

and impartial position of Drass, Batalik, Kargil  and Mashkoh.
18

 

Before launching the offensive retaliative operation, Indian Prime Minister 

Vajpayee publicly provided the justification of the operation and said, ―We are facing a 

new situation in Kargil.‖ Prime Minister also signaled the use of air power to clear the 

Kargil area.
19
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Prime Minister also threatens first time to Pakistan to use nuclear weapons and 

tried to involve the international community to take notice of the critical situation. 

By the last week of May, India had begun comprehending the scale of operation 

Koh Paima (OP KP). By using his comprehensive strategy, India isolated most of 

the position of the enemy running out the supplies and ammunition and observed 

that there is nobody to look after their dead bodies and injured personas.
20

 

Operation Vijay had a clear signal from Indian leadership that they are 

concentrated on the most posts and pickets at Drass which were the most 

dangerous for India main artery of supply to Siacen,the Drass Kargil highway 

(NHI). The important and first reclaimed by the India was at the fringe of the 

watershed
21

 in the Mushko sector of Point 4540, Indian leadership intentionally 

avoid opening new war fronts and decided to the concentrate on the peruse war 

field with his full military capability to vacate the occupied tops of the Kargil 

area. From India initial claim of ousting the intruder, a matter of days, But at 

move to week, then a month and finally they hoped to vacate the heights might be 

before the start of the winter, but it was not certainly. Due to confrontations 

between the civil and military leadership, Pakistan had decided to disclaim the 

intruders as not our military troops and laid the blame on the mujahideen. In 

response, the renounced mujahedeen leader denied that claim and cleared that our 

militants are not involved in the situation.  

Form the war front, India made numerous unsuccessful attempts to evict the 

lost heights but failed and faces heavy casualties of personal. These heavy losses 

made a panic throughout the India. Indian media started criticizing the Indian 

leadership. As the time passed, Indian media created war hysteria throughout the 

India. They harshly started to criticize the Indian policy makers. The Indian 

leadership decided to escalate the war ―Vertically‖. They decided frequently use 

their air force along with the deployment of their 400 odd ―Bofors Guns‖. These 

decisions were not enough to play the decisive role. The deployment of air force 

was not very successive within few days. Two MIG were shot down by the 
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militants along with two helicopters. The nature of battlefield required more 

which has already been done. Massive bombing and use of air force result 

nothing. As a war tactic, India decided to use guided missile which is the only 

kind of weapon which could be accurate in this terrain. It was not possible to 

deploy ground troops for this purpose. They tried to use their helicopters, but 

could not successive as the need of hour. From start of June, they had decided to 

bring ―Bofors‖ and they have decided to start from Drass sector because it was as 

main artery for them and they were most vulnerable, so they started here.  

According to the situation, it was a best idea for India that the depth of the 

valley was two high here. There was necessary space for the deployment of forty 

or so guns deployed here. Deeds were sufficient under the cover of their fire 

elements of 2 Rajputana Rifles Chapter. What the India called Tollong to on 

genuine point (4590)
22

 which was the most dominating height directly 

overlooking the Drass and the important adjacent post on 13
th

 June and Tiger Hill 

(Point 5140) on June, 20
th

. It was the result of deployment of ―Before‖ that India 

captured these strategically important peaks. It is a fact that by using some guns in 

other places, they could not get the same result. In the absence of Pakistani air 

force, India decided to put his MIG 21, 23 and two Mirage 200 air craft and MI-17 

gunship helicopters and used cluster bombs. They also used chemical bombs in 

large quantity with their devastating effects. India did not show any symptom of 

offensive advancement of Indian ground army as they have already faced sever 

casualties of personal on the early stage of war episode.  

It was a tactical fact that relaying on his guns and helicopters, despite heavy 

stories of 100 fighter planes and their continued shelling of about four weeks. The 

Indian planners of operation Vijay did not know how the resistance from the 

occupied fighter encountered. They were facing massive shelling from Indian air 

force while there was not counter attack from the Pakistanis‘ air force. The 

amazing fact was that India deployment of about 5000 soldiers and air personals 

in attempt to dialogue the Pakistani fighters as a mind blowing ratio of 250 : 1 % 
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bogged down on ground along the despite passage of about 30 days combat under 

Indian air force and artillery cover.  

Pakistani soldiers showed heavy retaliation to the Indian repulsing their 

repeated efforts to sustain the peeks more than seventy days. It was a tragic fact 

that the Pakistani soldiers fought bravely and sustain their peeks about 70 days 

despite the heavy shelling and bombing. Indian forces were more aggressive and 

tried to cut off the supply route of militants by using helicopters. While on 

Pakistani side, there was no response from air force and clique planners blaming 

the mujahideen and had no clue to sustain the main supply route of their personal. 

Their ammunition and food supplies were run short day by day. Pakistan though 

appearing stronger position in the battlefield by capturing strategically important 

peaks but was in much a weaker position politically and diplomatically. The 

planner of Kargil does not recognize them as their regular troops, but could not 

stop supporting them. Due to a war tact, the clique of planners was disowning the 

militants as their regular troops and could not be given full air cover to sustain 

peeks and secured themselves from Indian bombing unless Indian launched full-

fledged war with Pakistan.
23

 

As per as the concern of the scene of war, India‘s massive offensive attack 

bring the Pakistani troops on defensive side. It was very difficult for them to 

sustain their heights, after losing the Tollong Post, which was important to sustain 

Tiger Hill Post. The Pakistani soldiers new supply route were cut off by sever 

bombing and Pakistani fighters fought day and night without food and medical 

quires.
24

 

On 16
th

 June, the air craft of Indian air force bombed the administrative base 

came of 5 NLi located one Kilometer ahead of the line of control (LOC). Five 

officers and six men embraced the shahadat, while most of the equipment, arms 

and ammunition and ration were destroyed.  Khaqan Post was lost by 17
th

 June 

after fierce retaliation and recaptured by a brave major Tariq.  This was the war 

scene in the fourth week of post June and first week of July. Administrative base 
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of NLI 5 destroyed, men stayed without food and medical aid. Ammunition 

remained drastically deficient, Shortage of man power and porters. On a massive 

war situation and due to massive air force shelling, the unit5 NLi were asked to 

withdraw.  

33 Frontier Force Regiment not only took over the charge of the posts vacated 

by 5 NLi, they were also asked to hold on the sector, vacated by 14 Sindh and 8 

NLi. As sustaining, the area became difficult. More troops were asked for from 

28
th

 June to 5
th

 July after the heavy casualties. The important sector of Domel was 

luckily in the scene. The soldiers from Pakistani side were fighting bravely and 

they enforced to occupy the important peaks about 72 days in miserable condition. 

They also complained that their government denied to own them as their soldiers 

and called them the militants of Kashmir. The adventure of adventurous clique of 

four miscalculated and Pakistan plunged into a difficult situation of warfare.  

Towards the end of war, the soldiers were asked to withdrawal and clique of 

four wondering the safe passage and face saving to send Nawaz Sharif to 

Washington and got the end in the shameful manner of ―unconditional 

withdrawal‖ by following the blame game of responsibility. The war came to an 

end in furious manner. Indian army claim 464 militants and 725 Pakistani regular 

army personals lost their lives bow. The cast of India was more than 747 officers 

were killed and 1109 wounded.
25

 

After the war India justified his victory, not only militarily, politically and 

diplomatically. In border sense the Kargil war was fought on a limited scale and at 

the turn of country, but it was not altogether a flap, or failure as the India 

impressed upon the world; it left a deep impact. The lesson from Kargil is 

important indeed impartial and taken as useful input when we discuss further 

Pakistan and India peace and stability in South Asia. The maneuver of pre and 

post situation raised some serious questions about the adventure of Kargil from. 

These disturbing and systematic questions had surfaced under whose control the 

army is? Who check their plans and measure the physical execution parameters? 
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Who are they obliged to get their plans cleared from? The SOP of military can be 

followed to get the approval of the plan? Who was the secrecy mastermind of 

need to inform? Is Pakistan‘s air force and naval commanders took in confidence 

and being known about the plan? Are the high brass and all core commanders 

were known about the plan? At what level does input of the civilian chief 

executive enter into planning? Constitutionally what article obliges the army to 

seek civilian clearness, guidance and input? What is the SOP to execute that kind 

of operation who was the final decision maker and who were the people present 

their necks to assure the success of the operation?  
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Chapter 2 

Media’s Kargil 

2.1 Media’s Kargil From Both Sides 

The media‘s kargil is an important feature of the study. The overall opinion of 

Pakistani media persons about Kargil was contradictory and a bit fractured. The 

feelings and opinion of Pakistan was and still divergent and overlapping. There 

was a huge gulf between the views, causes, planning and conduct of Kargil 

operation. The opinion of media persons was divergent and contradictory. They 

raising the question about the outcome of Kargil operation was it a won, defeat, 

diplomatic or political views. A tactical master plan, but strategically 

miscalculated. These questions created a severe and vast difference of opinion 

among the media personal. It was due to the reason that media had a bit and 

precious access to the reliable information about the actual conduct and execution 

of the war. The only source of formal information about war was the PTV which 

is presenting the mujahideen cover story day and night. The planner and 

mastermind of ―need to know‖ could not provide any reliable information about 

the happening of frigid heights of the Kargil area. The unfolding of Kargil 

operation and intended briefing given to the military attaché from the DGMI clear 

the international community that there were no militant in the occupied heights. 

They are the troops of Pakistan military who are fighting the war. International 

media prove the involvement of Pakistani troops in the conflict, the domestic 

criticism seems to be enhancing. It was the diplomatic failure of Pakistan that the 

international community stressed Pakistan to withdraw his fighting troops from 

the snowy and burning heights of kargil area. 

The media was divided into two parts. The Urdu media men presented the 

information in non-investigative way.They  reports  relay  on  PTV They arguing 

and presenting the superficial story of ongoing event and claimed that ―Jihadi‖ 

will capture the Kashmir soon. Naway Waqaq, Ummat and the paper from 
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religious element highlighted the kind of sentiment which produced the anger in 

people against government.  

On the other hand, English print media strongly criticized the government‘s ill 

and poor diplomacy. They blamed the government for his diplomatic failure and 

the adventure of army high command. When media highlighted the Nawaz Sharif 

blamed the army chief not to taking him confidence before the Kargil adventure. It 

was demand by army sources. While army claimed victorious on national 

television (PTV). It seems clear contradiction between the Urdu and English 

media drawn due to their mindset, they reflected and promote. The reason behind 

that contradiction was the limited and folded information about the Kargil 

execution. Dominant part of the media supported jehad mujahideen and religious 

realists.  

On the other side, the English print media was largely more investigative, 

realistic and a bit well informed, so they presenting the actual warfare while the 

Urdu print media was more aggressive, sensational, less investigative and more 

predictive. Urdu media mobilized the public opinion which let the public 

sentiments, promoting aggression and produced anger among the people against 

sitting government of Nawaz Sharif. That kind of media plays a vital role to 

damage the political mileage of diplomacy of the Nawaz Sharif government.  

English print media on the other hand, was more relying on international 

media report. Their media persons educated mature and investigative. It was more 

critical and less sensational. The English media men had better sort of information 

from their reliable and credible sources. They tried to paint the better informative 

picture of the Kargil episode. The analysis and arguments in English media were 

of high quality. It is quite important that no media persons from both sides have 

direct approach to the battlefield. It is a fact that by July, 1999, a large number of 

high qualities of critical pieces of Kargil episode had appeared mostly in English 

language newspapers and magazine.
26
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The major factor behind the contradiction was that media person does not have 

the first-hand information did not provided any access to the media due to the 

secrecy of the episode. National TV presented a same story from day first. It was 

purely mujahideen‘s operation to occupy the Kashmir. There is no involvement of 

Pakistani troops at any level. Pakistan is only providing moral and political 

support to the militants. Majority of the English media persons had the opinion 

that it was fabricated and planned cover-story of planners of Kargil to in testify 

the military planned operation. The print media except Pakistan Television (PTV) 

restricted to the northern areas. Media person were very eager to travel and report 

from Siachen and anywhere from the war area along with line of control (LOC).
27

 

Only a few persons from Pakistani media were able to reach the Siachen. 

Hamid Mir of Jang reached the Skrdu and got some glimpses of the executed war. 

Some other tried, but they never allowed to access to the battlefield. It was due to 

above said restriction that only few investigate and reliable reporting was DAWN 

played in Pakistani electronic and print media. Pakistani media only presented the 

superficial story of mujahideen who were trying to conquer the Kashmir.  

2.2. Indian Media Kargil  

While on the other side, Indian media played very vital role thorough the war. 

Although they criticized the government initially for their intelligence failure, but 

the Indian stakeholders got the media in confidence and used their media to 

enhance the political advantage, narrate their diplomatic efforts via media. The 

role of Indian media was very massive and impressive. Their government allowed 

them to cover the war scene which built a huge campaign on the electronic media 

in billions of Indian houses. It was a good war tactic to used the media to 

mobilized the people and got the political and diplomatic benefit on international 

level. The excessive coverage of Indian media created a ―War Hysteria‖ in the 

minds of the people. Their news bulletins enhanced the aggression that is why 

Kargil adventure became India‘s ―First Media War‖, which helped the Indian 

government to get the support of the people and minimized the initial damage 
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intelligence failure of Kargil heights. Indian media played his role in opinion 

making shaping and enable the Indian diplomatic front to propagate their view to 

the world community and got the support of international community. They 

propagate the crossing of line of control (LOC) as an organ to convince the world 

that it is Pakistani troops which crossed the LOC and intrude into Indian Territory. 

The Indian print media strategy was very impressive and successful which was 

helped the India to win the diplomatic war at international level. India used his 

media to enhance his impression of diplomacy to the world. While Pakistani 

government failed to make impressive media strategy. In Pakistani media, there 

was a misconception and misinformation due to plan of secrecy. Pakistani media 

have their own mindset. The superficial victory reporting divided the people of 

Pakistan and builds the aggression against the sitting government instead 

supporting the government to tackle the Kargil episode. English print media 

provided the better and quality reporting. They tried their best to provide the 

actual conduct of war. Urdu print media present only sensational role which 

exhausted the aggression against the sitting government. Sensational style of 

reporting and the ―Slogan to conquer Kashmir‖ during Kargil episode inflamed 

the emotions of the people of Pakistan. Majority of print media, so Urdu median 

propagate and promote the domestic norms. Urdu print media developed certain 

level that cannot be minimized and under ashamed. Urdu print media highlighted 

the Kashmir and mujahideen story which provided fuel to the emotions of the 

people of Pakistan. The scenario of Kargil war is an example of sensational 

journalism.  

The contradiction among media play very vital role to promote the Jihaidi 

emotions during the Kargil war. In contrast, Indian government used its media as 

an organ of war. They provided access to the battlefield reporting team made war 

film, while the Indian print media propagated against Pakistani militants. They 

published the stories of brave soldiers of Indian and mobilized the people of India. 

Pre and Post period of Kargil war media was under the massive control of 

government. Military leadership was playing their role and restricted the media 

persons from the war ground. So, Pakistani media had a limited role to depict the 
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actual warfare matter of the Kargil episode. The commentary and criticism on 

civil and military dilemma during the Kargil war is an example of freedom of 

expression. It was fact that the civil and military government always tried to 

control. The media had tried to decrease the extent of freedom of expression.  

The coverage from India and international media was more investigative and 

reliable. Indian government tried to convict the Pakistani aggression by using his 

electronic and print media. They tried to got the Indian and international media on 

one page, propagate the violation of LOC from Pakistan. Indian media highlighted 

the differences among the civil and military leadership of Pakistan. They 

propagate the double policy of Pakistan. They appreciated the bus diplomacy, 

strongly criticized Pervaiz Musharraf and the other executor of the Kargil War.  

The BBC provided some valuable and reliable reports in early days of Kargil 

episode which exposed the mujahideen cover-story of Pakistani government. The 

early reports from BBC provided an opportunity to Indian media to launch a 

massive attack on Pakistan and declared the Pakistan as ―a state sponsor of 

terrorists.‖ They strongly criticizing and targeting the military as ―rouge‖ 

adventurers and out of control from the civilian government.
28

 

The contemporary view of role of media during Kargil war clearly depict that 

Indian media supported his government, propagate Indian view point, aggression 

of Pakistani militants provided ground support to the diplomatic to convince the 

international community about the crossing of LOC. Indian media fought his 

Kargil war in an impressive and dominative way supported his government to win 

the diplomatic front while Pakistani media rely on sensational and remained 

uninvestigated. Pakistani media depict the confusing and superficial picture of 

Kargil war divided the people, exhausted the people‘s aggression, weekend the 

government, non-supportive to the diplomatic front. Pakistani media was less 

informative, have his own mindset which damaged the shaping of opinion in 

Pakistan.  
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The media is or can be valuable force multiplier. Even in circumstances of 

proxy war, the battle of hearts and minds is of paramount importance. It is implies 

to winning the battle of bullets only to lose the war because of popular 

alienation.
29

 

2.3 Civil Military Differences 

Right from the day of independence, it is a fact that issue like Pak-Indian 

relations, the myth of disputes and their parameter, foreign policy, defense and 

nuclear capability are the special concern for the military. The civil government, 

his executive and major political players are shortly and need to know briefed. 

The military establishment and military chief assume it is purely the concern of 

military leadership not the concern of civilian leadership. Military leadershipdoes 

not allow the civilian to interfere and intervene in the military related matters. 

According to the reputed analysis Talat Masood General Pervaiz Musharraf 

was over assertive at the price of credibility of the elected Prime Minister Nawaz 

Sharif. Musharraf belonged to the military group of post 1965 war and especially 

after the debacle of 1971 war. He believed in taking the revenge of 1971. For that 

objective, he has his own calculation and concern. He presented his plan of 

revenge to the Benazir Bhutto when he was DGMO. But she denied executing but 

the plan remained alive in the mind of Pervaiz Musharraf. Mushrrafs calculation 

about execution of Kargil Plan was a defensive idea, not offensive idea. He 

miscalculated the response of international community. Renowned Azhar Abbas 

said in his article, ―The assumption here in Pakistan was that India could not 

respond to his hired of covert warfare with controversial attack of Pakistan.‖
30

 

Several retired army officers believed that the new army chief is more 

assertive than the ex-army chief general Jahangir Karamat and have more 

calculations about the Nawaz Sharif. Musharraf took the burning issue of Kashmir 

according to his own doctrine. Taking issue with the new doctrine is unlikely to 

bow out as easily as Kargil. That specific thinking and mindset of Pervaiz 
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Musharraf troubled the civil military relation during the post war era of Kargil 

episode. Azhar Abbas concluded that army may not only be searching a new power 

sharing formula after the dissolution of the famous ―Troika‖. Musharraf‘s new 

doctrine is indeed little more than the quest of new power sharing formula and 

arrangement.  

According to an analyst, this change of threat, perception can cast us in the 

large run our entire feature. He analyzed that in the past, military bureaucratic 

elite seems as threat to its importance, supremacy, sovereignty and status in the 

national power structure. The planning and launching the Kargil adventure, it was 

able to assert its authority and interest. In his tenure, Musharraf execute that 

mindset during the planning, execution and full out of Kargil war.  

 Nawaz Sharif appointed general Musharraf by super-seeding Punjab and 

Pakhtoon general by expecting that he will be more comfortable with a muhajar 

Musharraf which have not strong roots in military establishment. The doctrine of 

Nawaz Sharif about army was based on the subordinate role of army under 

political government.
31

 

Nawaz Sharif got resignation of Jahangir Karamat and appointed Musharraf as 

army chief and started the peace process with India and invited Indian Prime 

Minister Vajpayee to come to Lahore by using ―bus diplomacy‖. Pervaiz 

Musharraf showed his own concerns to Nawaz Sharif on that visit. After the visit 

of Vajpayee, the first phase of confrontation started and spreading. As a revenge 

of 1971, Musharraf started his favourite Kargil plan with his trusted clique by 

keeping unaware civilian government and top brass military leadership too.
32

 

The Kargil blender proved that there could be exception to the maximum 

failure is an orphan.
33

 Nawaz Sharif, as chief executive was left to deal with the 

fallout of the Kargil war. Nawaz Sharif publically adopted the failure of operation 

Koh Paima (KP) as his government failure. He did not show any sign of 
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accountability of the actual architect and his trusted who were not only refusing to 

accept the responsibility but supersizing claim that it was a success and the 4
th

 

July decision of withdrawal was wrong. By response the clique of four against the 

backdrop of multiple critique of the operation KP, they went into a veiled 

offensive defense mode.  

In the post war period, the mastermind of Kargil plan seemingly co-operate 

post Kargil stance towards the government with a pro-active ―survival strategy‖. 

They felt ―insecure‖ as an architect of the concluding end of flawed and failed 

Kargil operation. They feared possible ―retribution‖ from within their own 

institution as well as from the civilian Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif.  

Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif had a major ―repairing job‖ to do both on 

diplomatic and domestic fronts. Nawaz Sharif faced severe criticism and his 

popularity graph had fallen badly. Opposition and religious parties started 

agitation against him. Nawaz Sharif, Musharraf tension had begun building up in 

the closing days of Kargil fallout. The people of Pakistan endorsed the 

Musharraf‘s misadventure. Political scene changed against the Nawaz Sharif. 

Acceptance of proposal of unconditional withdrawal damaged the political 

popularity of Nawaz Sharif. However, by early August, with the outcome of 

Kargil operation bear heavy on the minds of the Kargil planner and executor 

found themselves in a midst of the ballgame that threatened their survival. The 

fallout of withdrawal created a dilemma between for Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif 

versus army chief while Sharif had bailout the army by accepting the 

responsibility of the fallout of Kargil failure and showed no sign of accountability 

of the disaster. Ch. Nisar Ali Khan and Shahbaz Sharif tried their best to create 

confidence building measure (CBM) between the army chief and Nawaz Sharif. 

They searched day and night to build the CBM among them, but the clique of four 

decided to launch a systematic propaganda, offensive campaign against the Nawaz 

Sharif.
34
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Musharraf and his trusted started rumor about the removal of Jahangir 

Karamat as a ―insulting way‖. In his close circle and even the meeting of corps 

commanders, Musharraf criticized the way the Karamat has removed and claim 

that it was insulting for army as an institution. He gave a massage through 

common friends to the prime minister, ―I am not Jahangir Karamat.‖ Multiple 

factors had prompted the army high command to work on an anti-Nawaz Sharif 

campaign, their chronic distrust of the civilian. The barracks, drawing room and 

media chatter of the Kargil failure, the discontent within the army and the ―rouge 

army‖, advertisement that appeared in the US press. They started blaming that 

Sharif‘s led government was behind the placement of the ―rouge army‖ 

advertisement.
35

 

Musharraf wrote in his book ‗In the Line of Fire‘, all kind of carefully placed 

articles appeared including one-page advertisement in the US Press, maligning the 

army and creating a divide between it and the government.
36

 It was subsequently 

revealed with documented evidence that the Indian government had been behind 

authoring and financing the publications of the advertisement.
37

 

The Nawaz Sharif had begun to lose his patience. During the meeting, the 

close circle of PM questioning the calculations regarding the Kargil operation and 

planning of clique of four. The Prime Minister recalled in a subsequent interview, 

―I kept asking Pervaiz Musharraf. After all what did you have in mind when you 

planned and execute such an operation?‖
38

 

As the time passed, the tension of the Kargil become sour as the 

―fog of war‖ had unrevealed whatever bone homic had existed through the many 

between the PM and army chief. In post Kargil episode era the confrontation of 

Pakistani power structure, civil and military leadership distrustful of each other, 

had begun functionary in a highlighted instability zone with Washington to as a 

relevant player. According to a Nawaz Sharif‘s right-hand man his defense 
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strategy, the prime minister had no intention of making any action against Army 

Chief Pervaiz Musharraf. He never once mentioned the need to setup Kargil 

inquiry targeting the army chief general Musharraf. Although the fallout of Kargil 

seriously damaged the political leadership of PM but Nawaz Sharif‘s inner coterie 

of advisor was keen to settle the tension. The common friend brigadier Niaz and 

journalists Majeed Nazami played a role in dumping up the tension of the 

withdrawal and to avoid the possibility of an overt political clash between the two 

top brass and civilian.  

Would the top brass and clique of four strike through coup d‘état or the Prime 

Minister Nawaz Sharif use his constitutional authority to do the unprecedented 

fire the second army chief general Musharraf within a period of one year? This 

was the million-dollar question arrowing the round.  

Army is disciplined institution but during end post period of Kargil army high 

command face harsh and angry question. These questions rose during the senior 

command meeting and in regimental tour of army chief faced uncomfortable 

question. While the army chief and his trusted advocated strategy that it was a 

military won which has been converted into defeat by the step of withdrawal. As 

Pervaiz Musharraf claimed in his book ‗In the line of fire‘, ―It was a milestone in 

the history of Pakistan.‖ But trained young soldiers asked why did we go in? They 

questioned why the political leadership had crafted anignore amused to brave and 

bold winning efforts of their colleagues. But by August, from within the cracks in 

the leaden walls of secrecy surrounding the Kargil episode sagas of suffering 

soldiers had started stepping through. They questioned why the soldiers sent in 

with backpacks bearing three-days supplies had gone. They remained hungry for 

days and nights as there was minimal or no logistic support.―Soldiers from NLi5 

had been sent hurriedly from the plain in June straight on to the deadly heights 

only with backpacks. They fought and stayed hungry for days and nights.‖
39

 

The planner rejoiced as they captured the vacated peaks and yet the operation 

KP extended beyond the original blueprint with men who had been given the 
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signal to press ahead beyond Koh Paima‘s original blueprint remained with 

shortage of food and logistic support. Kargil veteran talked of surviving on stocks 

of ―energile drink‖ clamp of grass. The soldiers of (OP KP) said that there was no 

war gaming involving logistic base, time required operation time factor for 

preparation to face the entire range of the enemy reaction.
40

 

The architects of Kargil plan were reacting to widespread reservations among 

the soldiers. General Musharraf decided to visit to tour the corps and personally 

explained the Kargil structure to his resistive soldiers. In Quetta Garrison 41 

Division auditoriums. A captain asked the general Musharraf, ―If you have to 

pullout in exchange for a PM Nawaz Sharif and Clinton breakfast meeting, why 

did you go in?‖ Similarly, the master planner and executor faced sever questions 

during the visit of NLi at Gilgit at the end of June. A young captain said the Chief 

FCNA, ―Did you visualize the enemy reaction?‖ The answer was ―No‖. The 

young warrior had many questions. ―Why did we conduct the Kargil Plan?‖ asked 

one, thus one operation and ―so many casualties?‖ Another soldier wanted to 

know, ―Who is responsible for this fiasco?‖ Many of them complained that media 

―mistreated‖ them and disowned them by asking the martyred bodies, the bodies 

of mujahideen. These are some glimpses of confrontation from within the army. 

From the political front, ‗younger‘ Sharif having heard the army chief 

attentively, was sure that neither his brother fenced such a suggestion of removal 

of army chief. As tactical act clique of Kargil started to raise the question on the 

issue of government and especially the decision making of the Nawaz Sharif. The 

blundering group of khaki would hold the civilian accountable while they 

launched a propaganda campaign to discredit the elected government and his PM. 

In the post Kargil sunario, the top military commanders begun to criticized the 

Kargil operation and its ill planning. They believed that the ill conceived and mis-

calculated plan of operation has caused embarrassment to the entire army 

institution.
41

 The professional credibility of the Kargil planner was under fire 

within their own institution. Lt. Gen. Asad Durrani was quick to criticize the ―self-
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serving hops and types-based planning‖. He wrote that we had chinks in our 

armor.
42

 

Lt. General Ali Quli Khan committed on Musharraf‘s adventure,―considered 

in purely military terms the Kargil operation. I am totally amazed at such ostrich 

like behavior when the whole world considered Kargil to be the worst debacle in 

Pakistan‘s history where countless innocent young soldiers‘ lives were lost for 

nothing, absolutely nothing?‖ He further added that the only word which can 

adequately describe is it ―unprofessional‖. 

The advertisement of rouge army published in US Press used as tactical move 

from Kargil clique heighted the rouge army by using his sources in the print 

media. The pressure from within the army the vocal criticism from naval and air 

chief from the end of August onwards, there was palpable tension between the top 

military brass and civilian leadership yet the PM had no caution of taking any 

action against the army chief. But the Kargil clique thought differently. The Kargil 

architects were structure by insecurely and resentment. Pervaiz Musharraf claimed 

in his book, ‗In the line of fire‘, ―It was in dealing with Kargil episode that Nawaz 

Sharif exposed his mediocrity and set himself on a collision course with the army 

and me‖.
43

 

From civilian no inquiry was indicated against the planner of Kargil. 

It was an act of diffusing tension between the army and civilian government. 

Instead a campaign was started against the civilian government. The army chief 

feels ironically confident enough to hold the civilian leadership under pressure 

over issues of poor governance. Offensive clique planners started their offensive 

plan behind the close door, in the corridor of power and in the homes of powerful 

subdued games were on. 

The ghost of Kargil debacle was hunting Pakistan corridors of power. The ill 

planners‘ clique was fearful of being fired while Nawaz Sharif fighting for his 
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own public ownership of Operation KP and national honor.
44

 The mastermind of 

Kargil adventure was now anxious about their professional career. They billed 

Kargil operation at when it was launched but now the debacle is visible the Kargil 

clique wanted to face saving and survival. The blame game was started between 

the planner and the PM Nawaz Sharif was under rigorous intelligence watch of 

army. The army intelligence picked up the PM house chatter. Pervaiz Musharraf 

complained to his confident that Nawaz Sharif intercepted, had revealed that he 

would make Musharraf apologize publicity. 

The army chief and his trusted were in nervous mood to being fired after the 

debacle. Nawaz Sharif was also feared from the unconstitutional step from the 

army chief and his trustee. Nawaz Sharif sent his younger brother Shahbaz Sharif 

to America as special envoys and got a supportive statement from the US foreign 

officer. The US foreign department comment, ―Supported democracy 

unconstitutional steps would adversely affect bilateral relation between the America 

and Pakistan‖. The Pakistan foreign office claims it was slap on those ―elements‖ 

in Pakistan who are seeking to destabilize the government of Nawaz Sharif.  Now, 

the war of survival has started openly. The army chief and his trusted led them to 

practically workout of operation self-survival. They were working on ways to 

counter any attempt to remove Pervaiz Musharraf from the Prime Minister 

spacially after statement of 20
th

 September by US foreign department. The climax 

of differences had started. There were rumors in Islamabad about the change in 

military command. Information Minister resisted the rumors and said, that there 

was complete harmony between army and elected government. 

The feared clique calculated their survival strategy on five-folds: 

1) Used media to spread disinformation about Kargil war. 

2) Encourage if needed facilitate anti-government elements. 

3) Tried to enhance cracks in the ruling party.  

4) Be in a readiness mode to launch a coup d‘état at short notice. 
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5) Develop special SOPs to deal unusual developments involving the removal 

of army chief
45

.  

Pervaiz Musharraf appointed his confident and trusted men posted on critical 

positions to launch a successful coup. He appointed brigadier Salahuddin Satti as 

commander of coup-maker 111 brigade. Lt. Gn. Shahid Aziz replaced by DGMO. 

General Aziz Khan already served as commander 10 coup. Musharraf engaged Lt. 

Gen. Mehmood and Lt. Gen. Tariq Majeed were all on board. After the key 

appointment, they started mounting pressure on PM. The somewhat worried 

Kargil clique began regaining confident. The army chief was now more confident 

and removed the corps commander Lt. Gen. Tariq Pervaiz by thinking that he was 

―destabilized‖ him.
46

 

Shahbaz Sharif met Prevail Musharraf and Nawaz Sharif took the decision to 

give Musharraf the additional charge of chairman CJCSC. Main Sharif was the 

key person behind that development. That ended the uncertainty about the 

retention of Musharraf as army chief. Now Musharraf was confident that all was 

under his control. Musharraf flew to the Kargil end route to Siri Lanka. Soon 

Pervaiz Musharraf left for Siri Lanka, his confident least the plan of Musharraf‘s 

removal. He called Musharraf, who was in Karachi on route to Colombo. 

Musharraf reassured his trusted that all was ―under control‖. The war of survival 

got its climax; Musharraf took steps at the GHQ. The steps being taken at the 

GHQ had the toxic undertones of a coup-in-the making rumors were floated and 

claim on ―known facts‖ many close to the coup maker clique maintained that the 

date of 25
th

 October had been set for the Coup.
47

 

A façade for the military coup was also engineered. The anti-government 

Jamat-i-Islami, Mutahida Qaumi Mahaz and other religious party‘s anti Sharif 

protested and announced that these street protests would be reached at the 25
th
 

October and set in front of parliament.
48

 

Meanwhile given the civil military divide of opinion over Kargil episode and 

the subsequent misgiving within the army regarding Prime Minister‘s moves 
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against his army chief, the disciplined army becomes prepared with counter move 

to prevent their chief‘s ouster. That counter attack took place on 12
th

 October in 

the form of counter coup by insuring the removal of civilian government.  

2.4 International Response and Diplomacy Failure 

Nawaz Sharif got the second tenure with two third majority and tried to settle 

the disputes among the two rival countries Pakistan and India. Nawaz Sharif 

planned to review the foreign policy of Pakistan. He started ―bus diplomacy‖ and 

back channel diplomacy with the Indian counterpart Prime Minister Vajpayee 

with zest and zeal. Mr. Vajpayee come to Lahore and signed a treatee to resolve 

the dispute by bilateral dialogue. There is a contradictory history of civil military 

relation in Pakistan. Pervaiz Musharraf and his clique planned and execute Kargil 

mission to capture Kashmir without the approval of civilian chief executive and 

top brass military leadership. The Kargil adventure started in the ending month of 

1998 by capturing the bankers at snowy peaks on the Indian side of LOC. The 

Pakistani troops got 140 posts to cease the NHI high which is main supply route 

of the Indian army to Siachen. The plan executed with great secrecy and with the 

theory ―need to inform‖. The Pakistani troops remain in Indian Territory about 4 

months and then the Kargil adventure exposed. India faced severe casualties at 

initial stage and then retaliates severely by launching operation ―Vijay‖ which 

made panic and differences between the civil and military relation. India fought 

that war on three fronts, the media, and battle field and on diplomatic front.  

As the Kargil episode unfolded by the international and Indian media, the 

world came to know the involvement of Pakistan in the Kargil war. The 

international community took that act as seriously. The major countries including 

America, Russia, France, German and even China asked Pakistan to resolve the 

issue immediately and withdraw his troops from the line of control (LOC). 

Indian media a massive diplomatic campaign and won the goodwill of almost 

all major countries of the world. Indian media enhanced the efficiency of their 

diplomats by creating war hysteria throughout the country. When the news of 

military clash came to know, the international community and almost all the 

important countries of the world show their deep concerns about the conflict of 
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Kargil. They demanded the two countries to resolve the issue. They show their 

concern about nuclear clash among the two newly emerged nuclear states.  

India rushed on the diplomatic front and convinced the major power and got 

the sympathy of the world power confusing. Mujahideen cover story did not 

convince the international community. As soon as the Kargil episode unfolded the 

major power of the world considered the act of Kargil as the violation of LOC. It 

was the won of Indian diplomacy. That the world conceived that Kargil episode is 

happen on the behalf of Pakistan, while Pakistan coated the mujahideen cover-

story and claiming only the political and moral support to the militants to liberate 

the Kashmir.
49

 

As the Kargil episode gone to be spread international community started 

criticizing the Pakistan and started to building pressure on Pakistan to withdrawal 

of its troops and mujahideen from inside the line of control. They demand of 

withdrawal was the major failure of Pakistan‘s diplomacy which totally isolated 

the Pakistan.
50

 

The key plan of India‘s offensive diplomacy was to got the support of United 

States of America (US). India lost no time to reaching out to the US 

administration and Congress for help to defuse the trouble in the Kargil area. With 

the blaming and believed, Pakistan is involved India accordingly crafted a strategy 

to generate international pressure on Pakistan to vacate Kargil heights, Indian 

government feel that US has special role and interest in South Asia especially in 

the disputes among India and Pakistan. Indian foreign office and diplomats in 

Delhi did his duties in impressive way to win the heart of Clinton administration. 

Indian ambassador Naresh Chandra used his diplomatic ties in Clinton 

government lobbied at state department and capital Hills for Americans support. 

Delhi wanted direct involvement of US in the Kargil dispute, but on its own term. 

Indian government only wanted the intervention of America to dislodge the 

Pakistani troops from the Kashmir. This plan showed how India‘s ―frame‖ Kargil 

as a standalone development. All historical underpinning was rejected; Indian plan 

was succeeded besides the violation of LOC and occupation of Siachen in 1984. 
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It was the success of Indian diplomacy that US department stated in 

June 6. The state department stressed Pakistan to stop helping the ―Islamic 

terrorists‖ in the Kargil area and withdraw his forces from the Kargil, then the 

state department add Pakistan to its ―annual list of state sponsors of terrorism‖. It 

was a complete failure of Pakistani diplomacy towards America to got the support 

for Kargil. It was the successful diplomacy of India that the Indian and United 

States (US) relationship evolved almost like ―Love in the time of War‖.
51

 

Meanwhile, from Pakistan side, the Prime Minister and his team pulling 

together the military, diplomatic fallout of Kargil episode. The news from the 

battlefield were confusing and contradicting. There was a clear difference of 

opinion between the civil and military leadership. The international community 

was mounting pressure to withdrawal and warned both the countries not to convert 

the conflict into full-scale war.  Foreign officers of Pakistan did not have clear 

instruction. The diplomats were attempting damage limitation but it could only 

play a weak end. Parliament was also kept in the loop and darkness. On the June 

3, foreign minister informed worried members of parliament of Pakistan that he 

would soon be visiting the Delhi. Delhi had played his card very well. An 

integrated three track plan, covering the military, diplomacy and political front 

had been artistically developed and executed to expel Pakistan from Kargil 

heights. Through his three-track effective diplomacy, India started capitalizing on 

Pakistan‘s ill planned, untimely and technically illegal move in Kargil. It was the 

result of Indian decision making that the Pakistan‘s so called friend America 

demanded Pakistan to vacate the Kargil heights, Russia and Israel are the two 

close friends of India, supported the Indian‘s opinion throughout the war and 

demanded the withdrawal of troops from the Kargil area. The foreign office of 

Russia strongly criticized the position of Pakistan and condemned the act of 

Kargil. Russian foreign office demanded the withdrawal of the troops. Russia 

strongly supported the Indian action on Kargil heights and called the fighting 

militants, ―Infiltrators‖. Russian foreign minister Gregory Karasin asked Pakistan 

to withdraw his troops unconditional. By using effective diplomacy India got the 

support of one major superpower in the world. Russia has an important influence 
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in world community and the Russian support of Indian opinion enhanced the 

moral value of the Indian stance. Israel openly condemned the opinion of Pakistan 

and supported India. Foreign office of Israel accused Pakistan for violation of 

LOC and demanded the withdrawal. Israel supported the Indian opinion on 

Kashmir and declared that geographically Kashmir is the part of India.America 

has close ties with Israel. This, coordination convinced America against the stance 

of Pakistan on Kashmirand Kargil. 

In June, 1999, during the summit of G-8, Russia was more vocal in favour of 

Indian stance. Majority of G-8 summit countries supported the Indian point of 

view about the sanctity of line of control. G-8 demanded that any military action 

to change the status quo, along the LOC as ―irresponsible‖ and therefore called for 

immediate withdrawal of forces to end the Kargil war. They demanded Pakistani 

government to restore the LOC and brought ceasefire.
52

 

European Union (EU) reminded somewhat mild had also supported the Indian 

stance and demanded both the countries to resolve the issue bilaterally. The 

president of ministerial council of European Union (EU) Joschka Fisher made 

public the Kashmir conclusion. He demanded both the countries have nuclear 

power, so, due to nuclear clash threat, he demanded Pakistan to withdraw is troops 

from the Kargil heights and urged both the countries to exercise dialogue and take 

necessary measures to stop the war and avoid more confrontation. EU demanded 

both the countries to resolve their disputes including Kashmir through diplomacy 

and dialogue, to be held in the true spirit of ―Lahore Peace Process‖. 

It was the failure of Pakistani foreign office and leadership that the closest 

friend of Pakistan, China, who is also the close friend of Russia, and all of 

Pakistani against India in the past. The support of China was very crucial for 

Pakistan, but due to the action of crossing LOC, China could not provide full 

support to Pakistan. Chinese foreign office made it clear that locking horns with 

India was not a right decision and ultimately Pakistan will have to call back his 

troops from the Kargil. China shocked the Pakistani diplomats and government of 

Pakistan. Pakistan tried his best to get full support of China for Kargil but actually 

the stand of China on Kargil issue was the support of international community 
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opinion, deprived it of the support of its only confident major support. While on 

the other side, China did not contribute to influencing the world community 

opinion into thinking that Pakistan was indeed capable, as the India claimed. 

It was a tragic setback for Pakistan. Pakistan lost his major supporter on the 

burning issue of Kargil. Every important country of the world condemned the act 

of crossing the line of control (LOC) and supported Indian opinion. Friends of 

Pakistan advised Pakistan in mild and soft words not to move without full 

consideration of danger.  

Tony Blair, the British Prime Minister, slightly edging toward India and 

declared that British government was using his full influence what it had on 

international community and institution like United Nations (UN) and European 

Union (EU) to put pressure on both countries to work out a solution of Kargil 

issue in the interest of people of both countries. 

Chili, South Africa and Libya too supported Indian opinion and demanded the 

restoration of line of control (LOC). France also shows his deep concerns over the 

violation of LOC and suggested that without putting the violation of line of 

control (LOC) and intrusion. It is difficult to build the confidence building 

measure between the two rival countries. France suggested and appealed the India 

and Pakistan for restrain dialogue in the spirit of the Lahore Peace Process. 

As a tactical diplomatic move, foreign office of India hoped that diplomacy 

and dialogue should used to resolve the issue and suggested back to the Shimla 

Accord. Australia also showed his deep concerns over Kargil issue and said that 

historically there was no controversy over the LOC as it was clearly pointed out in 

the Shimla Agreement and supported to resolve the issue by bilateral dialogue. 

Important Islamic state Indonesia and Malaysia also showed their 

comprehension on the Kargil issue and stressed both the countries to resolve the 

issue through dialogue and go back to the Shimla Accord. 

Siri Lanka remained neutral and suggested that SAARC is the best forum to 

resolve the issue.Iraq accused US to igniting the problem and supported India 

which was really amazing for the Islamic world. Iraqi foreign office accused that 

America is trying to disarmed India by using the solution of Kargil war.  
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Kofi Annan, the general secretary of UN stressed on the solution of Kashmir 

issued which is the basic cause behind the issue. It was a bit relief statement for 

Pakistan. The UN secretary general said that, ―Present situation along the line of 

control (LOC) highlighted the importance and need for political solution of 

Kashmir.‖
53

 

Almost all the important countries of the world show their concerns over the 

Kargil war.Majority of the countries supported Indian opinion due to the violation 

of LOC from Pakistan. The dual role of US was amazing and behind the scene. 

General Zinni, the special convoy of US visits Pakistan and India had given some 

indications to Pakistan, such that United States is prepared to intervene. General 

Zinni conveyed the feeling of president Clinton concerns about the present 

situation of South Asia.  

Some sources claimed that just after the Zinni‘s visit, general Pervaiz 

Musharraf, the chief of army staff (COAS) referred to the ―possibility‖, 

a meeting of Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and US president Bill Clinton.  

It seems to appear that the US special envoy Gen. Zinni must have given some 

assurance that the United States (US) would be able to press India to start a peace 

process with Pakistan, if Pakistan accepted the withdrawal of troops from Kargil 

area.  As the time passed, the situation becomes tense and difficult for Pakistan. 

There are some confrontations between civilian and army leadership of Pakistan. 

After the consultation, the Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif flew to America 

uninvited while CM Punjab stressed his PM Brother to got general Musharraf with 

him to own some sort of agreement of withdrawal. Nawaz Sharif did nothing by 

the fear of direct dealing with Musharraf and his pollical fallout accepted the 

unconditional withdrawal on July 4, 1999. 

In the withdrawal agreement‘s joint statement both the leaders agreed that it is 

important for the peace of reign that the line of control (LOC) be respected by both 

the countries. President Clinton assured Pakistan that he would take ―personal interest‖ to 

restore the bilateral dialogue on Kashmir issue if both the countries respect the line of 

control (LOC).The intervention of US in the Kargil crises and agreement of unconditional 

withdrawal of troops show that the America tilt towards India.The unconditional 
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agreement from Nawaz Sharif was severely criticized by general Pervaiz 

Musharraf in the post Kargil era by saying that, ―Nawaz Sharif lost the Kargil‘s 

win over table talk.‖
54

 

It was the success of Indian diplomacy that all major countries supported India 

including America. Although it was quite clear that US was not vital mediator in 

the Kargil conflict. America already supported India‘s stance on crossing the line 

of control (LOC).  

Throughout the war sunario, America remained in touch during the 

negotiations with Indian Prime Minister Vajpayee and their foreign office. Mr. 

Vajpayee refused to travel Washington. The Blair house summit was nevertheless, 

nothing sort of United State (US) engineered summit on South Asia. 

In post kargil era, It was the result of President Clinton‘s ―personal interest‖ 

that the bilateral dialogue was resorted after the Kargil incident. These dialogues 

were restored at the rate of civilian government of Nawaz Sharif. Dialogue 

between Pakistan and Indian‘s Government will start while Clinton expressed his 

personal interest and commitment. The dialogue stated between rival counties at 

Agra resulted nothing America showed his formal personal interest to support the 

negotiation the response of international community posted the weak diplomatic 

position of Pakistan. Pakistan was severely isolated by his so-called diplomacy 

and unconditional withdrawal from the heights of Kargil. While India used 

diplomatic ties and his diplomatic in an effective way and got the diplomats win 

rather the military.  
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Chapter3 

Confusing Political Picture   

3.1 Political Management and Mis-Management 

Nawaz Sharif has his own mindset and unique leader in the political history of 

Pakistan who got the three chances of governance. He got the two third majorities 

in the elections of 1997 and in hurry to make the supremacy of civilian institution 

over other institutions. The history of Nawaz Sharif showed his historic difference 

with army and judiciary. After the won of elections of 1997, Nawaz Sharif made 

massive amendment to got the rid of famous 8
th

 amendment of the constitution. 

After 14
th

 amendment, he amended the power of president 58/2-B to dissolve the 

assembly and a floor crossing article.  

In the mid of 1998, Nawaz Sharif secure his political dominance and became 

the most powerful leader of the parliament and turned almost all the Pakistani 

institutions. It was the result of his party‘s dominance that he got the rid of 

president as well as chief justice of Supreme Court of Pakistan after the 

confrontation with them. But Nawaz Sharif faced a fatal flow by upcoming era. 

Nawaz Sharif has the mind set of supremacy of civilian over the other institutions 

and considers army as a subordinate to the civilian government. Nawaz Sharif has 

his own decision making and governance style. It was highly personalized 

attention of Nawaz Sharif to get the control of all institutions. Nawaz Sharif stood 

controversial due to his style of decision making. The amendment in the 

constitution, removal of General Jahangir Karamat as army chief, The 

appointment of General Pervaiz Musharraf as Army Chief are some precious 

examples of his decision making and political management.  

During the Kargil episode, the planner clique planning, the doctrine of secrecy 

and ―need to know‖, mujahideen cover story, crossing of LOC by FNCA troops 

and incapability to formulate a clear massage seriously damaged the Pakistan‘s 

position internationally. During the pre and post Kargil era, Nawaz Sharif faced 

massive criticism from his political opponents and anti-government religious 

parties Pervaiz Mushharaf miscalculate outcomes of Kargil andtheir offensive  
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survival plan and tactics to pressurize the Nawaz Sharif confused the Nawaz 

Sharif. The style of Nawaz Sharif‘s decision making and supremacy of army in 

security matter started to weaken the Nawaz Sharif government in competing with 

theaggitative parties. The mainstream party PPP‘s possessive role, dominance of 

religious parties ultimately set the stage of failure and civil military big bang.  

During and after the Kargil episode, Nawaz Sharif was informed and mis-

informed the scale of execution and offensive measure of Kargil war from the 

clique of Kargil planner. Pakistani elected prime minister claimed that he was not 

fully aware of the actual plan of Kargil episode. The Kargil planner started the 

execution of the plan at the end of 1998 and onward. Pakistani troops captured 

140 vacated posts during the snowy season and the Kargil planner got excited 

with victorious feeling Pakistani troops crossed the LOC across 40 KM to the 

Indian side territory build and sustain the posts. Top military brass and civilian 

prime minister were not taking into confidence from the Kargil clique. The 

intervention, its expansion, worst response of international community, failure of 

diplomacy, the role of America and the tactical three tire strategy of Indian 

government won the sympathy of the world. Pakistan was isolated from all 

directions create a dispute for Pakistan and civilian government. The civilian 

military differences enhanced the damage and Nawaz Sharif‘s government totally 

failed to explained the utility of Kargil episode. Nawaz Sharif owns the operation 

OP KP at critical stage took the responsibility of its conduct and unexpected 

outcome. He simply took the responsibility and blames the top brass military not 

to inform him properly. The clique of four simply briefed the PM about the 

specific part of operation and encouraged him to support the operation to liberate 

his Kashmir. Lt. Gen. Javeed Hassan praised the prime minister and called him as 

the conqueror of Kashmir in the history of Pakistan. The masterminds did not 

inform the prime minister to crossing the LOC and their calculation about the 

Kargil plan. 

When the Kargil episode started to unfold the blame, game started between the 

army chief and civilian Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif. The clique of Kargil started 

to criticize the corruption and mis-governance for their professional survival. The 
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main stream PPP, main opposition remained pressure and failed to get the political 

mileage. The ultimate result was the emergence of Muthida Mahaz which made 

the religious parties dominated which minimized the size of national parties which 

seriously damaged the credibility of the main stream political leadership. The 

national parties have their roots throughout the region of the country. Their 

leadership belongs to different areas and they have office holder too. Election is a 

vital condition for democracy. Both the two national parties PPP and PML (N) 

formed the government twice but failed to made country institution strong. Both 

the parties failed to promote good governance and democracy. The parliament and 

civil society which are quite necessary for efficient governance and democracy 

but unfortunately both the two national parties remain listed landlords, business 

group and few urban technocrats dominate their leadership.  

Nawaz Sharif was struggling for his survival and national honor after the 

outcome of Kargil war. Nawaz Sharif was seriously criticized by the religious 

parties after the acceptance of unconditional withdrawal. 

The religious parties‘ front and the main stream PPP were struggling for 

power corridor and presenting the status quo. Jihadi sentiments prevail through 

country. The political scene was totally hijacked by the religious parties and two 

major national parties failed to encounter the jihadi sentiments. PML (N)‘s 

government was severely under pressure while PPP has his own interest; both the 

national parties totally look paralyzed and unable to give main stream‘s party 

outlook. To analyze the causes and consequences of pre and post Kargil episode 

era it is necessary focus on second term of Nawaz Sharif. The second term of 

Nawaz Sharif has three specific periods. 

First period started from October, 1997 to 1998. Nawaz Sharif consolidated on 

getting power with two-third majority; he made rapid and massive amendments in 

the constitution to ensure the supremacy of civilian and strengthened the federalist 

spirit in Pakistani.
55

 

During this phase, Nawaz Sharif faced serious contradictions from president 

and judiciary. Offensive nuclear test in May, 1998 made him more popular and 

confident. Nawaz Sharif has his own mindset he started to follow the doctrine of 
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―do-it-alone‖. This kind of political thinking gradually weakened the coalition and 

consensus. 

Second phase of Kargil stated from May, 1998 converted into the start of political 

kargil episode. Nawaz Sharif tried to assert his newly gained power. He removed the 

CJP Justice Sajjad Ali Shah and then got the Farooq Ahmed Leghari brining 

Rafique Tarrar as president. This removal shows his aggressive attitude and 

mindset. He followed ―do-it-alone‖ doctrine. He removed naval chief and air 

chiefs too. Nawaz Sharif mindset of power consolidation forced army chief 

general Jahangir Karamat to resign just before three months of his retirement. The 

army top brass assumed it not a good gesture and showed his concern over the 

removal of Karamat as he contradicts to the prime minister. According to Peter 

Lovey and Christopher Clay, ―Army takes it as insulting in particular because of 

Karamat‘s very short remaining periodof services.‖
56

 

Nawaz Sharif appointed General Pervaiz Musharraf as new army chief by 

superseding two senior generals. Nawaz Sharif considered Musharraf as his own 

counterpart and devotee. Musharraf has his own mindset. He took the important 

appointment to assemble his own team of trustee.  

Third period was started after the appointment of general Musharraf as army 

chief. Nawaz Sharif showed his skill and presented his civilian supremacy 

doctrine over the parliament, judiciary and the army. Nawaz Sharif continued his 

power course; he removed the DGISI general Nasim Rana and appointed his 

trusted Lt. General Zia-ud-din as DG ISI just three days after the appointment of 

army chief. The COAS and army perceived that move not good gesture. 

The military top brass, army chief showed their concern on the interfering the 

internal affair of army. General Musharraf as COAS maintained his authority and 

conveyed his displeasure to prime minister on the appointment of DG ISI. Pervaiz 

Musharraf considered general Zia as the loyalist of Nawaz and stopped him to 

attend the meetings of corps commander. Nawaz Sharif and his associate had not 

shown the democratic thinking and mindset while pursuing the subordination of 

the military supremacy doctrine destroyed the consensus, tilt to got presidency and 

restriction on freedom of press are that some significant steps, could have proved 
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the supremacy of the elected government of Nawaz Sharif over the military. 

Doctrine of supremacy of civilian over military could have materialized? Nawaz 

Sharif tried to control the media‘s power consolidation which causes seriously the 

credibility of the civil government.
57

 

The nuclear test from the Indian made an opportunity for Nawaz Sharif and his 

team. The offensive tests from Pakistani made more popular the Nawaz Sharif. 

That decision of nuclear test brought international sanction on Pakistan. US were 

not happy on nuclear test. US tried his best to convince Nawaz Sharif but failed to 

stop the test of deterrent. The Nawaz‘s government decided to freeze the foreign 

currency accounts, affected seriously the popularity of his government. 

International community stressed the civilian government to resolve their disputes 

and build confidence measure with Indian. Nawaz Sharif initiated it with foreign 

secretary level meeting.
58

 

In the third period of his tenure as head of nuclear state Nawaz Sharif started 

to review the foreign policy. He started the Lahore Peace Process by using ―Bus 

Diplomacy‖ and back channel Niaz Naiks‘ diplomacy to normalize the relations 

with India. His attention was to resolved local dispute along core issue of 

Kashmir. It was a good political and diplomatic move that Mr. Vajpayee come in 

Lahore by bus. He addressed at the Minar-e-Pakistan and admitted that Pakistan is 

our neighbor and we wanted to normalize the relations with Pakistan. The army 

chief showed his un-well gesture on that move.  The Jamat-e-Islami and other 

religious parties stage sever protest against the government and started criticized 

the government. Army has their owner concerns on that kind of diplomacy. The 

zeal and zest of peace process and diplomacy from both countries‘ PMs was 

smashed by the Kargil adventure. This important phase come to an end in 

October, 1999 in the form of fallout of Kargil and removal of his government. 

As the time passed and the unfolding the Kargil facts revealed several 

questions among the civilian and military circles. Was civil military leadership 

having some strategic vision? Just offer the peace process, the Kargil episode 

revealed that both were working at cross-purposes. Unfolding the facts of Kargil 
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revealed that both the institutions were working on different front. The peace 

process and the crossing of LOC show the huge gulf between the civil military 

relations. The execution and outfall of Kargil shows the delicacy of the civil 

military relation during and post phase of war. Nawaz Sharif took the ownership 

of debacle and paid political price, want to Washington and accepted the proposal 

of unconditional withdrawal, not show any sign of accountability of the Kargil 

executor, but the offensive strategy of ―survival‖ from Kargil clique. Along all 

these good gestures, unseen differences between the civil military relations begin 

to surface. There was no decision-making forum in these important days which 

examine and monitor the strategic and tactical operation plan proposed by the 

army Chief General Pervaiz Musharraf beside the sense of supremacy. It was fact 

that the Kargil planner did not allowed the Nawaz and top military brass to know 

about their ―mind chill‖ plan of Kargil episode. No one known other than the 

clique of Kargil planner and general Musharraf were happning on the frigid 

heights of Kargil area. Nawaz Sharif did not have any offensive information about 

the execution of the plan, when he was given briefing on the Kargil Plan.
59

 

After the fallout of Kargil, the Kargil planner feared to fire and they started of 

offensive ―survival‖ strategy. They used their sources in political and religious 

parties to facilitate the agitation against the Nawaz‘s government. They rejected 

the blame of Nawaz Sharif to keep in darkness about the Kargil execution.  

As the Kargil event was unfolded, it is clear that while the Musharraf and his 

trusted deployed the troops across the LOC in Indian side to get the ―revenge of 

1971 war‖. Majority of top military brass including air and naval chiefs, Prime 

Minister Office, foreign offices were not aware about the Kargil war plan. It was a 

clear contrast that the military and civilian had been pursuing the separate tracks 

while diverged forth just after the visit of Lahore. 

Nawaz Sharif got the political break through at Lahore which was surprise for 

everyone. The remarks from Vajpayee provided a little relief to prime minister 

while almost all the political parties were in ―war zone‖ against the sitting 

government and Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif. Musharraf the mastermind of 

Kargil proved unable to reverse the Kargil operation. At the initial stage of Kargil 
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episode, Pakistani troops fought bravely and surprised India and had begun to 

seize large area of Indian Territory. The planners were jubilant at that stage while 

prime minister has not clue to what happen. The foreign office and government 

officials advocating the mujahideen cover story. Media created a jihadi wave 

throughout the country Kargil planners were on his way to expand the Kargil plan 

while Indian national and security domain worked well and produced a clear 

response at national and international level.  

Pakistan confused and pressurized political leadership failed to explain 

whether independent mujahideen or his own troops conducted the operation. The 

diplomats and foreign office were unable to explain how it would respond to 

frigidity around snowy heights of Kargil. The effective diplomatic response and 

offensive military response gave the edge to India. The miscalculated, ill planned 

operation of Kargil by violating the SOPs of army military directorate of planning 

compelled Nawaz Sharif to went Washington DC and seek a way out of his 

international and domestic crises.
60

 

The effective diplomacy of India favor of US policy so-called friend of 

Pakistan; America weighted towards India and compelled the Nawaz Sharif to 

sign the agreement of unconditional withdrawal which sealed the fate of Nawaz. 

The political fate of Nawaz deepened when all the political forces severely 

criticized the decision of withdrawal. They are blaming the Nawaz Sharif to 

destroying the victory of battlefield. It was very crucial stage of Nawaz‘s political 

career. As civilian the tact of ―face-saving‖ from Nawaz failed. 

The Washington declaration raised the question about the ability of handling 

crises management and the style of decision-making mechanism in Pakistan. The 

face-saving act from Nawaz Sharif showed that he had not prepared and briefed to 

tackle the crises like Kargil. The act of Kargil ―face saving‖ reversed and smashed 

the Nawaz Sharif politically. Many analysts articulate the preparation about the 

prime minister as a ―clueless‖ leader. Shaheen Sehbai from Dawn, in Washington 

reported that Nawaz Sharif was looked ―resigned‖ and unruffled by the enormity 

of the occasion. 
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Bruce Riddle from US State Department, who took notes during the meeting 

of Clinton and Nawaz Sharif narrated that during the meeting, Nawaz Sharif 

looked distraught, un-rested and deeply worried about the directions of crises were 

going on. Bruce further narrated that Nawaz feels threaded that he lost the power 

and seriously worried about the threat of coup from military Chief Musharraf, 

who was pressing him form though stem. In his biography, ―In the line of fire‖, 

Musharraf asserted Nawaz Sharif not to face international pressure and lost the 

battle at the table talk. 
62

 

It is common perception among the critics and analysts that decision making 

style of Nawaz Sharif is highly personalized confined to his close associate and 

kitchen cabinet Nawaz Sharif, his father and brother Shahbaz Sharif for key 

decision. In the Kargil episode the decision of removal of Musharraf was an 

example of his ―do-it-alone‖ doctrine of decision making. That style of decision 

making totally paralyze ruling party PML (N). He and his party leadership failed 

to respond properly against the crises of Kargil. He lost his political front to 

defend his government. The planner doctrine ―need to know‖ unable the Nawaz 

Sharif and his foreign office to defend the operation. It was tradition in democracy 

that the leader of house tried to get in confidence the parliament but nothing has 

done and Nawaz Sharif failed to win the goodwill of the main opposition parties 

in the parliament. It was totally a political mismanagement at management level. 

The allies of Nawaz‘s government ANP, MQM and BNP did not support the 

government by blaming that they were not taken in confidence. He relies on his 

brother Shahbaz Sharif sending him to America to get the support which shows 

that Nawaz Sharif was totally isolated and nepotistic. Ch. Nasir Ali Khan and 

Shahbaz Sharif met Musharraf to settle the differences and settle the crises. To 

settle the crises, Nawaz Sharif gave Musharraf the additional charge of CJSC. The 

gesture after that development was that everything is OK.  

In the post Kargil era, Shahbaz Sharif emerged as ―crises manager‖ for his 

brothers‘ government. Nawaz Sharif hold the ministry of defense but as crises 
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manager, he allowed his brother Shahbaz Sharif to meddle in the affair military 

affair which was not seems kindly within the military forces.
63

 

Shahbaz Sharif tried his best to settle the matter of ―evil‖. He went America 

with DG ISI general Zia-ud-din and meets the American officials. They assured 

the American State Department to take harder line against Taliban and offered the 

assistance to capture Osama Bin Laden. They also expressed their deep fears to 

Clinton officials and US State Department to overthrown from the Kargil planner 

to accept the withdrawal. It was the result of their efforts that US foreign office 

stated, ―We hope there will be no return to the days of interrupted democracy in 

Pakistan and United States will oppose the any unconditional action in Pakistan‘s 

against elected government.‖
64

 

3.2 The Coup of 1999 and Its Aftermath 

The unsuspected and unpredicted fallout of Kargil war come to an end and the 

sensational second episode of Kargil started which was the initial episode of ―Political 

Kargil‖. In this episode, the elected government of Nawaz Sharif was thrown out. The 

two main characters Nawaz and Musharraf have their own role and objectives. It was 

very tragic that the heroes turned into villain, lost the moral credibility of the 

governance. Lt. General Zia-ud-din Butt said in an interview a trustee of Nawaz 

Sharif. Musharraf has some specific plan and revenging mindset from the day of his 

appointment. General Musharraf has the training of SSG; his plans are always very 

tactical and strategic. He has his own mindset about the warfare. After the coup and 

post Kargil era, Musharraf conceived a political and tactical plan of power corridor by 

using his trustee. Musharraf started his political role with the true democracy. 

Musharraf plays his cards decisively and thrown the elected government of Nawaz 

Sharif. He started to blame the Nawaz Sharif to lose the battle of field on negotiation 

table. During the post Kargil era, Nawaz Sharif was defensive and trying to get rid of 

the Kargil war while Musharraf was offensive and confident after getting the 

assurance from the NS not to accountable on the blender of Kargil. Musharraf started 

the planning for his next strategic and tactical political plan. After the removal of 
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Karamat, he conveyed a message to the sitting prime minister, ―I am not Jahangir 

Karamat
65

.‖ 

Musharraf got the rid of being fired after Kargil fallout by using his tactical 

mind. Musharraf and his trustee conceived ―counter coup‖ plan of their professional 

survival. US were not happy with the government of NS. They required serious 

message against Taliban and Osama Bin Laden. They wanted ―do more‖ on that issue. 

The ineffective and under pressure Nawaz Sharif issued order to DG ISI Zia-ud-din to 

cease its support for Taliban and their supporter along the Pak-Afghan border. The 

order was issued on October 11, just one day before the counter coup and was never 

implemented.
66

 

The coup of 1999 had several aftermaths on politic and society of Pakistan. 

The Kargil fallout caused the political sunerio of Pakistan. Pakistan was isolated in 

international community after the debacle of Kargil and coup. This isolation was 

further expanded of coup. The international community showed his deep concerns on 

the removal of elected government and imposed all possible sanctions on Pakistan. 

Second, Musharraf wanted a political corridor and disgust the leading PPP‘s 

leadership and PML (N) led him to politically exclude the leadership of mainstream 

political parties. Musharraf as tactical move highlighted the bad governance of 

politicians and the sluggish Nawaz Sharif. Now Musharraf searched for political 

support. The agitated religious group and jihadi elements supported the Musharraf. 

while the mainstream PPP failed to respond as major political party. Benazir was on 

self-exile while Nawaz Sharif was arrested as accused of hijacking the plan and 

prosecuted under a special trial court. Musharraf presented his NRO for devaluing the 

power at local level.  

After the 9/11, the religious parties were in furious mode and able to take the 

advantage of international events and their leadership able to grasp the political 

vacuum in the absence of mainstream parties. Musharraf got the chance of political 

support and used his ties to craft a coalition of major religious parties in the form of 
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Mathilda Majlis-e-Amal (MMA) which emerged as third largest parties after the 

election of 2002.  It was again a tactical plan of Musharraf. These parties have some 

international aid and facilitated by some ―unknown‖ element. That is why, MMA 

called by some critics articulate MMA the ‗B team‘ of Pervaiz Musharraf and called 

MMA as Mullah Military Ittehad.  

Proceeding his tactical political plan, general Musharraf crafted a ―King‘s 

Party‖ from the PML (N) and PPP by using his accountability tact to bring down the 

―electable‖ in the King‘s party. The name of Kings Party was PML Quaid-e-Azam, 

led by Ch. Shujaat Hussain and Pervaiz Elahi. The heads of mainstream parties were 

on exile so both national parties did nothing in the election of 2002. 

Musharraf continued disarraying of Pakistan political institution. Musharraf 

started to import the managerial role of superior services group CSP and its rival 

DMG group to justify his slogan of ―true democracy‖. Musharraf introduce National 

Reconciliation Beaeuro (NRB) a devolution plan of power at gross root level. He 

announced the formation of District government and devaluate the decisive power at 

District level. The aim behind that plan was posing as to empower the elected political 

leadership at local level.  

Musharraf regime presented itself as the dominant governance, relegating civil 

bureaucracy to a subordinate role. Musharraf believed to technocrat solution that was 

traditional from any military ruler. It was a master piece of his political plan District 

Nazim played dominant role and DCO turned into District Coordination Officer 

(DCO) from Deputy Commissioner. It was a good political move to engage the 

political leadership with government to enlarge and strengthened his regime.  

The most important and long lastly aftermath of ―political Kargil‖ was that the 

coup of 1999 and political objective of Pervaiz Musharraf hijacked the genuine 

political sunario of Pakistan. His crafted PML (Q) totally outclasses the mainstream 

parties. These parties were politically demoralized due to exile of leadership. PML(Q) 

led by Chaudhary bradheran, got the political advantage and attracted the ―electable‖ 

to join PML(Q). In Punjab, PML (N) showed some resistance. Majority of workers 

arrested and punished.  
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As tactical plan and non-material law style of governance, Pervaiz Musharraf 

got the rid of active judiciary by introducing PCO Oath. The CJP of Pakistan Saeed-

ud-Zaman resigned. Many of judges from High Court and Supreme Court forced to 

resign not taking oath under the PCO. Justice Abdul Hameed Dogar took oath as CJP 

and allowed the Musharraf‘s government to amend the constitution and retained 

uniform. By using Choudhary bratheran, Musharraf encouraged parliament electable 

to change their affiliation and joined the PML (Q). The chief execution clearly 

announced that the Nawaz Sharif and Benazir Bhutto will not be allowed to 

comeback. He declared the leader of mainstream parties as ill and guilty leader. 

Musharraf move towards his political aim and started meddling in the internal politics 

of fabricated King‘s Party to consolidate his political corridor.
67

 

Finally, by continuity, his survival and political strategy, he got the 

endorsement of retaining uniform from the Supreme Court and from parliament. He 

used MMA as a political tool and grasps the political space to strengthen his regime. 

Musharraf crafted the King‘s Party, fabricated ―Patriots‖ from PPP, gather electable, 

used scandal politicians, used army as institution for his political purpose, crashed the 

innocents of Lal Masjid, double-cross America, made assets, use the slogan of ―true 

democracy‖ and played his political game to got the survival. The coup of 1999 

totally changed the political dimension of Pakistan. The mainstream leadership forced 

to exile, plays his political game and involved the army as an institution in politics. 

The dilemma of Musharraf throws the country into the era, where the jihadi and 

sectarianism flourished, civil society and political system took under the control of 

extremism. 

3.3 Bad Political Behavior of Politicians 

After the election of 1997, Nawaz Sharif got the 2/3 majority in the parliament 

with his close allies Awami National Party (ANP), Baluchistan National Party (BNP) 

and Muthida Qaumi Movement (MQM). Nawaz Sharif made massive and rapid 

changes in the constitution and got the dominance by getting rid of Sajjad Ali Shah 

and President Farooq Ahmed Leghari. Nawaz Sharif has own doctrine of supremacy 
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of civilian. The style of Nawaz‘s decision making is to-do-alone. It was critically 

observe during and post Kargil era that Nawaz government went into political 

isolation Nawaz Sharif did not cried to get in confidence to the parliament and 

political leadership to start the peace process and back channel diplomacy with the 

rival India. For that diplomatic move NS did not tried to build the sufficient consensus 

took on board the religious and political parties of Pakistan. As the Kargil adventure 

unfold the blame game of responsibility started. Nawaz Sharif faced furious criticism 

from the political front. For ―Bus Diplomacy‖, Nawaz Sharif never tried to get the 

mainstream parties on board. As Mr. Vajpayee came into Lahore for continuing the 

peace process, the jihadi and religious parties led by Jamat-e-Islami stage a furious 

agitation in Lahore and at Wahga Border. The law and order situation became critical. 

The PPP mainstream party not tried to play his national role, and supported religious 

partie‘s tried to get the political advantage. The main religious political parties 

including Jamat-e-Islami, JUI (F) and JUI (S) were on war path with the political 

government. Kargil episode and its pose of mujahideen cover story, misinformation 

about the Kargil war, defensive role of Nawaz‘s government the diplomatic failure. 

The military dislodge put deep pressure on Nawaz Sharif. Almost all the parties 

including PPP exploit the situation. They exploit the Kargil and were very quick to 

project Kargil as jihadi create yet another ―Holy War‖ to liberate the Kashmir. 

Politicians played dual role to mobilize the public aggression and confronting the civil 

government. The Kargil event enhanced the jihadi culture and increased the role of 

religious group since 1998 to 1999. The main opposition leader was on exile and the 

religious elements played dual game. They supported jihadi elements and on the other 

side. They furiously criticized the decision of unconditional withdrawal. Everyone 

was in hurry to get the political space in the confusing political sunario of Pakistan. It 

is tradition and history in Pakistan the usage of Islam and Islamisation for political 

advantages. Islamizations become a particular and popular instrument of mass 

mobilization of people of Pakistan. During the Kargil episode the religious parties 

used it artistically to encounter the political government. Religious political parties 

have some significant and structural roots in the civil society and had the political 

legitimacy in domestic front. The religious parties claim to reform the society by 

demanding the implementation of Islamic laws. 
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Since 1988, the religious political parties gradually gained the greater 

influence in the governmental affairs and policy maker as the allies of mainstream 

parties in government especially on Indian and Afghanistan‘s affairs. It is very tragic 

that the mainstream political parties faced slow erosion in the political influence and 

find difficulty in defining the policy goals towards the neighbor of North and East. 

But the religious parties got this opportunity quickly by promoting jihadi culture 

which rapidly influences the common people.  

The two mainstream largest parties did not react properly and timely on the 

issue of Kargil. The Jamat-e-Islami and Jamaat Ulama-e-Islam (JUI) played a control 

and major role in exploiting the causes and consequences of Kargil event. These two 

religious parties have specific support base among the torch, and part of civil society 

through the country especially in Baluchistan and Khyber Pakhtoon Khawa (KPK) 

and major cities of Karachi, Hyderabad and Lahore. Jamaat-e-Islami has gained 

notable influence of sympathy in linkage with the governmental bureaucracy and 

Pakistan army. These two religious parties playing their role in governance as allies of 

government in various phases of political history, moreover these two parties have 

supported and ―time made‖ alliances with the Pak army‘s regimes in Pakistan. These 

two major religious parties have built alliances in a situation of crises and got the 

great political mileages especially pre and post era of Kargil event. These two parties 

showed pragmatism and provided the support to Musharraf after the election of 2002. 

The MMA got the political mileage of post Kargil circumstance and secured historic 

political power in two provinces KPK and Baluchistan.  

They played dual role, as a political measure they opposed the Musharraf 

publicly. On the other hand, they supported Musharraf regime to sustain the uniform 

and supported amendments in the constitution. They opposed the government of 

Musharraf on public front and blamed him to support the America especially after the 

9/11 incident. Due to dual policy, some articulator called them the ―Mulla Military 

Etihad‖. They have their own governments in two provinces. They supported 

Musharraf as to avoid the dissolution of provincial assemblies. 
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 The Jamiat-e-Ulama-e-Islam (JUI) got the double advantage from the post 

Kargil situation as they gained the status of spiritual and political mentors of the 

Taliban movement as their madrassas are the prominent breeding ground of Taliban. 

They got the power and provide sustainable their madrassas growing. After 9/11, 

Musharraf used Taliban as a tactical instrument and played a double game with US 

skillfully. It was the posts Kargil circumstance due to which religious parties got the 

political power bases and outflank the mainstream political parties after impression 

win in election of 2002. Musharraf played dual role as politician and started to use his 

ties with Taliban after the election of 2002. It was significant and tactical move.
68

 

The religious parties simply exploited the unconditional troops withdrawal and 

claim that withdrawal of ―mujahideen‖ from Kargil was the request from American 

pressure. The religious parties believed that it was Indian and US pressure that 

Pakistani government to encounter jihadi elements and South Pakistan keep in 

capturing Osama Bin Laden (OBL). Religious parties claimed that the military troops 

and mujahideen had waged a successful war in Kargil area but that victory was lost on 

political front by Nawaz‘s government. The sentiment of anti-America was common 

in public and military not because of United States sanctions on Pakistan, explosion of 

Nuclear Bomb and in 1999 coup of Musharraf. This anti-America sentiment was 

grown because of heavy handed pressure of Clinton administration during the Kargil 

episode.
69

 

After capturing the heights of Kargil, the decision of climb down and 

acceptance of Washington Declaration, retreated of the Kashmiri mujahideen has 

created a complex situation which had made old wound bleed again, endangered the 

existence of the country and the continuous freedom movement of Kashmir.
70

 

Prof. Khurshid Ahmad of JI argued decision of withdrawal seriously damaged 

the Kashmir movement and demolished jihadi manure. Khurshid Ahmed raised the 

question over the integrity and statesmanship Nawaz Sharif and called him ―security 

risk‖. The decision of withdrawal from Kargil heights put on and to the Kashmir and 
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for all blamed Maulana Fazal-ur-Rehman of JUI. Fazal-ur-Rehman asserted that 

American pressure on Nawaz to decide withdrawal almost washout the freedom 

movement of Kashmir. He declared that people want a change in government and we 

supported the people demanded. Fazal-ur-Rehman predicted that the decision of 

withdrawal from Kargil heights will led America‘s attack on Afghanistan.
71

 

The major political party PPP failed to play his role as mainstream party and 

remained isolated. The second command political leaders unable to play their political 

role, as the Benazir Bhutto was on self-exile. PPP was searching the powerbase for his 

political backup. Musharraf used his tactical tricks to get the electable from PPP and 

used them for his political aims. PPP feared for his survival not to contribute and 

coordinate the elected prime minister to sustain the civilian supremacy and encounter 

the coup of 1999. PPP failed to condemn the coup of Musharraf and tried to get the 

powerbase in the disastrous crises‘ situation.  

Finally, during the crises Nawaz Sharif government was isolated and failed to 

made consensus not allow to the parliament to functioned properly, threatened the 

political opponents by uing ―Ehtisab Beaurro‖ made his solo flight, got over 

confident, comfort with army and tried to made army as subordinate of civilian 

government. His doctrine of supremacy dislodges his allies, opposition and face the 

political fate. Religious parties use the jihadi sentiment and Kargil event politically 

and got the political mileage and hijacked the political scene of Pakistan. The decision 

of withdrawal was furiously criticized by all the political leadership and the result was 

the emergence of Islamist as political player. They played well and Musharraf used 

them as tool artistically. The MMA got the political advantage as ―timely‖ allies of 

Pervaiz Musharraf and play their role to distress the national political sunario of 

Pakistan.  

The Grand Democratic Alliance (GDA) was in full cry and they launched 

―Nawaz Hatao, mulk Bachao‖ movement. Nawaz Sharif was under firce criticism on 

Kargil retreat and overnight changed in the Kashmir stance. The alliance also 

announced his main point agenda to implementation after the removal of Nawaz‘s 
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government. All parties wanted the removal of Nawaz Sharif. The Kargil event and 

withdrawal decision became primary point scoring game and dictated the alignment 

of the all political forces. The strategy of ―survival‖ from Kargil clique was on his 

way supported the opposition alliance by using his security agencies and encouraged 

them to agitate and demanded the removal of Nawaz. The situation was crucial. The 

opposition‘s street power was on way with the MQM, Mutahida Qaumi Mahaz, PPP 

and Jamaat-e-Islami actively protesting. Interestingly religious political parties and 

the groups conducting operation across the LOC included in that political activities. 

The anti-Sharif forces included in media and politics, have amplified. It was a fact 

that most anti-Sharif forces sought military intervention to remove the government of 

Nawaz Sharif.
72

 

3.4. Attitude of Military and Nawaz’s Style of Governance 

 

The civil military relation in Pakistan has its own consequences. Historically 

these relations of two most important institutions had always been remained 

disproportional and suffering instability right from the emergence of Pakistan. Power 

ceasing between civil and military top leadership is a fact in Pakistan. It is a fact that 

the power of military has been lasted very long since the day of emergence by 

controlling the political military rule. Military role as dominant organ has always been 

dominant and seriously blamed by the critics from interfering in political affairs of 

country.
73

 

Military has always been preceded as an institution that has his own 

parameters of discipline, has the real power making decision mechanism and set the 

ties of political system by bringing facts of its own choice political figure to the power 

corridor. Politicians, political parties are not enough trained to deliver so many of 

them have been charged seeking help from the military establishment to gain the 

power and called as the product of martial law and the outcome of GHQ. Army as an 

institution is very disciplined, trained and professional. But unfortunately, army has 

his own mindset towards the securities and foreign affairs. They shortly allowed 
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intervening in their specific issues by the political leadership. Historically army has 

been playing very strategic and vital role political sunario of Pakistani politics. This 

role of army has been increasing day by day because of many factors.  

It is a fact that political leadership in Pakistan is not trained and organized. 

The politicians have their own interest instead of national interest. The political 

parties and their organization revolved around the party personalities having no 

internal democracy within the parties. The party leadership is always tried to conceive 

the real sources of power and the ―real‖ sources of power is always establishment. 

Majority of ―electable‖ are the fellow‘s sign of real corridor of power. They are 

simply the power brokers and have specific role in politics and political parties. Due 

to undemocratic altitude of political leadership Political parties always searching the 

real source of power and got the fate. On the other hand, army is a well-organized and 

disciplined institution while has systematic framework of decision making. They 

decide and implement other decisions in a systematic way. It is a real fact in Pakistan 

that every government in Pakistan always seeking army‘s help during governance as 

stabilizing factor of their power. Politicians remained fear from the discomfort with 

army establishment. The political governments always face fate when they got 

discomfort with the army. Civilian government involved army to maintain the law and 

order situation to sustain the stability or instance of some awkward situation.  

Political leadership takes army as their bit rival force and always tried their 

best to deal with the army in comfort zone. But the fact is that relations between civil 

government and army show real dominance of army, instead of being subordinate. Dr. 

Tariq Masood, a renounce analyst of civil military relations says, ―Manifesto less 

political parties and politicians fragile party organization and pseudo political workers 

forced the civilian either to subordinate, confront the military establishment for 

governance. Army as an institution has his own doctrine of reciprocal role. Instead of 

that reciprocal role politicians should behave in honorable, reliable and fruitful 

institutional working relationship to perform the duties according to the constitutional, 

law and rule of business.‖
74
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Subordinate and unpractical Nawaz Sharif started his political carrier in 80‘s 

under the shadow of his spiritual father dictator Zia-ul-Haq. He started his carrier as 

minister on the advice of military governor of Punjab. General Ghulam Gilani, his 

father Mian Nawaz Sharif faced business fat from the Z.A. Bhutto and believed that a 

political corridor of politics is necessary to sustain and flourished the business umpire 

in Pakistan. He got the nationalized foundries and Nawaz Sharif started his carrier in 

martial law‘s government.
75

 

Nawaz Sharif was accused of ministry a close tie with military establishment, 

seeking his help to dominate the political sunario of Pakistan. Nawaz Sharif become 

the foveate of military establishment and become a prominent player of Pakistani 

politics in late 80‘s.Interestingly, the relations of Nawaz Sharif with military 

establishment has varied with the passage of time. These variation of relation with 

army establishment varied due to focusing on his favorite Zia‘s regime, civilian rule, 

confrontation with the Benazir Bhutto, Kargil episode and after the coup of 1999 and 

to date Nawaz Sharif seemed to changed from pro military to anti-military 

establishment. Nawaz Sharif has his own style of political thinking. He believed in the 

subordinate role of army. He believed that the foreign policy is not the core issue of 

army. It the subject of civilian to refine and revised the foreign policy with the 

coordination of army. Army has his own concerns on defense and foreign policy. 

Kargil planning, execution and its aftermath are a clear example of this confrontation. 

The clique of Kargil planners played their own game, misinformed Nawaz Sharif, 

took the responsibility of the misadventure, failed to defend Kargil and faced the coup 

in the end.  

After the offensive response of Indian nuclear test, US got furious and 

imposed sanction on Pakistan. After nuclear test, Pakistan faced a lot of difficulties, 

sanction and isolation. After nuclear test, Nawaz Sharif took his own steps to 

normalize the relation with the rival India, started peace process and back channel 

diplomacy with India. Nawaz Sharif intended to resolve the core issue of Kashmir. 

Peace process and back channel diplomacy was at highest peak while clique of Kargil 

were on their way to got the peaks of Kargil area and misevaluate the retaliation of 
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India. They have their own views about the Kashmir and Siachen. A fabulous win in 

the election of 1997 impacted a lot on political mindset and altitude of Nawaz Sharif. 

With two-third majority and a very little opposition against him made more confident. 

Nawaz Sharif grasp most of the power in his hands ignoring other members of 

―Troika‖. Nawaz Sharif made massive changes in the constitution, not getting 

unconfident to his close allies ANP, MQM and BNP. He made both and 

14
th

amendments to abolish the power of president to dissolve the national assembly 

and government. These amendments empower the Nawaz Sharif to appoint the 

services chief. Nawaz Sharif consulted General Jahangir Karamat on passing of these 

amendments; army remains neutral and did not show any concerns on these 

amendments. 
76

 

Nawaz Sharif showed his own mindset through this era and very careful in 

maintain the good ties with military. He consulted with Jahangir Karamat before 

asking Naval Chief to resign because of corruption charges. Nawaz Sharif has specific 

steps in his mind. He confronted with judiciary and president and got ceasing out both 

of them. Due to his army subordinate doctrine, now he was more confident to deal 

with the army. General Jahangir Karamat made a controversial speech at Naval Staff 

College and proposed setting up of National Security Council (NSC) to deal with a 

critical and crucial decision making. Nawaz Sharif assumed that army chief is 

interfering in civilian decision making. He asked Karamat to resign as Chief of Army 

Staff (COAS). It was again do-it-alone decision making style. Nawaz Sharif got the 

resignation of army chief Jahangir Karamat before the three months of his schedule 

retirement.  

The removal of army chief caused great resentment in the army top brass‘ 

army personally get humiliated, they reviewed this act as against the sovereignty of 

military as an institution. Nawaz Sharif appointed General Pervaiz Musharraf as new 

army chef by super seading two Pakhtoon and one Punjabi general on the advice of 

his kitchen cabinet members and his trustee Lt. Gen. Iftikhar Ali Khan defense 

secretary. Nawaz Sharif thought that Musharraf proved to be weak, as he has no 

strong support of other Punjabi and Pakistani parts of army. He conceived Musharraf 
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to his loyal due to poor military background. Relation of Nawaz Sharif started to 

confront some on the promoted of two major General to Lt. General.
77

 

The major cause of confrontation with army during his second tenure was the 

Kargil conflict. The Kargil clique ill planned and miscalculate Kargil episode throw 

Pakistan into massive international pressure, for not respecting the LOC. Nawaz 

Sharif briefed on Kargil on ―posy‖ way and encouraged him to take initiative and 

remind as ―Kashmir conquer‖ in the history of Pakistan. He got the ―passes phony‖ 

briefing and on his ways of peace process. Musharraf has his own mindset and 

calculations. He planned and executed the Kargil episode and accused of 

miscalculations. At the burning stage of Kargil war, Nawaz Sharif decided to took the 

ownership of operation again duo to his mindset. Diplomatically world community 

pressurized Pakistan to take its troops from the Kargil valley on 4
th

 July. Nawaz 

Sharif flew to Washington to negotiate a ceasefire. He took the DDC meeting to 

discuss the furious situation of Kargil. Decisions were made but remained indecisive 

till the second meeting of DDC. The foreign office, members of DDC, kitchen cabinet 

and party leadership were put away from the Washington trip. Nawaz Sharif not tries 

to got detailed briefing on Kargil issue and went to Washington to meet Clinton 

administration. He was not prepared and updated about the present condition of 

Kargil. The looked uncomforted, anxious and un-rested. The decision was taken in the 

―family‖ meeting of Nawaz Sharif including his father and other else family 

members.  

Due to his poor decision and went unprepared, he was forced to accept 

unconditional withdrawal by the Clinton administration. The unconditional 

withdrawal was forced because Washington administration weighted toward india 

which was the result of successful diplomacy of India and its foreign office. At the 

airport, Nawaz Sharif informed necessarily his close political companions about the 

visit of Washington. Younger Sharif the ―crises manager‖ of Nawaz Sharif advised 

his brother to took army chief mushrraf with him. He denies that step due to fearing of 

direct deal with the army chief and feels that step will led his political fallout.  
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Nawaz Sharif not to decide to take parliament and his allies to in confidence 

follows the doctrine do-it-alone and faced his political fate. After withdrawal, Nawaz 

Sharif started instable due to the expected reaction of army and public critics. He 

wanted the army chief to accept the responsibility of war and resign, which was an 

attempt to gain the public support. Musharraf denied to took responsibility of the 

failure and sent Nawaz Sharif message, ―I am not General Jahangir Karamat.‖
78

 

During the post era of Kargil, army chief and his trusted remind 

uncomfortable due to being fired for their miscalculation, so, as tactical move, they 

conceived and offensive ―survival‖ strategy and conveyed Nawaz Sharif that time, 

they will not allow Nawaz Sharif to play with the army‘s image. Due to poor decision 

making, Nawaz Sharif still wanted a better relation with Musharraf and army top 

brass. He retired Corps Commander Quetta Tariq Pervaiz (TP) as recommended by 

Musharraf with meeting with smart crises manager Shahbaz Sharif.Again, confusion 

of decision, Nawaz Sharif decided to give additional charge of Chairman Joint Chief 

Staff Committee CJSC on the advice of his closed companion Ch. Nisar Ali Khan. 

Poor decision style again expose when Nawaz Sharif publicly announced that 

there is a complete harmony among the two institutions of the country, but have a do-

it-alone plan of Musharraf removal in his mind. He showed his traditional style of 

governance on 12
th

 October. Nawaz Sharif appointed his loyal general Zia-ud-din, but 

as army chief and removed another army chief once again returning from Colombo, 

Musharraf was in air with all arrangement of survival strategy and counter coup. 

Musharraf remained compose his trusted moved, 111 Brigade took the charge of 

prime minister house and took Nawaz Sharif in his custody. His appointee General 

Zia failed to took the charge of army chief and house arrested for long time. Nawaz 

Sharif again do-it-alone, not consulting his close companions other than his military 

secretary Javed Iqbal, who severely opposed the plan.  

Event happening during the post Kargil sunario of two years show Nawaz 

Sharif military relation again led to the sacking of Nawaz Sharif by his own appointed 

general Musharraf. Due to his doctrine of decision making and governance, Nawaz 
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Sharif again claimed that it was his constitutional right as prime minister to remove 

and appoint army chief. It was the result of bad governance of Nawaz Sharif that 

Musharraf referred the coup by army ―counter coup‖. The Kargil planner succeeded 

in the professional survival strategy and again a civilian prime minister and his 

government thrown by the supremacy of army as an institution.  

3.5 Lesson learned from Kargil 

 As shown by the concern of the lesson that has been learned by two nations 

are very important, ironic strategic then tactical in the military sense. Indeed, 

open sources reporting on Kargil even denied the presence of regular Pakistani 

troops, which opened the debate on warfare. 

 Pakistan does not have a rich tradition of open reporting of its military 

operation, which contrasts somewhat with India, more formal and informal, 

which publishes information on political and military affairs. While in 

Pakistan, it is very different to engage in military matters because of their 

secrecy. 

 The apparent lessons learned from Kargil are mainly as follows: 

 Pakistan now considers the operation as Kargil, as an ineffective means of 

dispute settlement because Kargil appears to be a failure in the eyes of the 

world. Many stakeholders in Pakistan simultaneously believe that Kargil can 

be seen as a kind of victory. Is this a real victory? The mujahideen are not 

believed by the world. 

 To avoid a strategic failure of the kind presented by Kargil in the future, 

Pakistan must seriously assess the responses of the international community 

and the apparent implications of this. Answers. The international community 

has completely denied Pakistani opinion about Kargil. Pakistan faced a tragic 

diplomatic defeat.   

 Pakistan needs a wide range of experts like NSC to adequately assert its 

planned operation like Kargil. This feeling is aroused after the radical failure 

to anticipate the cry of the Kargil event. The kind of secrecy in the case of 

Kargil, this veil of secrecy is the manifestation of deep cracks in Pakistan's 

civil-military relations. 

 Pakistan must develop a specific media strategy to shape international opinion 

and to mitigate the benefits of the media on the information battlefield. Some 
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analysts have suggested that the coverage of the mujahideen made a serious 

miscalculation by hiding facts. 

 As Musharraf acknowledges in his book, ―using Pakistani regulars in Kargil 

has been counterproductive. Pakistan sees only one successful strategy to 

bring India to the negotiating table. This tact failed and the international 

community dislodges Pakistan and supports Indian opinion.  

 Capabilities Pakistan's nuclear capabilities become the basis for the successful 

execution of these multi-layered political strategies. But the threat of nuclear 

war appeared during Kargil, a war that damaged the image of the responsible 

nuclear state in Pakistan. 

 After the Kargil War, India learns that Kashmir can no longer be neglected; its 

resolution requires high-level attention and commitment. 

 India needs to treat the nuclear issue more carefully and use nuclear 

capabilities only as a safety valve. 

 After reviewing the causes of the Kargil War, it is necessary that the Kargil-

type operation is not an effective way of resolving disputes. The Kargil 

episode was not an effective means of advancing Pakistan's strategic interest. 

 Community The international community, even close friends of Pakistan, will 

not support Kargil as an operation in the future. Kashmir is a historical, 

political and strategic problem that requires a diplomatic rather than a military 

solution. 

 Kargil was too costly in many ways and the Pakistani economy could no 

longer afford such risks. 

 The failure of the operation itself is instructive and a lesson to reconsider 

Kargil as a future operation. 

 In the future, Pakistan will have to reconsider its strategic, tactical, political 

and economic weaknesses. 

 Renowned journals and human rights activism by Aziz Sadiqui describe 

Kargil's failure. 

 "Can there be other ways to persuade India of a reasonable approach to 

Kashmir, the more Kargil might not do it." There remains only one 

opportunity in Pakistan which creates a demonstrative effect on India if 

Pakistan wants to become almost exclusively a strong and stable political and 

economic entity in the region. " 

 The writer and analyst have reiterated the argument that future episodes of 

Kargil are neither an unsustainable sustainable option. 
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 The lesson from Kargil is that the strongest constituent of Kashmir is strong 

Pakistan. 

 The desire of certain elements of the Pakistani army to continue to ―bleed‖, 

India in Kashmir either as a form of defense, of self-defense, or as revenge of 

the debacle of 1971. Kargil taught the need to reconsider these feelings. 

 Obviously It is obviously an important option in Pakistan that Pakistan has 

thought of looking beyond Kashmir and focusing on the renewal of Pakistan 

itself, that there is a strong opinion that the episode of Kargil itself is an 

absolute failure. 

 Shireen Mazari wrote that "The military aspect of Kargil's action was simply 

brilliant; India managed to transform a military defeat into a diplomatic 

victory, that Pakistan could not translate a huge victory". 

 The defeat of the Pakistani army is attributed to the venality of Pakistani 

politicians, but the implications for stability disturb the positions must lead to 

this perspective. 

 Consent The broad consensus is that Pakistan has failed to strategically 

anticipate the international response. The Kargil crisis and its aftermath show 

Pakistan's endemic inability to anticipate international opinion. 

 One of Kargil's strategic objectives was the internationalization of the Kashmir 

issue, by reminding the world that Kashmir is a flash point between two 

countries. This objective was not achieved; Pakistan has lost its position in 

Kashmir. 

 Episode Kargil's episode shows that the recently confirmed nuclear 

capabilities had no strategic advantages allowing Pakistan to underestimate a 

more strategic military operation to support the Kashmir cause without 

extravagant fear of the Indian response. 

 An important lesson learned during the Kargil War is that America has its own 

strategic and political interest in this region while Pakistan suspects America 

of supporting its opinion. While America admits Indian opinion and forced 

Pakistan to withdraw unconditionally. 

 Pakistan has made an unrealistic assessment of the range of possible 

outcomes. Musharraf declared it a localized operation, while treating this war 

as a mini-war. 

 Leadership Pakistani military leaders could not foresee India‘s military 

response to the Pakistani occupation and its diplomatic consequences. Kargil's 

mastermind, Kargil seemed to be low risk and low cast. The economic 

consequences of Kargil are hurting the Pakistani economy. 
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 Story Mujahideen coverage was the main cause of the diplomatic defeat as it 

gained the upper hand due to an effective media strategy. Pakistan must 

therefore reconsider its media strategy. The media strategy in the context of 

the Kargil event was a very important factor. 

 In Pakistan's inability to shape the pro-activity of international opinion is due 

to secrecy. Pakistan could not conduct an operation similar to Kargil without a 

broad consensus between the various government and military institutions. 

 After the Kargil War, we learned that nuclear capacities are not enough to 

induce India to negotiate, because the two countries have the same nuclear 

capacities, any aggression in Kashmir will lead to a nuclear war in the region 

 A clear lesson that has been taught by the Kargil to political leaders is that it is 

necessary to define parameters of civil-military relations, which ensure 

appropriate cooperation between them. The military should play the role of co-

partner in decision making, rather the decision maker. Kargil's episode is a 

clear example of this deconstruction of civil-military relations. 

 The decision-making process should also be seriously reconsidered after the 

episode of Kargil, where the blamed responsibility game explains the bad 

decision-making process. 

 It has also been taught by the crises of Kargil, the lairdship of political parties 

are taking steps to strengthen the political institution. The weakness of the bad 

political system has damaged the credibility of the political leadership.  

 There is a need to reconsider the mentality of the military that political leaders 

should not be concerned with foreign police and security matters. Military 

leaders should recognize that strategic interest should also need diplomatic and 

political feedback. This state of mind should also be reconsidered for future 

mishaps. 

 The formulation of the National Security Council (NSC) should minimize the 

civil-military contradiction. The need of the hour is to take a keen interest in 

this regard. 

 It is very clear after the episode of Kargil that if political leadership were to 

show more concentration and credibility of good governance, bad governance 

took the wrong decisions on the political front; political mismanagement is a 

clear example of this. 

 India and Pakistan should strive to resolve the geopolitical conflict politically 

and diplomatically, not for the sake of the manifesto of power; they settle their 

differences for the good of the populations of the subcontinent. 
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Chapter 4 

Musharraf’s Political Aims 

4.1 Tactics of Getting Political Consideration of General 

Pervez Musharraf 

It is a bitter fact that the most recent period has seen the end of the period of 

civilian power and the return of military to the saddle again and again. The history of 

Pakistan has also witnessed the defense establishment consolidating its power through 

additional constitutional, legal provisions and curbing the attempts of the civilian 

governments and authorities to establish their dominance. Civilian Nawaz Sharif 

returned to power in 1997 by two third majorities and last it in 1999, because of his 

mindset and confrontation with the army chief Pervez Musharraf whom he had 

removed from office. Pervez Musharraf accused Nawaz Sharif of risking the lives of 

more than 200 passengers of PIA flight from Colombo, Sir Lanka, including the army 

chief by not permitting the flight to land on Pakistan‘s soil. The plan of removal of 

CAOS was backfire and result in the form of coup. Some important and trusted corps 

commanders staged a countercoup on the behalf of Pervez Musharraf. They captured 

the civilian government and dismissal of Nawaz Sharif brought the military directly 

back into the seat of power. 

 In 12
th

 October, 1999 Pervez Musharraf took over the government and 

removed the civilian government. It was the result of pre and post Kargil civil military 

differences. The decision of withdrawal damaged the political position of Nawaz 

Sharif badly. Washington declaration was an attempt to get rid of Kargil crises but 

backfired by the trustee Kargil clique. 

The rumors were in the air that the Kargil clique and their leader expected to 

be smashed. Kargil clique had their survival and counter coup plan. Before leaving 

Siri Lanka, Musharraf and his confident had their own plan and arrangement. While 

Nawaz Sharif has is own plan. Nawaz Sharif executed his plan but mis-executed and 

was house arrested by the 111 brigade.  
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 On October13, Musharraf met President Rafique Tarrar to predetermine on 

legitimizing the coup. Musharraf announced state of emergency in the country and 

suspected the institutions. He blamed the civilian leadership for withdrawal decision. 

Pervez Musharraf did not impose martial law; he conceived the post of Chief 

Executive of Pakistan on 15
th

 October, 1999. He also quickly got the rid of political 

enemies of Nawaz Sharif government, particularly Zia-ud-din and Shahid Khakan 

Abbasi. On October,17, Musharraf established a seven-member military civilian 

council to run the country. He declared the present democracy fake and promised to 

implement the true democracy. It was the start of his democratic doctrine and political 

consideration. Nawaz Sharif was trailed and sent jail in plane hijacking case. Now, it 

was the time of political instability in the country and it was a right time for 

Musharraf to play his political game. Musharraf has his own concerns and 

comprehensions over the power of civilian government to appoint and remove the 

army chief. Musharraf was not satisfied with the Prime Minister‘s efforts of peace 

process with the rival India without bringing army on board. 

The army would not allow its authority to be questioned historically. In the pre 

and post Kargil era, army proved that
79

.unlike his predecessor, Musharraf dint not 

declare himself as Chief Martial Law Administrator. He took the more informal and 

neutral title of Chief Executive of Pakistan. However, the imposition of military rule 

in October, 1999, was indeed a coup.
80

Pervez Musharraf showed the military acumen 

in adopting itself and its tactics to internal and external environment terms. As 

political tactic Musharraf did not declare him Chief Minister Law Administrator, 

instead of making itself unpopular through a crudely over method.The army chief and 

his companions choose to perpetrate the political system and Pakistani society in a 

more subtle manner. Musharraf regime was also for more tactful in intimidating the 

media then the Zia‘s regime.
81

 

Musharraf set print media free and electronic media to flourish. Selected 

journalists are targeted. Selected and many were killed involved in reporting domestic 
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conflicts. Interestingly the bullets found near the dead bodies of murdered journalist 

were identified as types of frequently used by the intelligence agencies.
82

 

As an act of building its positive image, Musharraf‘s government embarked 

upon rebuilding the political system through creating alternative constituencies and 

seeking out a new and emerging set of politicians who should do the GHQ‘s bidding 

of true democracy that doctrine used methods such as localization of politics which 

was carried out by previous military regime. Musharraf called that technique the 

devolution of power at local level. He formulated National Reconstitution Buru 

(NRB) under which local bodies elections were held directly and indirectly 

throughout the country. For the survival strategy, devolution of power plan was 

implemented following by the continuity of reforms, annihilation of sectarianism, 

extremism and to fulfil the vision of Quaid-e-Azam, would you like to elect General 

Pervez Musharraf as president of Pakistan for five years. Referendum is a famous tool 

of every military ruler to get civilian face and the question is same as cited above. 

Musharraf announced referendum to get the legitimacyof his post of president. Major 

political parties boycotted the referendum with a very poor turnout. Pervez Musharraf 

got the 98% votes in the president‘s favour that political mover show that Musharraf 

did not intend to leave power.  

Now, Musharraf was in search of political party of his own. As tact of his 

political aim, Musharraf agreed to exile the former Prime Minister and his family to 

Saudi Arabia for ten years, a deal braked by the Saudi Royal Family.
83

Like other 

military dictator, Musharraf had his coup legitimized by the Supreme Court of 

Pakistan in 2000 under the doctrine of ―state of necessity‖. The Supreme Court of 

Pakistan allowed Musharraf as Chief Executive to make necessary constitutional 

amendments to achieve his declared objectives. As a tactical move, Musharraf 

announced PCO Oath for the judges of judiciary and got the rid of those judges who 

were not legalized his post of Chief Executive. Majority of judges resigned and Mr. 

Justice Irshad Hussain Khan become the Chief Justice of Pakistan who allowed the 

Musharraf to amend the constitution accordingly. 
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Musharraf announced his seven-point agenda to the people of Pakistan which 

was actually the road map of his political consideration as below:  

(1) Rebuild national confidence and moral. 

(2) Strengthen the federation, remove inter provisional disharmony and 

restore national cohesion.  

(3) Revive the economy and restore investor‘s confidence.  

(4) Ensure law and order. Discipline, Speedy justice.  

(5) Depoliticize state institutions.  

(6) Devaluate power at grass root level.  

(7) Ensure swift and across the border accountability.  

Within the two month of coup Musharraf created the National Reconstitution 

Bureau (NRB) under a retired general Tanveer Naqvi with the task of political and 

administrative reforms. The NRB present and implemented his reforms in August 21, 

2002 by using Legal Frame Work Order (LFO). The LFO validated the action, acts 

and decree of the military governments including the five years extension of 

Musharraf‘s presidency and his position as Army Chief. The president authorized to 

dissolve the National Assembly which was actually the restoration of famous 58-2/B. 

Musharraf said that, ―These steps were essential to introduce real and true 

democracy in Pakistan.‖
84

Musharraf argued that his reforms led towards the 

democratic leadership to the elected essence of democracy.‖
85

Musharraf advocating 

his reforms agenda by saying that, ―Unless there is unity of command, unless there is 

only one man in charge on top the system of governance will never function.‖ The 

political wing of spy and NAB crafted the Pakistan Muslim League Quaid-e-Azam 

(PML-Q) to act as the civilian face of the military government. The agency and NAB 

did this by exploiting disaffection with Nawaz Sharif with the PML-N by foreign, 

bribing or blackmailing some party leaders to join PML-Q. Chaudhary Shujaat 

Hussain, Pervez Elahi and MianAzhar contributed a lot in this respect. Those leaders 

of PML-N resisted they were under fire by the NAB and forced to join PML-Q. NAB 
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was used to harass politicians into compliance. It was accused to create ―Kings 

Party‖.  

Musharraf presenting him a moderate and secular leader but he supported 

Mathilda Majlis-e-Amal (MMA) an alliances of Six Islamist parties lead by Maulana 

Shah Ahmad Nurani to support the PML-Q. For instance, he accepted the Shahadat-

ul-Almia Degree equal to graduation and allowed Maulana to compete the election. 

It declared bachelor‘s degree required to hold the electoral office which disqualified 

many PML-N and PPP leaders.
86

 

Disputed these manipulations, the military government could only get a split 

mandate and had to indulge in further manipulation through forcing a split in Bhutto‘s 

PPP. Those leaders were feared or being involved in court cases or victimized by 

NAB. 20 members of PPP defected to form a group called PPP Patriots, before 

joining ranks with PML-Q which enabled the PML-Q to get the majority required to 

for a government. Tactical conversion of PPP members is a unique and extra-ordinary 

example of Musharraf‘s political maneuvering to continue the formation of 

government. The elected members were not allowed to meet forcibly. The tension in 

the Kings Party PML-Q and its strategic affairs were managed through tight central 

control by the president Musharraf. Like many political party head, Musharraf himself 

played a direct hand in setting difference between the PML-Q and their allies MQM 

and MMA. Musharraf encouraged clientelism instead of strengthening democratic 

institutions, in which politicians of ruling party especially top political leaders became 

his personal clients.  

Yet again the army as an institution, managed to create a new set of clients 

who offered all their support to the army chief turned into president. Chaudhary 

Shujaat Hussain and Pervez Elahi publicly announced their open support to Musharraf 

as president. Musharraf enjoys his power consideration and his tactics as pollical 

―commando‖. But he failed to get an extension as president beyond 2007. His power 

was a key-point to guarantee the supremacy of army. Army chief, president regime 

totally hijacked the political system and his power constantly reminded the fact that 
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his power would not be challenged by his own crafted Kings Party. He replaced three 

Prime Ministers during 1999 to 2005. These PMs were changed in the Kings Party. 

The reason behind that act was the governance.  

Musharraf changed the country into authoritarian bureaucrat state. The role of 

parliament and politicians were symbolic. Principal Secretary to Musharraf, Tariq 

Aziz which was a retired bureaucrat, played decisive role through regime. Musharraf 

hold his power consideration through his regime but after 2005, he started to loss his 

power consideration due to the political instability in the county. The Kings Party 

failed to sustain his power consideration and again as a professional army commando. 

He used another political tactic. He started his back channel to offer NRO to Benazir 

Bhutto which was a smart political move to sustain his power 

consideration.
87

Musharraf wanted to mainstream leadership continues his exile but the 

time has passed. He argued that, ―Strong army guarantees a stable and prosperous 

Pakistan. Therefore, the army must grow strong and we will make it stronger.‘‘
88

 

Musharraf led Kings Party and parliament fails to play his positive rule and in 

fact like ―old wine in new bottle‖. The elements of Kings Party used their position to 

flout rules and Musharraf for their position of personal interests. In the election of 

2008 the Kings Party totally demolished, and wipeout throughout the country. Again, 

as history in Pakistan, a postured moderate and secular dictator defeated by the 

politicians and forced to resign.  

4.2 Non-Traditional Martial Law System Of Governance 

Pakistan has a rich history of military regime from the day of his emergence. 

Military dictators ruined the constitutions, got the legitimacy from court by ideology 

of necessity. Ayyub regime, Yahya Khan Tenure and the classic Zia‘s regime are 

exemplary cases in this perspective. During Zia regime, military influence in all the 

civilian institutions increased rapidly. Military establishment affect the independence 

and supremacy of the civilian institutions.  
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After Zia‘s regime, military play his role behind the scene. The civilian Nawaz 

Sharif and Benazir Bhutto failed to deliver and blamed the military not to giving free 

hand in foreign and defense affairs. Pervez Musharraf got the power with counter-

coup of his removal from the post of chief of army staff. Nawaz‘s government was 

thrown out. It was the result of pre and post Kargil war civil military differences. 

Nawaz Sharif was on the way of peace process, while COAS and his trustees 

executing their Kargil episode to internationalized the Kashmir issue.  

After coup of 12 October, 1999, Pervez Musharraf did not declare him a chief 

martial law administrator. Instead, he took the office of chief executive of Pakistan to 

show the Non-Marital Law style of governance. He made his council to run the 

government. President Rafique Tarrar was not removed. Musharraf meet the president 

to predetermine on legitimizing the coup Pervez Musharraf announced the suspension 

of constitution of Pakistan and put on the power of chief executive of Pakistan on 15 

October, 1999.  

On 17 October, he also appointed three retired military officers and a retired 

judge as Provincial Administrator. He become CEO of Pakistan but did not obtain the 

office of Prime Minister. The above said steps were non-traditional in a military 

regime.  

After the establishment of authoritarian regime in October 1999, Musharraf 

faced two challenges from two fronts.
89

 Pervez Musharraf used his tactical mindset to 

neutralized domestic pressure. The military regime relied on discontenting opposition 

through accountability tool NAB and agencies including FIA. Pakistani people were 

very furious and showing anger after the withdrawal decision from Kargil. Pervez 

Musharraf and his trustee exploit the public sentiment against Nawaz Sharif. The 

slogan of ‗true democracy‘ from a military general was amazing and people were 

admiring that slogan. Many political leaders started to support that slogan. On 

international front, pressures were neutralized by posing a reformer posture. 

Devaluation of power at local level, media freedom legitimizing himself through 

referendum and offering the regime‘s support for international projects of United 
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States (US) were the steps that greatly helped the Musharraf‘s regime to consolidate 

itself during its early phase of capturing power.  

Again, by using his political mindset, Musharraf send Nawaz Sharif on exile 

to get the political mileage and gave the gesture to PML-N element to join PML-Q 

because Nawaz Sharif signed agreement not to take part in politics for next ten 

years.
90

Musharraf assumed two positions of chief executive upon taking over power. 

On June 20, 2001, he appointed himself as president of Pakistan with uniform. That 

act was challenged in the court. Musharraf tackle that problem with the new oath of 

judges of all superior courts under the Provisional Constitution Order (PCO) and get 

rid of his opponent judges. Majority of judges refused to take the oath under PCO. 

Mr. Irshad Hussain Khan was made the Chief Justice of Supreme Court of Pakistan. 

Irshad Hussain Khan heard the case of military take over and pronounced his 

judgment on 12 May, 2002 disposing of all the petitions. The Supreme Court 

legitimized the military regime on the basis of ―the doctrine of state necessity‖ that 

judgment validated the assumption, of power by Pervez Musharraf through an extra 

constitutional step, by proclaiming the emergency and PCO. Interestingly the court 

allowed Musharraf to make any constitutional amendments if the constitution is silent 

on that matter. Musharraf regime also allowed from Supreme Court of CJ Irshad 

Hussain Khan to make any amendments in fundamental rights article 15, 16, 17, 18, 

19 and 24 of constitution. That kind of incident was not happened during the past 

regime of dictators. Supreme Court of Pakistan allowed Musharraf to retain uniform 

of COAS and presidency. Supreme Court was so benevolent as it granted to Pervez 

Musharraf three years tenure to hold the general election in the country. Pervez 

Musharraf announced National Reinstitution Bureau (NRB) led by Lt.General (Rtd.) 

Tanveer Husain Naqvi to devaluate power at grassroots level. 

The incident of 9/11 also provided an opportunity to Musharraf to get fame as 

allies of US against war on terror. At that stance, Musharraf got the favours of 

Americans by accepting all of US demands on war on terror. Musharraf did every 

thing for America at the expense of sovereignty of Pakistan. Pervez Musharraf had the 

other norms of his previous military bosses whose traditions he had to follow. 
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Musharraf posing him as civilian liberal and democrats set media free, contribute of 

peace in region and international level, but he was still in search of legitimizing his 

regime. He posed the referendum on 30
th

April 2002, referendum was held on the 

question whether the people of Pakistan would to see general Pervez Musharraf to 

eradicate sectarianism and extremism and also established democracy and local 

government Yes or No. How amaze a uniform military dictator uttering the word ‗true 

democracy‘? It was an act of getting legitimacy from a commando of Pakistan 

military.  

Pervez Musharraf wished to clean his dictatorship at the rate of democracy. He 

created PML-Q by searching ―electable‖ from all over the county and forced them to 

join PML-Q by using NAB and other agencies. It was a non-traditional for a dictator 

to show him a democratic. Was it tact of getting corridor in mainstream politics? The 

Kings Party which was a ‗born baby‘ of Pervez Musharraf. Choudhary Brothers failed 

to get the required majority, and then ISI and NAB had to break the loyalties of PPP 

elected members in the form of PPP Patriots.  

During his regime, Musharraf disliked to call him a military dictator. He does 

not impose martial law and took the office of chief executive instead of chief martial 

law administrator. He promised to bring true democracy and reforms. According to 

the Hamid Yousaf, ―Pervez Musharraf conceived him a refined and moderate 

politician with all requisite political skills.‖ He played his political and tactical game 

with uniform and tried his best to recognize himself a mainstream national 

politician.
91

 

Pervez Musharraf‘s steps show that he has his own political plan and strategy. 

He has his own reason and apprehension towards politics and politicians. He 

promoted accountability and internal democracy within the political parties. He 

stressed intra party election and tried to dislodge the heritable leader like Bhottos in 

PPP. He announced devolution of power plan at grassroot level. The emergence of 

MMA was another masterplan of Pervez Musharraf and his agreement between MMA 

and Pervez Musharraf over 17
th

 amendment and LFO proved him a politician in a 
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uniform. He promised to let the uniform. Musharraf got the legitimacy of his all acts 

with 17
th

 amendment. Musharraf showed non-traditional style of governance during 

his regime. He played his ―Khaki‖ politician role with great skill.  He formulated 

PML-Q got the amenity and legitimacy, offered NRO to Benazir Bhutto left the 

uniform and retained the presidency and tried to be allying up with the mainstream 

political parties by using NRO, but every success had a fate. Musharraf faced the fate 

forced to resign and went on exile and facing trial of article 6 of sever treason.  

4.3 Musharraf asa Khaki Politician 

Pervez Musharraf served his most of service as special services commando 

trained by a well disciplined and professional army.  Musharraf has an adventurous 

nature and has a strong background of taking risks during his whole carrier as army 

personal. He has a strategic and tactical mindset. He made strategic plans and 

executed them accordingly. Musharraf does not discourage if his master piece of plan 

fails or rejected. Musharraf wait for proper time to strike at strategic level. Kargil Plan 

is a unique example of his mindset. He executes the plan according to his secrecy 

doctrine keeping dark majority of top brass military leadership. The miscalculated and 

ill planned plan misfired and Pakistan fell into a great crisis.
92

During the Benazir regime in 

1995, Musharraf put Kargil Plan to her who rejected it by saying that it should be a 

disaster. Musharraf did not lose the heart. He re-treated it tactically. Musharraf kept it 

alive strategically for future. As chief of army staff (COAS) he executed that strategic 

and tactical plan and claimed it that a master piece and a landmark in the history of 

Pakistan army.
93

 

Musharraf and his close clique executed the plan and being feared of smashed 

by civilian government. The Musharraf and Kargil cliques crafted their survival 

strategy and got the civilian government by using their ―counter coup plan‖ that‘s 

how Musharraf‘s brain worked. 

After the coup of 1999 and took the office of chief executive of Pakistan, 

Musharraf started his politics as a ―Khaki‖ politician. He raised the slogan of ―true 
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democracy‖ and took steps to get the power consideration. According to his mindset, 

he had a specific mindset towards politicians and politics. He did not impose 

traditional martial law for face saving. He retained the post of president to continue to 

get the civilian posture. He offered Shahbaz Sharif to become Prime Minister which 

was a smart political move from him. He announced his seven-point agenda and 

relaxes media to get soft image from international community. He requested President 

Rafique Tarrar to continue symbolically. Nawaz Sharif was jailed in plan hijacking 

case and PPP leadership was on self-imposed exile. It was a time to execute his 

political plan and he did it well by crafting the PML-Q a ―King Party‖ from 

disatisfied elements in PML-N. He announced devolution plan to localize the politics 

and used it to tackle the politician at local level. Lt. Gen. Tanveer Hussain Naqvi was 

the master mind of devolution plan. 

According to the Dr. Ghayour Ayyub, a renounced analyst of the Daily Dawn, 

―Musharraf was the powerful leader of Pakistan with four caps, he artistically 

shouldered the Muthida Qaumi Movement (MQM) in political gusto and made MQM 

most powerful party in rural Sindh who controlling the economic hub Karachi of 

Pakistan.He announced MQM his own party and called MQM to play his role in 

Sindh.‖
94

 

Musharraf conveyed a message to Altaf bhai to join MQM. This was again a 

tactical and smart political move. Altaf Husain, who has many political eyes on his 

face, matching ears on his head, realized the consequences of that offer seriously and 

encounter that move by saying that MQM is democratic and liberal party of middle 

and lower middle-class people. Altaf Hussain feels the alarm from Pervez Musharraf. 

Altaf consider that offer from Musharraf a tactical move to enter in MQM and push 

Altaf one side. Altaf Hussain made sure it will not be happened. Altaf Hussain 

showed his command over MQM and bows down Amir Liaquat and Mustafa Kamal 

the two sympathies of Musharraf in MQM. With that smart counter tactical move 

Altaf bhai succeeded but Musharraf let it go but held to his strategic and tactical plan.  
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Musharraf continued his political strategy and maintained his links with few 

old guards of MQM as (late) Dr. Imran Farooq and renounced Amir Khan. It was 

again part of his strategy. After Kargil episode, Musharraf was feared of court case 

and article 6. So, he might be planning to fight politically on three fronts: 

(i) To clear his name in court cases.  

(ii) To make inroads in MQM for his political carrier. 

(iii) Isolate Nawaz Sharif. 

After MQM, he carted PML-Q, a Kings Party which was called born baby 

from PML-N of Nawaz Sharif. PML-Q led by Chaudhary Shujaat Hussain, supported 

the Musharraf and forms the government after the election of 2002. Musharraf used 

NAB and ISI to bring the different political elements into PML-Q. Chaudhary 

Brotheran supported the Pervez Musharraf political agenda at all levels. They 

supported referendum and devolution plan to get huge political mileage at local 

politics.The devolution plan used as tool to attract politicians to join PML-Q which 

ensure the power decision at local level.  

Pervez Musharraf played his cards as ―Khaki‖ political player very well. The 

main achievements of Pervez Musharraf as political player are as under: 

 Musharraf got the rid of Nawaz Sharif with the support of Saudi and West 

officials. Nawaz Sharif went on exile and majority of PML-N elements 

joined PML-Q. He exploited politically the agreement of exile of Nawaz 

Sharif not to participate in politics for next ten years.
95

 

 Pervez Musharraf clearly knew that he could not prepare his political party 

for election of 2002, so he used his tactical mind to craft PML-Q through 

which he wants to be a part of upcoming democratic process to clean his 

―Khaki‖ skin and counted as political player.  

 As a tactical move, he crafted Kings Party by using Chaudhary Brothran 

and by using NAB and agencies, he selected electable from all over the 

country and forced them to join PML-Q. That tactical plan was succeeded 

and PML-Q dominates the three provinces, Sindh, Punjab and Baluchistan.  
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 In KPK, the Islamists were opposing Pervez Musharraf severely. The 

alliance of six religious parties MMA opposed the Musharraf. It was so 

amazing that the emergence of MMA in KPK was a tactical and strategic 

move of Pervez Musharraf. Symbolically, MMA opposed the Pervez 

Musharraf, but played decisive role to fulfill the Musharraf‘s strategic plan 

to get amenity of uniform from the crafted parliament. Musharraf did it 

artistically. MMA supported the amendment by voting him to retain his 

uniform for next five years.  

 Arbab Ghulam Rahim became the Chief Minster of Sindh with the support 

of MQM. It was again a political tact that Musharraf put optimum pressure 

on Altaf Bhai from foreign officials especially from UK and United State 

to step aside. Pervez Musharraf knew the consequences of resisting such 

pressure could be extremely damaging Altaf Hussain.  

Pervez Musharraf‘s tactical and strategic move made him most powerful 

player of Pakistani politics. He won the election of 2002 from government in three 

provinces. Deal under hand with MMA and used the religious factor artistically. The 

mainstream leadership was on exile. There were no genuine political opponents. He 

retained the uniform, presidency and played his political game freely. But every 

success has a fate.  

Musharraf used the incident of 9/11 as a support to sustain his regime. The 

supporter and allies of America seriously damaged the democratic institutions of 

Pakistan. The Talban factor and case of Usama Bin Laden created the gaps between 

Musharraf and US. US demanded ―do more‖ on war on terror. Musharraf played the 

double game as his mindset which led him political misfortune. Pervez Musharraf 

mishandled the war on terror, ruined the political system and constitution of Pakistan. 

Pervez Musharraf has some specific mindset. He made plans, executed them and 

defend them. The time has passed. Musharraf started to lose his political grip overhis 

own crafted political system. Now, he was in search a new corridor of power as a 

future political figure.  
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After signing the Charter of Democracy (COD), the mainstream political 

parties of country started to dominate the political sunario of Pakistan. Nawaz Sharif 

allowed by the Saudi to went London. He left Saudi Arabia and started his political 

activities from London. After COD, Musharraf used his back cannel with Benazir 

Bhutto and offered her the NRO on his own terms and conditions. It was actually 

again a tactical move to sustain his role in politics. He wanted guarantee to hold the 

office of President. Benazir Bhutto accepted the NRO and assured Musharraf not to 

come in Pakistan before the upcoming election. Mrs. Bhutto came Pakistan and faced 

suicide attack at Karachi airport. Nawaz Sharif also allowed coming Pakistan. 

Political scene was dominated by mainstream political parties, but Pervez Musharraf 

was still playing his political game and tried to ensure his presidency followed by the 

assassination of Benazir Bhutto. Benazir Bhutto was assassinated in December 27, 

2007. After that tragic event, election was delayed and held in February 2008. PPP 

and PML-N got majority of seats and formed the coalition government.  Pervez 

Musharraf forced to resign. He got the guard of owner and went on exile. Pervez 

Musharraf again came back for his tactical and strategic political plan and tried to 

highjack the MQM by using his sympathies in MQM. But the time had passed. Pervez 

Musharraf was accused to article6 of constitution of Pakistan. Military establishment 

supported Pervez Musharraf and send him on exile without face the court execution of 

article 6 for tression.  

Again, as smart move, Musharraf tried to sustain his presidency by back 

channel contacts with Asif Zardari. Nawaz Sharif clearly know that Musharraf‘s 

Kargil game brought him down once in past, Pervez Musharraf concentrating on his 

strategic and tactical steps to clear his name in court cases pending against him by 

using his ties in military establishment. Nawaz Sharif wanted the trial against Pervez 

Musharraf, but Zardari government does not show any interest in this regard. Pervez 

Musharraf was not worried about article 6 because he knows it involves many 

―uncountable‖ in this case. So, he will tray to drag in down again in political game 

this time. That is why, Pervez Musharraf adamant to walk tail on the path of political 

Kargil.  
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Again Pervez Musharraf tried to enter in politics of Pakistan, as a civilian with 

training in tactical and strategic planning. Musharraf played his game in Kargil as 

Chief of Army Staff (COAS). Now, he wants to play it in politics. In Kargil mushraf 

succeeded technically, behind the failure of Nawaz Sharif. Will he become a popular 

political player? It will all depend upon the politics of Nawaz Sharif. Game plan of 

Musharraf was that he wanted to stay long in the political scene of Pakistan.  

At present, the case of article 6 is underway and special court announced death 

sentence to Musharraf which show the mysterious character and personality of Pervez 

Musharraf. DG ISPR shows his deep concern on the sentence of death and said there 

is serious unrest in army personals. Lahore High Court declares the formation of 

Special Court illegal and now days, Musharraf is appealing against his death sentence. 

Musharraf is a controversial personality, still prevailing and shaking the weak 

political system of Pakistan. 

4.4 The Role of MQM During Musharraf Era 

General Pervez Musharraf was among the last four generals of army who have 

been ruled Pakistan so far. Musharraf has his own mindset, political thinking and 

political comprehensions. Pervez Musharraf convinced of his indispensability never 

advised on exit strategy for himself and was ultimately undone by his own vanity.
96

 

Pervez Musharraf was as commando from army‘s SSG group and trained as a 

tactical and strategic planner. He used his training artistically during his regime. He 

used his plan to control the political figures, parties and his own base camp MQM. 

MQM has always a relation of ―love and hate‖ for military establishment. Pervez 

Musharraf has a multidimensional plan of stay in power by using his unlikely ally 

MQM. MQM know as a maverick group of politicians cum gangsters one hunted 

down by Pakistan army during famous Zia‘s regime that now controls his 

metropolitan city of Karachi of 18 million people. Like many of the political forces, 

swirling through Pakistan the MQM‘s birth is full of controversies and contradictions.  
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MQM was born from a student revolt by as student union leader Altaf 

Hussain. MQM claimed the representation of Urdu speaking community ―Muhajirs‖. 

MQM was born baby of military establishment and during Zia regime, which was 

actually an attempt to get the rid of religious parties in Karachi, continuing his love 

and hate relation with military establishment. MQM maintained a well arrival militia 

was for decade synonymous with ―mafia‖ like thuggery and violence. Altaf Hussain 

represented the MQM poster as most secular, democratic middle-class party to 

western diplomates. Altaf Hussain has garnered plaudits from the business 

community as Karachi is the hub of Pakistan‘s economy. MQM is now considered the 

fourth largest party by winning the election during last 20 years.  

After the coup of 1999, Musharraf was in search of ally who provides him a 

political base ground. As a tactical move, he signed Altaf Hussain by using his close 

ties in MQM. Altaf Hussain has many political eyes on his head. He noticed the 

exerting offer of Parvez Musharraf and presented his almond to Musharraf as a price 

of his support.
97

 

The long-term political aim required the support of MQM so, to get the 

political support from MQM, army dictator provided a free hand to MQM in the 

unfolding political drama. Parvez Musharraf allowed MQM to flourish throughout the 

Sindh. Musharraf seven-point agenda and slogan of ―true democracy‖ required a 

political base camp from which Musharraf executed his political planning and MQM 

provided that base camp at the rate of no intervention in Karachi‘s political sunario. 

Muthida QaumiMovement (MQM) backing may not ultimately be enough to save 

Parvez Musharraf political hide given widespread outrage over his imposition of 

emergency and suspension of constitution and throwing anelected government. MQM 

behave throughout Musharraf regime turbulent period as a trusted ally. Musharraf 

attempted to get the presidency, MQM supported the referendum of Parvez 

Musharraf. The major political parties boycotted, but MQM provided his full support 

to legitimized Musharraf‘s re-election to a second five years term. Pervez Musharraf 

amended the constitution according to his political plan and announced election of 

2002. MQM rejected the opposition call for boycotting the upcoming election and 
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announced his candidate for election that move help providingmost of the political 

parties to failed his candidate in the election, too.
98

 

MQM played a key role and trusted partners of Pervez Musharraf. After the 

election of 2002, MQM became the major party of Sindh hatched by Arbab Ghulam 

Rahim got the key cabinets portfolio and enjoyed the Musharraf regime. MQM was 

grown by Mr. Altaf Hussain on a militarily base. The key leader led the sector and 

zones responded to grass root level to top leadership. The ―love and hate‖ relation 

between MQM and Pervez Musharraf turned into romance after the coup of 1999. 

Musharraf‘s King Party PML-Q won the election of 2002 and formed the government 

headed by Mir Zafar Ullah Khan Jamali. MQM got more than his share and supported 

by Pervez Musharraf. It was the peak of MQM Musharraf romance that Musharraf 

appointed Mr. Isharat ul Ebad Khan the new governor of Sindh. Mr. Ebad was 

accused of several murders and violence cases. MQM in return supported Musharraf‘s 

choice of CM Sindh Arbab Ghulam Rahim and shared the Sindh government with 

major ministries.  

MQM being a trustee sided Musharraf during the tussle with the former chief 

justice of Pakistan Mr. Iftekhar Muhammad Chaudhary. Musharraf got the support of 

MQM on that sensitive issue of judiciary. MQM supported Musharraf at all levels. 

MQM leadership consider Musharraf‘s regime as the best time at least for them. They 

got all kind of funds and local government. The establishment helped MQM and 

remained soft in some very sensitive issues. Thus, it remained ―love and hate‖ 

relationship.  

Most importantly, MQM displayed its capacity for deadly violence in May in 

which hundreds of people short dead not to allow the former CJP Iftekhar Muhammad 

Chaudhary to land in Karachi and address bar association. MQM showed great street 

power for the embattled president Pervez Musharraf. Musharraf claimed that it was 

the power show of his own party. He also addressed a public meeting arranged by his 

born baby PML-Q in Islamabad and announced that he is not feared by any one. He 

addressed the meeting in his uniform. MQM have another history of ―hide and seek‖ 
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with all other government of every era whatever at the provincial or federal level. 

MQM has take part of almost all governments since 1988 and they have walked out of 

each government at least once.
99

 

MQM and his leadership while largest the feudal and capitalist itself 

strengthen them by being part of the government is really mysterious and amazing. 

They supported the PPP and PML-Q governments which are the symbol of feudal and 

capitalist. MQM used his refined and structured organization to support the Musharraf 

regime and provided a political ground to Musharraf to play his political game. 

During Musharraf regime, Karachi became a hostage of MQM‘s leadership. They 

started to brew money from the industrialist and businessmen etc. No one allowed 

interveining in their business and Musharraf enjoyed this support to get the political 

mileage.  

MQM got the monopoly over Karachi that it could bring out a kind of party 

that giving a call for strike, Karachi is closed on their call and anyone defying the 

order was kill or kidnap and put in torture cells. MQM restored the blackmailing 

tactics to fulfill its mostly illegal demands. MQM and Altaf Hussain in order to hide 

its ―sins‖ they always playing the Muhajir Card. Pervez Musharraf is also from 

muhajir‘s origin so, MQM and Musharraf seem to be natural allies. Our military 

intelligentsia was aware about the likes of MQM with RAW and knew about the 

funding from RAW. Is Musharraf did not know about that? That is million-dollar 

question raised among the critics of Musharraf regime.
100

 

Owen Bennet John writes about the handling of Altaf Hussain from London 

that Altaf Hussain addresses rallies in Pakistan over the telephone. People gathered to 

listens him. Every media house was bound to telecast his speak and media persons 

were threatened that if you do not stop lies and false allegations that damage the party 

reputation, then don‘t blame be if any one lover of MQM killed by you. 
101
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Musharraf has his own political theory. He has his tactical plan and strategies. 

He created Kings Party; crafted MMA used MQM to execute his political power play. 

Now, again showing his specific mindset and sustain himself as a political player at 

national politics. Musharraf used his back channel with Benazir Bhutto and offered 

her a National Reconciliation Order (NRO). He restored his ties with Benazir Bhutto, 

meets her and offered her NRO. She accepted the NRO. Musharraf again show his 

commando training. He deceived Benazir Bhutto, not alloying her to come back 

before election of 2008. She denied and came back. She faced a suicide attack at 

Karachi airport. Interestingly, the major benefactor of NRO was the MQM and his top 

leadership. MQM received extra ordinary help from Musharraf when criminal cases 

against more than 3500. MQM leaders and workers were withdrawn as part of NRO 

issued by the dictator Pervez Musharraf, for his personal political gains, majority of 

workers and leadership had criminal and terrorism cases which were withdrawn on 

the name of NRO. 

To fulfill the objective of NRO, an apex court was forced their criminal case 

were not only revised, the official record of these cases was also missing. Home 

department of Sindh did not know who had benefited the Pervez Musharraf decision 

of NRO. The prosecutor general Sindh Rana Shamim Ahmad confirmed that almost 

3500 MQM leadership workers had benefited from NRO. The apex court judge Mr. 

Ghaous Muhammad (Rtd.) recommended the withdrawal of thousand of criminal 

cases against the 3500 MQM leaders and criminals. Interestingly, the record of these 

cases was not found to date. It seems that NRO was offered to Benazir Bhutto, but the 

real benefactor of NRO was again MQM and his workers. During the era of 1986 to 

1999, about 3600 cases registered against MQM were withdrawn under the NRO. 

These cases were declared politically motivated, the NRO allowed pardon to 

nearly 8000 people mostly belonging to the MQM, charged with corruption, murders 

and kidnappers. The NRO,s reconciliation policy benefited the MQM leadership. 

Dozens of cases were also withdrawn against MQM top leadership including Altaf 

Hussain. Hundreds of criminals were released from prisons and the record of the 

people was missing who were released on parole in the aftermath of NRO. The Baldia 

Town case a tragedy during Musharraf regime. More than two hundred and fifty 
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peoples were burnt during a fire incident in Baldia Town. Hamad Siddique, the 

younger brother of Mr. Rauf Siddique, the interior minister of that time was the 

mastermind of that incident. He demanded a huge amount from factory owners. By 

denying the amount he set fire the factory and closes the gates of factory. The factory 

owner then charged in a case of negligence and again got the huge money from owner 

to settle the issue.  

The Ex. Army Chief General Pervez Musharraf was a creature of the army, 

which was his mother. The nine corps commanders, symbolizing this mother, lurched 

in the background and support the key decision from the back and appeared on stage 

when the time passed and they were amongst the ones who prevailed upon general 

Musharraf to change his mindset about the uniform, but unfortunately it was too late. 

The time had passed. The world of mysteries collaps around Musharraf and he was 

forced to step down. Due to his muhajir origin, Musharraf used MQM for his base 

camp and led the political scene with his uniform. MQM and Pervez Musharraf 

facilitated each other and enjoy the whole regime. MQM got the power, funds, NRO, 

political free hand from Musharraf at the rate of his support. Accordingly, to Own 

Bennet John, MQM had much benefitedthem to Musharraf during the whole era of 

Musharraf regime. The remarriage between Musharraf and Altaf Hussain comes to an 

end when Musharraf tried to hijack the MQM by using his close allies in MQM. But 

the cunning Altaf Hussain artistically overcome the attempt of his ex-lover and got 

the strong hold over MQM by step down. Musharraf‘s close allie from MQM. At last, 

like every dictator he lost his decade long government and faced case of treason under 

article 6 of constitution of Pakistan, but his mother institute rescued him and sent on 

exile.  
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Chapter 5 

Effect of Kargil War on Pakistani Politics And Society 

 

5.1 Rule of Religious Parties DuringKargil War 

In the early months of 1999, the civilian government took serious steps for 

peace. Nawaz Sharif started his famous Lahore Peace Process. Nawaz Sharif took the 

charge at foreign office front and invited the Indian Prime Minister Atal Bihari 

Vajpayee to visit Lahore without consultation of top military leadership and political 

parties. It was obviously observed that the Nawaz‘s government did not try to build 

the sufficient consensus to carry along the mainstream and religious parties. Nawaz 

Sharif was on the way after getting two third majority in the election of 1997. He 

made massive amendments in the constitution, get the rid of 58-2/B. He also got the 

resignation of COAS Jahangir Karamat and naval chief. He was so confident so he 

started the negotiations with India. He started back channel diplomacy by Mr. Niaz A. 

Naik to resolve the core issue of Kashmir. He started the peace process while military 

top brass and army chief were not got into confidence in this regard. Musharraf and 

his trustee plan and execute the Kargil adventure to internationalize the Kashmir issue 

and the revenge of 1971 war. The political head of civilian government was kept in 

dark about the plan of Kargil and its execution. As the Kargil event unfordable the 

mainstream political and religious parties were on war path with political government 

of Nawaz Sharif. The religious parties exploit the change and were quick to project 

Kargil as jihadi event yet another holy war. Musharraf and his company were under 

pressure of inquiry and removed, motivated the behavior of religious parties. So, 

religious parties adopted a dual tactics to mobilized the public aggression and 

confronting the civilian government. They were in search of enhancing the political 

role of religious parties. One side, they supported the jihad and mujahideen fighting in 

Kargil, while on the other hand they furiously criticized the decision of troops 

withdrawal. Musharraf, as army chief, started his survival game. He and his trustee 

appreciated the stance of religious parties by saying that it was a military victory 

which is lost by civilian on negotiation table. This statement made more furious to the 
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religious parties. It was actually a tact of sustain and obtaining more political space in 

the political sunario of Pakistani politics.  

In the history of Pakistan, the use of Islam and Islamization for politics is not 

new. Islam and jihad become particular and traditional instruments of mass 

mobilization of people. Using of Islam for people protest is common in religious 

politics. Religious political parties have their structural roots and political legitimacy 

on domestic front. Religious leaders claim to reform the society by demanding the 

implementation of Islamic law. After Zia‘s regime, religious parties gained greater 

influence in government affairs and policy matters especially on India and 

Afghanistan. The reaction of religious parties was fast, furious and rapid while the 

mainstream political parties were very slow erosion in the influence and find 

difficulty in defining their goals towards the religious parties. It was very tragic that 

the main political parties failed to play their role to defuse the tense situation 

ultimately political front was totally hijacked by the religious parties.  

The PPP and other mainstream parties did not react strongly and furiously on 

the Kargil event. While the Jamaat-e-Islami (JI) and Jamiat Ulma-e-Islam (JUI) 

played a device role in exploiting the consequences of Kargil event. The JUI has a 

strong support amongst the traders, businessmen and part of civil society. Religious 

parties have strong support in the KPK and Baluchistan provinces, Karachi and 

Hyderabad cities. The JI has gained a notable influence of sympathy in linkage with 

the Pakistan army and establishment during Zia‘s regime. The religious parties have 

strong will to run the country but they did not win the election comprehensively. 

Kargil event was a golden chance for them to enhance their political part and tried to 

form the government.  

Musharraf and his trustee were pleased at the furious reaction of religious 

parties. They facilitated them at their level. These religious parties were remained 

allies of different military regimes in the past so; they always depend on army to get 

the power corridor. The result of 2002 reflects the doctrine of religious parties. The 

master piece of Musharraf‘s mindset won the KPK election in the form of MMA. 

They also form government in Baluchistan.  
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Majority of critic and analysts believe that Musharraf again show his tactical 

and strategic political move to got the political mileage from MMA. Religious parties 

as a political measure opposed the Musharraf government. On the other side, they 

supported the Musharraf to sustain uniform and government. That is why some 

articulators said MMA as ―Mullah Military Itihad‖. MMA supported Musharraf to 

avoid the dissolution of their provisional governments. During the post Kargil era, the 

JUI‘s two parts gain the status of spiritual and political mentors of Talban movement. 

Their madrassas are safe and prominent bready grounds of Talban. Pervez Musharraf 

played the double game with America. During pre and post Kargil era religious 

parties impressively enhance their power base by using jihadi sentiment and totally 

out flank the mainstream political parties.  

A significant change occurred during the post Kargil era was the increasing 

close ties between the Talban and military establishment
102

.According to Nasim 

Zahra, a renounced journalist ―Musharraf and his trustee motivated the religious 

parties to agitate against civilian government which was also necessary for the 

survival of Kargil clique‖.
103

 

The religious political parties exploit the common version of withdrawal and 

ejection of mujahedeen from Kargil heights and blamed that it was the result of 

American pressure. They believed that the India and US put pressure on Nawaz Sharif 

to encounter fundamentalism and extremist. They sought Pakistan keep in capturing 

Osama Bin Laden (OBL). Majority of religious leaders projected that the mujahedeen 

and Pakistani military waged a successful war but the political government lost the 

victory by withdrawal. Religious parties furiously explain the anti-America 

sentiments in the society and severely criticized the Nawaz‘s government. People of 

Pakistan started agitation against civilian government and America. The political 

unrestraint led the coup of 1999 and the Kargil cliques won the next round of their 

survival strategy. Now, they were more confident and happier.
104
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Prof. Khursheed Ahmad defend the Jamaat-e-Islami opinion by saying that 

after conquering the peaks of Kargil, the decision of climb down and humiliation of 

the Washington declaration, retreated of mujahedeen and troops has created a 

complex situation while had made the old wound bleed again.
105

Khursheed claimed 

that the decision of withdrawal seriously damaged the Kashmir issue and almost 

venished jihadi movement after the withdrawal. JI raised the question on the integrity 

and statesmanship of Nawaz Sharif and declared him as ―security risk‖. Analysts did 

not rule out the American pressure during and post Kargil stage of war.  

Maulana Fazal-ur-Rehman and Maulana Sami-ul-Haq had the opinion that 

decision of Kargil withdrawal would put the Kashmiri‘s movements over and for all. 

They accused Nawaz for his poor decision of accepting withdrawal and said that 

withdrawal decision almost washout the freedom movement in Kashmir. They cleared 

that people want a change in government. Maulana Fazal-ur-Rehman predicted that 

withdrawal decision from Kargil will led US attack on Afghanistan.
106

 

Finally, religious parties used Kargil event as a tool to get the political 

advantage and captured the political sunario of Pakistan. Religious leaders became 

vocal in permuting Islamization. They got the opportunity to become more influence 

and mass mobilization against the under-pressure Nawaz Sharif government. That 

dominant role was resulted in election of 2002 when religious parties captured two 

provinces and formed their governments in KPK and Baluchistan. These results 

emerge them the third largest party in the parliament by wining 52 seats and 11% of 

the total votes.
107

 

Bomb blast, un-rest in civil society, aggression in religious matter etc. are the 

post Kargil aftershocks which seriously effect the society and people of Pakistan. The 

extremist element that was flourished after Afghan and Kargil War caused bleed the 

society and people of Pakistan. The wounds of fundamentalism are still alive and 
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damaging the society to date. Our army is fighting against the extremists of our own, 

on the cost of our people.  

5.2 Role of Mainsteam Political Parties 

It is a fact that the sense of failure in war has been traditionally identified as 

key it that it often induced military officer to blame the political parties and political 

system which was seen daring pre and post Kargil era of Kargil event.Occasionally 

resentment transforms into revolt and it has contributed in the past to attempts of coup 

in Pakistan namely the Rawalpindi case of 1951 which provoked by frustration in 

1948 Kashmir war and humiliation in East Pakistan.During the Kargil War, the civil 

military relation result in the truncated a democratic process and at a coup of 1999. 

During the Kargil War, the political situation was very confusing for common people 

as well as for political leadership. The mainstream Pakistani People Party (PPP) and 

his leadership was failed to play their decisive role. Benazir Bhutto was on self-exile. 

The local leadership was confused. During post war era, when the facts about Kargil 

event started to unfold, there was a great arrestment among the people of Pakistan. 

Doctrine of secrecy mujahideen cover story, the role of Pervez Musharraf and his 

trustee spread more confusion among the political leadership. Nawaz Sharif was 

fighting for his political survival after the withdrawal while Kargil clique was on the 

way of their survival strategy. The style of Nawaz Sharif‘s government and 

supremacy of military in security matters made Nawaz‘s government weaker. The 

religious parties were on fire and captured the political scene of country. During pre 

and post Kargil war event, the PPP passive role set the stage for a civil military big 

bang. PML (N)‘s government totally failed to explain the utility of Kargil event. 

Nawaz Sharif simply blamed Musharraf and his confident when charges of corruption 

rose against his government. NS blamed kargil clique for their adventure and political 

intervention. On the other hand, the opponent PPP leadership totally failed to develop 

a clear strategy, to respond on Kargil and got the political mileage. The ultimate result 

was the emergence of religious parties in the form of MMA. It is a fact that the major 

political parties of countries had support basses throughout the country, cutting across 

all regions of provinces. Their leadership belonged to the different regions and they 

have office holders too. Major parties of country play a key role in democratic system. 
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They have parallel leadership and shadow cabinet. The two mainstream political 

parties PPP and PML (N) played a very vital role during the election of 1990 and 

1993. They formed government but failed to make clear and transparent policies for 

governance, failed to tolerate, damaged the national concerns. Their failure weakens 

the democratic institutions too. 

The parliament and civil society where are important part of governance and 

democracy, but both the elements failed to play their role and mainstream parties 

remained elitists, landlords, business group and electable from the rural areas. It was 

very tragic that the PPP failed to play his prominent role. The result was the 

emergence of regional religious parties. During pre and past Kargil event, PPP and his 

leadership was in search of power corridor from establishment and preserved the 

status quo. The national parties failed to encounter jihadi sentiment. The PPP‘s 

domestic position was only crying over Kargil event. The ruling PML (N) and PPP 

totally looked paralyzed and unable to respond properly. Nawaz Sharif style of 

governance and decision making seriously damaged the political image of PML (N). 

After wining the election of 1997, Nawaz made massive amendments in the 

constitution of Pakistan by using his majority in parliament which was an act of 

strengthening the civilian spirit in Pakistan.
108

 

The contradiction with judiciary and president damages the decision-making 

image of Nawaz Sharif. Nawaz Sharif‘s policy ―do it alone‖ separated his allies from 

his government. After nuclear test of May28, 1998, Nawaz Sharif become more 

confident and started a ―peace process‖ with India and invited Indian prime minister 

to visit Pakistan without consultation of political leadership and military 

establishment. That do it alone policy damaged Nawaz‘s collation at provincial level. 

The removal of Jahangir Karamat and naval chief Fesih Bukhari bring unrest in the 

armed forces.  

Again, Nawaz Sharif appointed Pervez Musharraf as army chief on the advice 

of Ch. Nisar Ali Khan and his younger brother Shahbaz Sharif. He did not take in 

confidence his allies and second command leadership. The removal of COAS 
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Jahangir Karamat and Navel Chief was the master piece of Nawaz Sharif‘s supremacy 

over all institutions of the state. Being the head of civilian government, steps of 

Nawaz Sharif was severely criticized by the analysts and critics. PML (N) government 

and politics were under severe fire after the Kargil war. 

The decision of nuclear test brings the international sanctions on Pakistan. 

America was not happy. Clinton tried his best to convince Nawaz, but failed. The 

decision of freezing foreign currency accounts damaged the popularity of PML (N). 

Nawaz Sharif failed to manage his difference with military leadership. Army chief 

shows his concern on the bus diplomacy and peace process. Musharraf used his ties in 

religious parties and poetically knockout the civilian government of Nawaz Sharif. 

Being head of civilian government, Nawaz Sharif accepts the withdrawal and faced 

the political fate by losing his government and democratic process.  

The acceptance of withdrawal raised the question about the ability of handling 

the crises of Nawaz Sharif. According to the Shahin Sehbai, a correspondent of 

DAWN in Washington reported that Sharif was looking ―resigned‖, unreflect by the 

enormity occasion. Nawaz Sharif looked distraught, deeply worried about the 

direction of crises were being gone.
109

 

The party leadership of PML (N) was not able to respond properly as they 

were not on board during the decision making. Domestic leadership, foreign office 

failed to defend the consequences of post Kargil event.  Nawaz Sharif did not try to 

get in confidence the opponent major political party PPP. It was his duty to get all 

parties on board, but he did not show interest in this regard. Nawaz Sharif did not 

mobilize his workers and local leadership to defend his polices. Instead, he tried his 

best to get the support of US by sending his younger brother Shahbaz Sharif. The civil 

military differences damaged the political credibility of PML (N).  

On the other hand, PPP also failed to play his national role and was on the way 

to inherits power corridor from establishment. PPP did not stand with PML (N) on the 

survival of democratic system. PPP leadership shows his symbolic apprehension over 

the Kargil event and did not openly condemn the Kargil plan and its executions. 
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Benazir Bhutto tried to get the political mileage over Kargil incident and did not took 

the stance of strengthened the democratic institution. It was very tragic that majority 

of mainstream parties celebrated the coup of 1999 and indirectly supported the coup. 

They failed to play their political role and the ultimate result was the emergence of 

MMA and promotion of jihadi culture throughout the county.  

5.3 Mobilization of Jihadi Culture 

It is a fact that religious political parties have important role in Pakistani 

politics right from the day of emergence. Islam and his obligations play a very 

important role in the political linespacing. The number of religious parties has 

poliferated since the early years of independence. Jamaat-e-Islami (JI) is the oldest 

party and has well organized structure at grass root level. They have a large number of 

trained workers at gross root level. They have capability of street agitation. Majority 

of religious parties identify with a particular religious dimension or sects. Many 

religious groups have same religious sectarian identity. These religious groups have 

mutual competition as well as a mutual cooperation with each other and also resorted 

to violence to peruse their religious political agenda. All the religious parties advocate 

an Islamic socio political and economic order for Pakistan. Their demand is to impose 

Islamic law but unfortunately, they are failed to present the consented Islamic laws to 

substitute the existing constitutional and legal system
110

. 

Religious political parties are always seeking for political power but they have 

week electoral power. They get minor seats in the constitution assemblies. Their 

electoral performance is better when they created a coalition of their own. Religious 

political parties have an image problem. Religious parties got the strength and power 

the regime of Zia-ul-Haq. After the intervention of Russia in Afghanistan, they started 

jihad against Russia with the assistance and collaboration of United States (US). 

Interestingly, majority of jihadi groups belongs to religious parties having sectarian 

identity. They have their own definition of jihad. Some of religious parties continued 

to maintain their relations with militant groups even after the first phase of jihad in 
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Afghanistan. They also started their activities in Kashmir Jamaat-e-Islami started their 

freedom movement by Hizbul mujahdeen.jihadi sentiment prevail in the society very 

rapidly. Military regime always motivated the jihad. In Kashmir, Pakistani religious 

parties started to support their allied militant groups. Zia‘s regime facilitated the 

Kashmir movement and supported the militancy in Kashmir by using his agencies. 

After the first phase of Afghan jihad, the militant groups proceeded in Afghanistan 

started to shift Kashmir and show their own concerns in Pakistan for Islamization
111

. 

The Deobandi traditional group started sectarian violence at local level. After 

Zia‘s regime, these parties strated to get influences in governance matters and started 

to facilitate their trustee groups. The civilian government used their groups for their 

own interest. When the Kargil episode started the jihad, dilemma was on its peak. 

Religious parties especially Jamaat-e-Islami and JUI both groups openly started to 

support militancy and Taliban. Maulana Sami-ul-Haq declared himself spiritual father 

of Taliban. During the pre and post Kargil stage, that kind of jihadi sentiments were 

on its peak. PTV created mujahideen cover story enhanced that sentiment. When the 

Kargil episode started, the religious parties get fired and started to support openly 

militants in Kashmir. Religious parties started a campaign in favour of militants. 

Pakistani media and foreign office emphasized on the stance that it was mujahideen 

not Pakistani troops fighting on the heights of Kargil. That stance made the religious 

furious and spread jihadi sentiments throughout the country. Common people were 

mobilized on the name of jihad and religious political parties started to advocate jihad 

and tried to get the political mileage. Political parties were on backfoot while political 

sunario was hijacked by the jihadi supporters. Religious parties‘ street agitation and 

rallies were started throughout the country. Militant groups started to participate in the 

Kargil event. They were condemning the silly civilian government. Religious parties 

spread the jihad sentiments and announced to recruitment to support the mujahideen 

fighting on the Kargil heights. Civil society and political workers were also 

influenced by the burning issued of Kargil. They too started to support the jihad on 

Kargil heights. People started to demand the removal of silly government. The silly 

government paralyzed and failed to educate public about actual happening on the 
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fridge heights of Kargil. Civilian government and army were not on same page. They 

have their own plans. Civilian singing the ―peace process‖ song, while Kargil planner 

executing their master mind plan on Kargil heights. Common civilian got furious on 

the stance of civilian government. International community struck on withdrawal. 

Diplomacy was failed. India created war hysteria using his media while Pakistani 

media was spreading confusion among the people of Pakistan
112

.  

Nawaz Sharif tried to tackle the crises, accepted the withdrawal plan at Blair 

house. The act of withdrawal made the civil military differences more deepen. 

Majority of critics believed that the incidents of pre and post Kargil even seriously 

damaged the Pakistani society. Civil society and common got under the influence of 

extremists and jihadi motivation. People started to condemn the elected government 

and appreciated the stance of jihad in Kashmir while Kargil planner playing their own 

survival game to motivate religious agitation. Jihadi sentiment damaged the soft 

image of Pakistani society while religious parties used that spread of jihadi sentiment 

for political mileage. The result was the extremist alliances emergence of MMA. For 

the first time in the history of Pakistan, religious alliance MMA captured the two 

provinces of Baluchistan and KPK. MMA got 52 seats in national assembly while 

mainstream political parties lost their political ground. The new version of jihad was 

started with the collaboration of Pervez Musharraf. After the 9/11 incident, religious 

parties started to support the Taliban against America and declared Osama Bin Laden 

a great warrior and hero. Jihadi culture started from Kargil and spread rapidly
113

.  

After 9/11, that kind of jihadi sentiment started attacks on Pervez Musharraf to 

support US against war on terror. On the other hand, the MMA leaders were on board 

with Musharraf to get political dominance in two provinces. They supported 

Musharraf to retain uniform toget the legitimacy from the parliament. America 

accused Musharraf on double game. Musharraf denied, jihad and military became the 

status symbol of Pakistani society. These militant groups started their violence to 

implement Islamization of their own. Taliban in the gerund Deobandi alliances mostly 

spread by the jihadi militancy. Taliban also started to look after the interests of 
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banned Sipah-e-Shaba of Azam Tariq. MMA and his allies started anti America 

movement. Due to majority in KPK assembly, MMA passed Sahira Bill, the alternate 

governing law in the region. Sufi Muhammad started his own Tehreek Nifaz-e-

Shariah and started his Taliban Courts in the Swat and adjoined areas.  

Shariah Law banned the music at public transport, medical checkup by the 

male doctors, and male couches for women athletes. They also banned covering of 

male journalists to cover the women sports. Taliban fighters were recruited and 

trained for jihad in KPK and Baluchistan. Jamaat-ud-Dawa led by Hafiz Saeed 

enhanced their militant activities in Kashmir. Almost two provinces were under the 

complete control of religious jihadi. They were attacking and condemning Musharraf 

to take US side while on the other hand, they cooperating with Musharraf and 

providing him political support to get the more space in the political scene.  

MMA started to reject the policy on Kashmir. They started to attack the 

presence of American troops and agencies.  Pakistani government banned that group 

spoken in favor of militant. Lashkar-e-Taiba and Jaish-e-Muhammad started their 

activities against Pakistani military. Pakistani nation started to feel the state within the 

state, bomb blasts and suicide attacks were enhanced. The incident of Lal Masjid 

initialized the jihadi factor and militants started to attack Pakistani intelligence. After 

that incident that kind of violence seriously damaged the soft image of Pakistan at 

international level. UN and international agencies demanded the removal of that kind 

of sentiment. As the time passed, the election of 2008 washed the jihadi sentiment in 

Pakistani politics. The pro-Taliban and militancy supported MMA broken into pieces 

and they lost the election while national parties got the dominance at political front. 

The Zardari‘s government started an operation in Swat to sweep out the militant 

elements dominated in those areas. That operation is still continued in the form of 

Operation Zarb-e-Azab to eliminate the jihadi culture grow and flourished during the 

pre and post states of Kargil event. That prevailed jihadi movement and emergence of 

their support seriously damaged the civil society and soft image of Islam. It also 

demange the policital institutions of Pakistan seriously and weeken thepolitical 

system of Pakistan. 
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5.4 People’s Concern about Democracy  

Pakistan is country which had been came into being on the power of vote 

under the great leadership of Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah. It was the power 

of vote and the leadership of Quaid that the super power of that era, the Great Britain, 

honours the power of vote and announced the separative plan of 3
rd

 June, 1947. Great 

Britain is called the mother of democracy. They have refined the democratic system 

of governance at present it to the world. Now all the democracies of the world follow 

the British model of democracy according to their requirements.  

The illiterate and economically crushed people of sub-continent used their 

vote very wisely rather than they are Muslim or Hindu the British honour the power 

of vote and left sub-continent. Pakistan is facing serious threats for democracy right 

from day of emergence. After the independence, Pakistani leadership failed to 

constitute the constitution to run the country. After the death of Quaid-e-Azam, the 

untrained and untrusted leadership started musical chair of power. They preferred 

personal interest instead of national interest. After the death of Liaquat Ali Khan, the 

remained leaders started power course of their own. Pakistan remained without 

constitution about 9 years. At last, when the constitution was formulated in 1956, it 

was thrown out by the military dictator Ayyub Khan and Pakistan fell into the regime 

of military dictatorship. It was very critical and tragic act. People of Pakistan belie in 

democracy and show the democratic spirit which was ruined by general of Indian 

Royal Army
114

.  

It was the start of threating the people concern of democracy. The democratic 

elements like Maulvi Tamiz-ud-din first speaker of constitution assembly resisted 

against dictatorship and challenge the dissolution of first constitution assembly but 

unfortunately failed from judiciary due to doctrine of necessity. The workers of 

Pakistan Movement showed their comprehension over the removal of democracy in 

Pakistan. It was a fact that the first threat to nascent Pakistani democracy came from 

the uncapable political leadership themselves which Mean that the laterals have been 
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unable to formulate their constitution and failed to lead the people‘s heart. Political 

leaders failed to push home opponent of democracy, the point that far from being a 

dirty word, direct politics is a process of interaction and negotiation to bring about the 

important and necessary changes to their own lives as well as the border society and 

people. That is why people away from democracy as a concept. More importantly that 

gap thus far more open to the idea of either direct or indirect military rule because for 

ordinary people there is no much difference between the civil or military rule 

.Political leadership Fluting the law, large scale corruption, cronyism and complete 

lack of indifference to the plight of the common folk. These problems plague the 

country people regardless who is at the below, the uninformed or the non-informed.  

It is a tragic fact that political leadership has failed to consolidate that it values 

the process of demarcations consolidation which lead over politicians wasting 

precious time in political point scoring, which shuffle the belief of common people. 

People assumed that civilian democratic leadership have the full authority to govern 

while on the other hand, it was a tragic fact that civilians are not allowed to intervein 

in foreign policy defense and security matters. It is the major cause that the political 

leadership is not trained in that specific field rest firmly in the hands of establishment 

and no one allowed to interfere in their matters. It was very tragic that it considered 

nothing short of heresy for party workers to question their leadership. This has to stop 

because of the democracy is to take roots in society with a view to delivering the 

people‘s wishes and desires. The first step must be a critique of internal discourse. It 

is the only way to strengthen the democratic process and that cannot be done unless 

and until our political parties do the same but keeping democracy at the front foot. 

Otherwise, political leadership and political institutions utter humiliation at the hands 

of those in whose hands power rests
115

.  

In modern world, it is fact that democracy is an exclusive ideal that any 

society can at best approach. No such thing as democracy in Pakistan and there never 
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was and if one can be certain of one thing it‘s that anything that is non-existent can 

never be under threat from any quarter of power.
116

 

What we have in always had in Pakistan and still have is at best of crude from 

majoritarianism led to civilian authoritarian democratic better than the military verity. 

If we wish to like anything like democracy then political leadership would see 

himmselve being democratic. We should see the policy, design-making responsibility 

and answerability on the part of the political leadership would not be conspicuous by 

their absence.  

Churchill said in 1947 famously quoted an anonymous source the effect that 

democracy was the worst form of government except for all those other forms that 

been tried from time to time. He said that, ―I hereby admit that I do not have any other 

alternate to democracy.‖ Pakistan is looks as troubled country from the day of his 

emergence. Can a troubled society and country help a trouble democracy? Democracy 

lack politics without governance and governance without democracy has not soul and 

democracy without good governance is not alive. Interestingly, Pakistan has politics 

but no democracy. Pakistani politics is a blend of fundamentalist Islamic, modernist; 

liberals with varying digress of belief in the idea of secularism. Different class of 

society looks at democracy in a different way. Pakistani people snooped only slogan 

of democracy. Most of them forget that democracy brought prosperity in the west is 

more than a political system. Democracy becomes the society organizing idea whose 

substance was equality, fairness, rule of law, safeguarding and accountability of basic 

human rights, gender equality, freedom and protection of minorities. In modern 

world, democracy becomes the instrument of changing economic system and 

architecture of modernizing society
117

.  

Social and economic structure, the values and refined political system are the 

three consistent elements combine to gather only then will democracy will exist and 

work otherwise, it will exist only in form of fragments.The educated class of people 

believed that in Pakistan, democracy is not people focused and action oriented. 

Politicians played a shameful game on the name of democracy. They help the 
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undemocratic military regimes and controlled on getting the power corridor 

neglecting the ambitions and desires of electing people. In Pakistan, the Islamist 

whose strength is limited only to electoral support will always live at the level of 

public opinion, susceptible to influence by this special interest or one pressure group 

and will be afraid of losing the vote. In Pakistan, politics means to safeguard and 

enhanced their business and interest of the ruling like that he or she belongs. Pakistan 

and India got the independence on same day but after independence, Pandit Nehru and 

Mahatma Gandhi founding father of India, their support went beyond the ballot 

because they were democratic and were on the side of people. They had a passion to 

make India a democratic and great county. These leaders trumped any personal or 

class interest which enable them to act as strong leader. They got the true vision of 

democracy and went beyond the personal political interest. Now focusing on the 

specific case of Pakistan, there is no denying that Pakistan had been drifting for 

decades lurching from one crisis to other crises, hovering between a precarious 

stability and instability calm. As the result, problems have kept mounting day by day. 

Pakistan now hosts the depressing reality under one roof, a whole collection of issued 

that other societies faced one and two. The crises situation often created by army or 

civilian eras and have multiplied and got worse at the end of each regime compare to 

whose it started. Feeling of people about democracy during pre and post Kargil event 

is an exemplary case in this respect. Religion based nationalism may have provided a 

measure of social stability, instability and helped it keep going but at a tragic cost. 

That element turned on itself by feeding the army‘s ambitions and flourishing the 

regressive social structure and extremist trend. The civilian extremist and army 

became the equal stakeholders in a debased political process weakening the 

democratic intuition. 

Regional dynamics, big power interest played a role along with domestic order 

to enhance that challenge. Regional geopolitics and war on terror changed the 

political and democratic dilemma of Pakistan. Afghan jihad and sectarian difference 

polarized the society and people, started to lost the democratic hope. United State and 

China is now playing their power game in Pakistan for their own benefits. In Pakistan, 
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we saw democracy an uninterrupted performance from the military during few years 

benefit the people or not? If not, is this ―democracy for the people‖ then? 

In Pakistan, democracy is not serving the people. In fact, people are serving 

the democracy. Majority of peoples capping with problems of their own, they facing 

and tried to solve their problems by own. Pakistani people still have a faith in 

democracy and they are voting for that. The two men politics PPP and PML (N) tried 

their best to strengthen political institutions. They signed COD to strengthen the 

process of civilian rule. The coup of 1999, thrown out of elected government, 9/11 

incident war on terror, increasing militancy within the state, war of militant groups 

against their own army raised the need of political stability
118

.  

A large part of population design herniated and marginalized including the 

confused, dispirited and transactional solution that cannot wait for next 

election.Media is a great source to making poor and disposed common people, now 

more known about the democracy. The vote bank of extremist stated to decrease 

which is actually the revival of people‘s faith in democracy. Democracy believes in 

equality of people while Pakistani has feudal, business elite with tribal system which 

produce political polarization among the elite and poor. People are forced to vote 

them and they have no concern with the welfare of people.  

Print media and electronic media played a vital role to educate the people. But 

due to weak political system, media is become an organ for establishment to exploit 

the opponents rather in any form. The basic problem in Pakistan is that Pakistan has 

not been a lack of institutions, but their trivialization. The real danger in Pakistan is 

that Pakistan does not lack the institutions; they lack autonomy, integrity and 

capacity. Democracy in Pakistan is strengthening the status quo. Almost all parties are 

maintaining the status quo by using his political power and vote bank.  

Pakistan suffers a lot and blackout democracy due to military rules which are 

so euphoric about the civilian rule that they have come to define democracy solely in 

term of civilian rule. Many believe that democracy discrepancy is better than 
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democracy blackout. Democracy has a deep relation with economic development in 

Pakistan; democracy is a necessity for economic development. But unfortunately, 

Pakistan is facing military dictatorship many times; military regime has their own 

views and feelings about civilian institutions. Ayyub Khan has his own economic 

development program. He crafted BD System of civilian institution to get the 

legitimacy and then role playing as political player. The basic democracy (BD) 

System was actually a form of democracy which a military dictator crafted for his 

political action plan. The damage of military institution is still not vanished. The fact 

is as long as the army remain committed to its present size, strategic ambitions and 

co-operate interact ,its need to appropriate or influence political power will remain as 

will Pakistan need for the armed forces, it keeps living dangerously. As the civilian 

institutions are waken in Pakistan and politicians are not well trained to govern. They 

also not allowed to play their role properly by some undefined consequences. Army is 

a well-organized structure institution and after intervention in the democratic process, 

they tried to run the country like a garrison of army. People of Pakistan are searching 

the prosperity and economic development from the civilian or military regimes. The 

Big Bang between the civilian and military weaken the institutions functioning and 

people are blaming both the regimes for economic destruction. The basic right of 

people is not provided by the all governments of Pakistan. People of Pakistan are 

blaming democratic system for economy uncertainty and undeveloped life style. 

Extremist and feudal societies are the hardest to develop economically. People‘s 

emotions of economic development bristle at the mention of a feudal and capitalists. 

Discriminated society of Pakistan is not capable to get the enormity of progress. Thus, 

democracy is essential for Pakistan and its existence. Strange and functioned political 

institutions will be able to eradicate corruption, dishonesty and discrimination. It is 

fact that problem in the developing countries are solved by actions; action that flock 

from policies and policies that are a part of political design
119

. 

The need of the hour is that the army should accept the supremacy of civilian 

in governance and perform his subordinate role to face the serious threats of security. 

Military should facilitate the process of strengthening civilian institution. The basic 
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cause behind the weakness of democratic institution is that our political leader fails to 

stabilize the security paradigm of the army. They found easy way ―join then if you 

cannot beat them‖. For beating them, require a shell of governance which they lack.  

Being a nation, Pakistani has good potential, but the reality is bitter. In order 

to realize its potential, reality has not to be acknowledged but confronted and 

defeated. God gifted Pakistan is neither predestined to fail, nor born to succeed. Both 

success and failure are in the hands of Pakistani leadership. It is the political 

leadership who has to decide what they want to do. If the Pakistani decided to 

succeed, then democracy is the only way to go about it. But the way of 

democratization and renewal is a long tough and hard struggle.  
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Chapter 6 

Un-Comforts in Military and Judiciary 

6.1 Dependency of Musharraf on Traditional Politicians  

Pervez Musharraf was a soldier of Special Service Group (SSG) which is 

trained strategically, and tactical Musharraf had some specific and tactical mindset 

right from his career. He made plan accordingly and execute them by under mining 

the unpredicted outcome. Kargil Adventure is an example in this regard. He has no 

strong forces background simply origin from muhajir community. Nawaz Sharif has 

his own style of decision making. He superseeded three seniors most generals and 

appointed him as Chief of Arm Staff (COAS). After the shocking and amazing 

recognition from Jahangir Karamat, Army perceives that as bad gesture. Musharraf 

believed that Kargil Plan is his masterpiece and he already presented it to late Benazir 

Bhutto who rejected it by saying that it should be a disaster. Pervez Musharraf started 

his master plan with the help of Kargil clique. Majority of corps commander including 

naval and air chief were kept in darkness. His tactical doctrine of secrecy was behind 

the Kargil operation. Musharraf and his three trustees were known about the 

operation. The Prime Minister and his cabinet did not known what is happening on 

the heights of Kargil area.The civilian government was on the way of peace process 

and confidence building measures with the rival India led by the Atal Bihari 

Vajpayee. Musharraf and his close clique executed their plan which was misfired. The 

results were terrible and unexpected. The world community did not accept the 

viewpoint of Pakistan. Pakistan fell into isolation. Pakistan compels to accept 

unconditional withdrawal. Musharraf and his cliques feared by smashing from the 

civilian. They stage their survival strategy and throw out the elected government on 

12 October 1999.  A hijacking drama ended the Nawaz‘s government. Mushrraf took 

the office of chief executive as well as army chief. Pervez Musharraf was a politician 

by birth and the ultimate political enigma. He is military dictator who announced his 

plan of ―true democracy‖. Musharraf launched coup and promise to bid governance, 

end corruption. He promised to devaluate power at local level. Like military rulers Zia 
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and Ayyub Khan, he did not announce himself Martial Law Administrator. He owed 

the conceived office of chief execute of Pakistan.  

Temporarily, discarding his uniform, he dressed up his native gear. He 

completed his career with a particularly stupid turban. He got the legitimacy with 

famous honoured weapon of referendum. Musharraf faced resistance from Nawaz 

Sharif and sent him on exile by the intervention of Saudi leadership. As a tactical 

move, he planned to rig the election of 2002. General people dislodged from 

referendum and the government official and public servants transformed the Chief 

Executive into the President which was tradition in Pakistan.  

Musharraf next step was equally predictable and exclusive according to his 

mind set. Now he is planning to get political legitimacy as a political player. Now he 

is in search of political party who provide him a civilian face
120

. The targeted party 

was not more the Muslim League while is fashioned from the debris of the past like 

an out of work courtesan. The founder party provided Musharraf shower, dusted with 

powder, wig before being displayed to the growing queue of potential suitors. Ayyub 

Khan named pet party conventional Muslim league now named as Pakistan Muslim 

League (PML-Q). Musharraf crafted his own party and named it PML Quaid-e-Azam. 

His party soon got allies from religious parties in the form of MMA. He forced 

electable from all over the country by using Ehtisab Bureau and agencies. Musharraf 

got the power broker led by Chaudhary Brathran. Ch. Shujat Hussain and Pervez 

Elahi played traditional role and provided political ground to a dictator. The electable 

were still the landed gentry, eager to please the new rule through the countryside. 

They had accrued vast sums of money through unfair means and become influential 

political player. These were the uncle or father in the past. Now their son or son-in-

law was eager to act as a prop of Pervez Musharraf. Along with these mass faces and 

bureaucracy, the act of electoral manipulation ensured the desired outcome. The result 

of 2002 election was not much closer the anticipated. The overall turnout was about 

20%. The Kings Party PML-Q failed to secure majority in the national assembly. 

Nawaz and Benazir parties got about 100 seats. The miracle and tactical move of 

Pervez Musharraf was the emergence of MMA from two provinces Baluchistan and 
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KPK. Musharraf used MMA artistically and got the immunity from the assembly and 

retained the uniform. MMA got 65 seats which were Islamist never got in the political 

history of Pakistan. MMA made their government in two provinces which was again 

smart political move from Pervez Musharraf. Again, power broker played their 

decisive role on the behalf of Musharraf managed to conflict the federal government. 

MMA supported the formation of government. A block of PPP made portrait defected 

from the native party inducement of senior minister Rao Sikandar Iqbal. A landlord 

from Baluchistan Mir Zafarullah Khan Jamali elected the Prime Minister of Pakistan 

with minor majority. The new cabinet including Zafarullah Khan Jamali had featured 

prominently on NAB Chairman General Amjad‘s list of corrupt politicians. Pervez 

Musharraf was not comfortable with his own selected Prime Minister. The widespread 

public criticism was hardly a surprise. For from engineered democracy the ―Khaki‖ 

election has bearded the sordid reality of Pakistani politics. Majority of people feel 

guilty about fabricated and defected politicians who govern on its behalf
121

. 

Musharraf again depend on seasonal politicians, but on his own conditions. The 

election campaign had been largely lackluster if not totally political. The mainstream 

parties were not allowed to campaign freely. The leadership of PPP and PML-N were 

on exile. The second leadership failed to bring any difficulty for Musharraf.  

Muthidda Majlis-e-Amal (MMA) provides support to Musharraf and got the 

political advantage. After 9/11, these religious parties hijacked the political scene. 

They were opposing Musharraf while on the other side, they were supporting the 

Musharraf. Maulana Fazal-ur-Rehman played his dual role and become key political 

player. After 9/11 Maulana Fazal-ur-Rehman used MMA as political bargaining tool. 

Pervez Musharraf enjoyed the role of MMA and allows religious parties to flourish 

themselves in two provinces. The religious elements and Taliban almost out flank the 

two mainstream parties. MMA started criticism and ban on cable TV, co-education 

and institute the Sharia in two provinces that befell a more extremist vision from 

Afghanistan. Again, it was rhetoric approach to keep followers contact while 

embarrassing the occupant of president house.  
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 When Musharraf joined war to terror the sectarian Sunni terrorist had already 

been freed before the election.The sitting president and army chief had on ambiguous 

attitude towards Islamist then his relationship with democracy was also two faced. 

How surprising, a man who so proudly wore his military uniform, and claimed the 

slogan of ―true democracy‖. On the other side, he made coup in 1999 and seized 

power. He said that he had done with great reluctance and desired to return the 

country to civilian rule. Musharraf claimed that he had no intention to stay incharge 

longer than its absolute necessity to pave the way for true democracy. The reality was 

different disputes his steps. He got the immunity by using his king‘s party and retains 

his uniform. He introduced PCO and got the rid of opponent judges from superior 

court, though Musharraf talked about histhreephase transition of power and 

democracy. He seized all power due to his uniform. Musharraf tried to get his civilian 

presidency by using his tactical political move. He left the army chief‘s uniform and 

offer NRO to Benazir Bhutto which was actually tact of getting civilian presidency. 

He removed Chief Justice of Pakistan Iftekhar Muhammad Chaudhary in March 2007. 

That move was resulted in a huge backlash against a crucial position
122

. 

Pervez Musharraf tried to re-elect for a second five years term by his own 

crafted country‘s lame duck assembly in October, but the Supreme Court of Pakistan 

intervened and said that while the election should go ahead it remained the right to 

invalidate the decision. As tact of survival, Musharraf declared state of emergency 

few days fearing the court verdict was against him. The Supreme Court declared the 

emergency illegal. The new election called army remained neutral and PPP and PML-

N got the majority and within six months of election an iron man Musharraf forced to 

resign. Interestingly, Musharraf claimed in his television address, ―But in my eyes, I 

say with sorrow that some political and lawyer elements are creating hurdles in the 

way of democracy.‖ How a director advocating democracy! Emergency declaration 

was a premature step in case the court verdict against him
123

. 

 Pervez Musharraf made coup seized all power of civilian retain his uniform. 

How Khaki politician use electable and power broker in politics, damage the 
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mainstream parties, destroyed the supremacy of parliament, execute his adventure of 

Kargil, isolate Pakistan in international community, adopted the war on terror, play 

the duel game in Afghanistan, became the darling of America, got legitimacy from 

puppet parliament and enjoyed his rule. But a fate is waiting him. His dependency on 

traditional politicians brought him on a point of no return. Chaudhary Bratheran and 

his trustee supported him. He changed his Khaki skin tried to get the power as a 

civilian. His tactical and strategic plan as SSG commando to get the presidency was 

going on. But the removal of Chief Justice of Pakistan Iftekhar Muhammad brought a 

crisis for him. His trustee started to enhance their ties in the mainstream parties. Now, 

they are in search of new power corridor. They believed that the downfall of 

Musharraf is not for a while. On the other side, Musharraf was busy in his survival 

strategy. 

But the time has passed. That was the historic downfall of dictator with the slogan of 

―true democracy‖ and devolution plan for the so-called prosperity of people of 

Pakistan. 

6.2 Musharraf Second Coup and Unsatisfied Eternal 

Atmosphere of Militancy 

As mindset of Musharraf as commando he was plaining to quit the uniform of 

army chief and become a civilian president. The Supreme Court of Pakistan put 

objection on his dual charge. So, he decided to leave the uniform and decided to 

participate as presidential candidate in October presidential election. His trustee 

Mushahid Hussain claimed that Musharraf will be re-elected and take his oath as 

civilian president before 15
th

 November. Musharraf enhanced his ties with PPP leader 

Benazir Bhutto and offered her a NRO. It was again a tactical plan of Musharraf. The 

under-handdealexposed and Benazir Bhutto declared that any power sharing 

arrangement with Pervez Musharraf would depend upon other things. Benazir Bhutto 

announced she would return to Pakistan on October 18. After the eight years of 

herself exile, she demanded the restoration of democracy in the country. The 

candidature of Musharraf had challenged in the SupremeCourt of Pakistan. The 

removal of Chief Justice of Pakistan and the relation between them became worst. 
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The enhancing lawyer movement and civil society agitation increase day by day. 

Supreme Court holds the decision of Musharraf candidature and allowed temporary to 

participate in the presidential election
124

.  

Musharraf steps of survival made unrest in the eternal atmosphere of military. 

The inner core of army was not happy on Musharraf strategy. Army chief Ashfaq 

Pervez Kayani made an unofficial gesture to army officers to made distance from the 

steps of Pervez Musharraf. It will also be a wrench for a professional solider who 

claimed the uniform his second skin even after quitting the dual charge. As expiry of 

his term as president come to an end on 15
th

 November. Pervez Musharraf was 

seriously feared from the Supreme Court pending decision. His plan to re-elect as 

civilian president was in danger. Now, he was conceiving and planning a survival 

coup to encounter the reaction from Supreme Court and civil society.  

Pervez Musharraf prepared his co-coup to encounter the legal threat. The 

seasonal politician planned to change the party and show their reservation about 

voting Pervez Musharraf for another term of presidency. Pervez Musharraf preparrd 

political ground and got on board with the leadership of mainstream parties. Benazir 

Bhutto‘s strategy to tackle Musharraf was complex and sensitive. PPP was not the 

part of opposition alliance. PML-N tried to get the relief, but Nawaz Sharif dispatched 

to Saudi Arabia after he tried to return from exile.  

The major cause of Musharraf‘s worry was the proposed upcoming decision of 

Supreme Court. The election commission of Pakistan changed the election rule to 

facilitate Musharraf to overcome an obstacle to his re-election after stepping down as 

chief of army staff. According to the rule of elections commission, in the light of 

Supreme Court requirement was that a retired state servants to wait for two years 

before running office did not apply to presidential candidate. The gesture was that 

Supreme Court did not allow Musharraf to contest the election. If Court‘s decision 

blocks Musharraf re-election, he might dissolve the assemblies and opt for emergency 

rule or martial law. Pervez Musharraf play his card well. But after the change of army 
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commander Musharraf was so dependent on his ties and relation with the army. 

General Kayani served with him as DG ISI and played an important role in dealing 

with the Benazir Bhutto. The complications of proposed NRO were deal by Kayani 

so, Musharraf was confident to get the second term of presidency. The steps of 

Musharraf opened a divide between the top brass military elite. Musharraf publicly 

claimed that army as an institution stand with him and I am doing all this for the 

betterment of country.  

As the day of verdict approaching Musharraf lost his nerves and announced 

state of emergency or mini martial law on 3 November. An uncertain future of 

Musharraf started in the phase. He also signed controversial NRO for Benazir Bhutto 

and allowed her to land in the country. But the real fear was still there. The Supreme 

Court of Pakistan declared the state of emergency illegal and unconstitutional. The 

major opposition parties and lawyers demanded the end of emergency. They declared 

that they would boycott the election under the Musharraf. Some of religious parties 

and local political parties like Jamat-e-Islami and Pakhtoon Khawa Milli Awami 

Party opposed that idea and said that boycott will provide open field to Pro Musharraf 

and his allies which will be a debacle.  Musharraf continued his survival strategy and 

denied the restoration of removed judges on 15
th

 December 2007. Pervez Musharraf 

compels to lift the state of emergency. That act of emergency was the second coup of 

Musharraf. He did it to ensure the second term of his presidency. His plan to play as a 

civilian political player was the basic cause behind the imposition of that mini martial 

law. A that time Musharraf needed the civilian politicians like he never did before. In 

The post emergency phase, Pervez Musharraf was desperate for legitimacy and seeks 

election as the way of achieving it. A confrontation spread between the political 

parties on the issue of boycott of election. Some political parties believed that the 

boycott will provide Musharraf to legitimize his action, while PPP and PML-N 

believed that the ruling party, Musharraf will rig the election, because the caretaker 

and ECP are playing on the pitch of Musharraf‘s administration.  

The opinion on participation or boycott was scattered while Nawaz Sharif 

announced his one-point agenda the restoration of removed judges. The political 

situation again became critical. As the track record of Musharraf‘s last eight years, 
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Musharraf believed country can only function under a unity of command. Pervez 

Musharraf had a dictatorial and tactical mind set of politics with crony capitalism, his 

sense of economics and lifestyle, liberalism and his social agenda. All backed up by 

his huge dependent America. Pervez Musharraf and his crafted technocratic whiz kids 

are to be held responsible for not achieving a number of key decision and reform. 

When they have un-dispended power with key section of political class either disarray 

or bought over with support from same key constituencies and when those in power 

were wash from capital from abroad
125

.  

Imposition of state of emergency which was a tactical step of Musharraf to get 

the second term of civilian presidency bring Pakistan appear to have inched closer to 

precipice of chaos. Pervez Musharraf suspension of constitution was actually getting 

rid of Supreme Court. Musharraf was feared from the expected verdict of the legality 

of his re-election as president. He addressed the nation and said, ―Inaction at this 

moment is suicide for Pakistan and I cannot allow this country to commit suicide.
126

‖ 

Musharraf defended his decision with a quote from Abraham Lincoln ―By 

general law, life and limb must be protected, yet often a limb must be amputated to 

save a life.
127

‖Benazir Bhutto condemns the step of emergency and said that it is 

second coup of Musharraf against judiciary and to declare a new PCO will lead to 

protest. She said that I know that the judges are not going to take this laying down; the 

lawyers are not going to take this laying down. Pervez Musharraf was due to squeeze 

up his military uniform, which he called his second skin and used in 9 years long 

promised era of democracy but fearful that defiant Supreme Court would spoil his 

plan to rule five more years as a civilian, he has restored to dictatorial measures.  

Army as an institution has his legacy but that step of Pervez Musharraf bring 

discomfort in army‘s elite circles. As Musharraf left the Khaki uniform but he is now 

more dependent on his army. Army chief Gen. Ashfaq Pervez Kayani was deputy 

chief of army staff in 2007 and was the arbiter between Pervez Musharraf and 

political parties. That role was accustomed to playing army. As DG ISI Kayani played 
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an important role to possible power sharing negotiation of NRO with Benazir Bhutto. 

Later, he was appointed Army Chief after the retirement of Pervez Musharraf. It was 

widely believed in army high command that Kayani was not happy about the 

Musharraf‘s step of emergency. He was being touted as the man to topple Musharraf 

and hand the government back to civilian. In January 2008, Kayani started to dislodge 

army from civilian political affairs. He ordered his officers not to maintain contact 

with politicians. In February 2008 he publicly announced that army will withdraw his 

officers from civilian departments of government
128

.  

Aryan Baher associate editor of Time magazine said General Kayani is the 

56
th

 most influential man of top 100 most influential people in the world. The Times 

Magazine added more that on taking office Kayani ordered the withdrawal of army 

officers from lucrative post in civil bureaucracy. During election of February, army 

kept out of sight and remained neutral during election. The message was clear that his 

army would stick to the barracks and in the battlefield not the ballot boxes. Kayani 

shows his keen interest to revive the moral and professional image of his army which 

was seriously damaged during the past regime of Pervez Musharraf. The incident of 

Lal Masjid and its repulsion had an implicit effect on army. Pervez Musharraf insisted 

in an interview that he had invoked emergency after consulting General Kayani along 

with senior civil and military hierarchy
129

. 

Pervez Musharraf said that Kayani was a principal offender in the case of 

emergency state. Musharraf claimed that he accepted the restoration of Chief Justice 

of Pakistan Iftekhar Muhammad Chaudhary with good faith, but the situation became 

worst afterwards. The regime of Musharraf started from 1999 ended with the 

registration of Musharraf, two coups and used of army in politics as institution 

damage the legacy of army. Many critics believed that steps of Musharraf and his 

Khaki politics seriously damaged the image of army. Pervez Musharraf damage the 

political institution play his cards and faced his fate. Enhancing extremism, war on 

terror and style of governance of Musharraf affects the image of army. It put 
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differences among the military circle retired military top brass who was the trustee of 

Musharraf era severely criticized the regime of Musharraf.  

Second coup of Musharraf actually was beginning of downfall of Pervez 

Musharraf and revival of democracy in Pakistan. Being army chief, General Kayani 

moved Pakistan from a centralized military led regime towards a more democratic and 

federalist setup, partially devaluating powers to civilian institution. He took radical 

steps to lessen the gaps between civilian and military. Overt differences between civil 

and military authorities were generally been restrained. Kayani was more focus on 

repairing the damage done to its public image during the Musharraf era and protecting 

military‘s institutional prestige. He tried to blend veto power of army in defense and 

foreign affairs by proposing better civil military relations
130

.  

6.3 Musharraf Claim of Victory in Kargil 

Pakistan has fought an abnormal number of wars from its 72 years of 

existence. Each of war cost a high price often deerling gains to the economy of the 

country. These wars enhanced the instability in all aspects hearted from the day of 

existence. The situation was no more different 20 years ago during the ill planned 

Kargil episode. The economic condition of Pakistan was in dire start and political 

leadership matter handling of Kashmir was on its peak when Kargil clique started his 

misadventure keeping unaware top military brass and the civilian head of government. 

The war was fought in the Kargil district of Kashmir. It was a post nuclear war taking 

place between May and July 1999. That incident brought a disaster position for 

Pakistan. The international community declined the stance of Pakistani officials and 

demanded unconditional withdrawal of troops across line of control (LOC). Military 

and civilian government was on their own track during the war. Kargil clique 

executed their Kargil plan without calculating the expected offensive retaliation while 

Nawaz government was singing the songs of peace with Indian Prime Minister 

Vajpayee. Nawaz Sharif believes to normalize the relations with India and started 
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backdoor diplomacy to resolve the core issue of Kashmir which was the mother of 

disputes between the two rival countries India and Pakistan
131

.  

The planner and executor of the Kargil War were more conscious about the 

secrecy of plan. The doctrine of secrecy was based on the theory ―Need and necessity 

to inform, telling everyone is not necessary in that kind of operation‖. That doctrine 

led the top military brass and civilian government in darkness. The outcome of Kargil 

miscalculated adventure was backfired. Indian offensive reaction brought a panic in 

Pakistan. People of Pakistan, political and religious leadership were on his toe to 

criticize the civilian government .officials and foreign office was passionate. Media 

was confused and spreading division among the public. The Chief of Army Staff 

(COAS) and his trustee Kargil clique started survival strategy as counterattack. They 

planned a counter coup if the civilian tried to punish them. A blueprint of survival 

discussed, implemented and elected government of Nawaz Sharif thrown out. The 

coup grabbed the reins of power nearly a decade. After the nuclear test, Pakistan was 

facing US sanctions. Pakistan went into Kargil with a crippled economy. 

As the plan, Kargil clique started their master plan without getting the formal 

approval and violate the SOP of military operation. Pakistani executer got about 196 

check posts 14 Kilometers across the LOC in the Indian side of territory. But the 

Kargil clique‘s miscalculated Indian offense brought Pakistan under pressure. India 

show better strategy with unity in civil and military command while Pakistani 

leadership was not on the same page. India launched ―Operation Vijay‖ and used 

heavy weapons with his air force. Kargil attempt quickly wilted, reveling glaring 

flaws in its planning and execution. Pakistani soldiers trapped in their high-altitude 

dugouts. Supply line was cut down by heavy shelling from India. Soldiers forced to 

live on grass before having to surrender
132

. The Musharraf and his trustee did not 

realize and plan the logistic stretch. Hundreds of soldiers fought bravely but their 

logistic support was miserable. They survive and fought on parched grams and grass.  

Who were the earliest to spill the beans of Kargil episode? Former Chief of 

General Staff (COGS) General Ali Khuli Khan, He criticized the operation planning 
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and execution. He called Musharraf that operation ―unprofessional and ill planned.‖ 

The second one who unfolds the duked facts of Kargil was Musharraf‘s blue-eyed 

boy. Lt. Gen. Shahid Aziz. He confirmed that Prime Minister and top military brass 

were not know about the Kargil operation
133

. Pervez Musharraf and his trustee Lt. 

Gen. Aziz Khan, Lt. Gen. Mahmood Ahmad, Lt. Gen. Javed Hussain commander 

FCNA were the key persons who were known and execute the plan. Kargil episode 

came to an end which was a disaster for Pakistan. Elected government thrown out 

Pakistan isolated in the international community. Pakistan faced severe loss of soldier 

and forced to accept unconditional withdrawal. The next episode of Kargil was the 

blame game of responsibility and fear of being smashed. Musharraf and his trustee 

used his ties and agencies to mobilize the public sentiment against Prime Minister 

Nawaz Sharif. The rumors were spread among high military officials that Musharraf 

says Pakistani forces had won the Kargil war, but political leadership lost the war on 

negotiation table. Pervez Musharraf claimed their armed forces had caught India from 

the throat
134

.  

Pervez Musharraf again claimed that it was a milestone in the history of 

Pakistan, but sluggish Nawaz Sharif converted the military success into political 

defeat. He claimed that India will never forget three months long battle when our 

soldiers caught then by throat. Pervez Musharraf said it was our greatest military 

victory over India as they could not even claim back half of one strategic location in 

one area but unfortunately Nawaz Sharif waisted this opportunity. Pervez Musharraf 

said Kargil operation put India under pressure and it was a chance to put India on 

dialogue to resolve the Kashmir Issue. While Nawaz Sharif said that he had come to 

know about the Kargil operation from Vajpayee call. He blamed Musharraf to kept 

him in darkness. Musharraf wrote in his book ―In the line of fire‖ he had briefed 

Nawaz Sharif twice. He brings notes and pics of Sakardu as an evidence. The 

Mujahideen cover story exposed with a tragedy when Pakistani official declined the 

bodies of martyred soldiers. Pakistan Embassy in New Delhi officially denied and 

dishonored to receive the bodies just so they could pretend that they were the remains 
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of Kashmiri freedom fighters and show that Pakistan had nothing to do with the 

Kargil conflict.  

It is tragic that these bodies were owned and conferred the highest military 

awards. The amazing stance of general shows that all was not fair in this game and 

showed that Kargil and the coup were connected
135

. ―We entered from four points of 

which India was not aware.‖ Musharraf claim in an interview with Geo News. 

Musharraf further said that India will never forget the war of Kargil that Pakistan held 

India by its neck, while there was a second line force on Kargil heights.  

Pervez Musharraf claimed that Kargil operation was ―big success militarily‖ 

if Nawaz Sharif had not visited US, the Pak Army would have conquered 300 Square 

Miles of India. Musharraf defend the secrecy of operation and said, ―Telling everyone 

about it was not necessary at all.‖ Musharraf blamed the leadership of Nawaz Sharif 

and said we lost the Kargil war which was a big success. Musharraf revealed in his 

autobiography ―In the line of fire‖ that regular army persons had participated in the 

Kargil operation. It was localized action not a major operation. 

Nawaz Sharif lost political front which we had won militarily. He defended 

prime consideration for action like Kargil is security and secrecy, so army leadership 

decided ―Who is to be informed and when.‖ Musharraf stressed it was a strategic and 

tactical operation which no more than few hundred soldiers were involved but which 

engage thousands of Indian sides and was of tremendous importance. All cited claims 

of Musharraf show that Pakistan totally won the Kargil war unlike the ground realties 

present the different views. The foreign minister during Kargil War Sartaj Aziz 

contradicted the view of Musharraf. He writes in his book ―I saw that the tactics were 

brilliant, but the strategy did not seem viable and the objectives of operation were 

even less clear.
136

‖ 

The Kargil clique led by Musharraf were very assure of the success of 

operation Kargil so, they presented their neck if the operation could not success. Now 
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the time has passed, and the neck of Musharraf has been caught by the Supreme Court 

of Pakistan in treason case and he is accusing it is unjustified.  

Pervez Musharraf also tried to give a veneer of victory in Kargil by not taking 

the neck of Major Gen. Javed Hussain rewarding from Major General to Lt. General. 

Nasim Zuhra insert an interesting quote from his offering regrets after his dream 

ended in defeat and the rank and file started questions the situation in Kargil. Furies 

situation during Kargil episode, Javed Hussain lost his nerve and said, ―For God sake, 

forget me. I have made a big mistake. Now it is the time to pray.‖ It was the reaction 

of one of trustee of Musharraf who is regretting his defeat while Musharraf claiming it 

a victory and milestone. Sartaj Aziz analyzes the claim of victory from Musharraf. He 

said technically in the short run, it may be so however it is difficult the establish the 

victory or loss in a conflict after the cease fire when both countries return to normal 

positions victory or loss cannot be claimed. Many defense critics and analysts rejected 

the claim of victory of Musharraf. Instead they inquired what is the outcome of Kargil 

for Pakistan.Renowned expert of strategic affairs, Maroof Raza called Pervez 

Musharraf ―master of self-illusion.‖ It is clear fact that majority of analysts and critics 

contradict with the Musharraf‘s claim of victory.Lt. Gen. Ali Kuli Khan, Gen. Zia-ud-

din Butt, Lt. Gen. Muzaffar Hussain Usmani, Musharraf blue-eyed boy, Lt. Gen. 

Mahmood Ahmad, Ex. DG Military Operation,Lt. Gen. Shahid Aziz disgraced with 

stance of Pervez Musharraf, majority of columnists and defense analysts called Kargil 

a disaster for Pakistan and its political system.  

Kargil was a debacle for Pakistan and its military. The planning and its 

execution, SOP of war were not followed to execute.The operation like Kargil 

required more planning, war games and more strategic experts
137

. It is need of the 

hour that in future, Pakistan needs more attention and precaution to avoid the debacle 

like Kargil. The world would not accept our action and stance on Kargil and Pakistan 

were compelled to accept unconditional withdrawal of troops besides the claim of 

victory.  
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6.4 Removal ofCJP Iftekhar Muhammad ChaudharyAnd 

Down Fall Of Musharraf 

 

The backfired adventure of Kargil led Pakistan in an era of dictatorship. The 

Kargil clique removed the elected government of Nawaz Sharif. The civilian 

institution and constitution of Pakistan were thrown out in a coup from Pervez 

Musharraf. Like any other dictators, Pervez Musharraf was not comfort with the 

judiciary, so he introduced PCO to get the rid of those judges who were not ready to 

legitimize his coup. CJP Saeed-ud-Zaman Siddiquee and dozens of superior court 

judges resigned. It was Pervez Musharraf‘s tactical move to execute his political 

agenda and power play as a Khaki politician.  The judges of superior court took the 

oath under the PCO. Iftekhar Muhammad Chaudhary was among the judges who took 

oath under PCO. Justice Abdul Majeed Dogar took oath as CJP of Pakistan. The 

Dogar‘s court not only legitimized the Musharraf step of coup under ideology of 

necessity. As a bonus, they allow Pervez Musharraf to amend constitution. As he 

requires which was very ironic and tragic? Throughout the history of Pakistan, 

judiciary remained under political and dictators‘ pressure. Justice Muneer was the 

father of ―ideology of necessity‖ who legitimized the step of Ghulam Muhammad to 

dissolve the first assembly of Pakistan and so on. Judiciary as an independent 

institution did not provoke his independence and not play his outstanding role.Now 

Pervez Musharraf was playing his political game freely. He allowed private media 

channels which flourished his slogan ―Sub se pehly Pakistan.‖ His Kings Party PML-

Q supported him, and he is on the way to prove himself a good politician. He got 

amenity from parliament with the coordination of MMA his allay and opponent at 

some time. Musharraf faced no problem from anywhere. He promised to let his 

uniform in the near future. In 2005, Musharraf conceived a road map of his 

presidency and started to execute it. Musharraf was in search of presidency as civilian 

for another five years‘ tenure. After the retirement of sitting chief just Hameed Dogar, 

Musharraf appointed Iftekhar Muhammad Chaudhary as CJP of Pakistan on the 

advice of Chaudhary Shujaat Hussain. Pervez Musharraf had already reneged his 
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public promise of doffing his ―second skin‖ Khaki uniform by December 31, 2004 

which was the part of agreement to get legitimacy with PML-Q and MMA. After the 

17
th

 amendment, Musharraf was confident. He gets the rid of being fired for his coup 

of 1999. Now, he is holding the dual office and grasp all the powers of executive 

justice Nazim Hussain Siddiqui was about to retire after his six months in the office. 

Now, Musharraf was in search of a justice for a replacement. Iftekhar Muhammad 

Chaudhary was the senior most judge of Supreme Court. Before new appoint, 

Musharraf ensure the next CJP did not create any hurdle for his dual charge. 

Chaudhary Shujaat had good ties with upcoming CJP. The two have dinner together at 

Shujaat Palace. Shujaat assured Musharraf that Chaudhary Iftekhar is an outspoken 

person let‘s make him the next CJP, said Shujaat in his book
138

.  

Shujaat advised the Musharraf. He said Ok let‘s meet him. Shujaat and 

Iftekhar Chaudhary meet Pervez Musharraf. They left for presidency in Sujaat‘s 

personal land cruiser. They discussed what to say and what not to
139

. The meeting 

started and judge sahib say nothing on Shujaat advice. Judge Sahib started speaking 

on how Musharraf could hold the dual office continue with uniform. He spoke on all 

the possibilities involved. Pervez Musharraf had made his mind and appointed 

Chaudhary Iftekhar as the next CJP. 

Again, that tactical and strategic act backfired like Kargil and Musharraf 

started feeling un-comfort with the sitting CJP. Soon he started his decision making 

which bring discomfort in government circles. Musharraf started to discuss and 

criticize the remarks and saying of CJP. At last Pervez Musharraf lost his nerves and 

asked his DG ISI and MI to collect evidence against CJP.  On March 9, 2008 

President Musharraf called CJP Iftekhar in his camp office Rawalpindi in a tense 

environment. He importuned him to resign. He showed some evidences to his 

misconduct and offered he should be accommodated if he resigns but he refused to 

resign. That act of refusal against a generally power ruler and in the face, pressure 

was unheard in the history of Pakistan. The atmosphere of meeting became tense. 

Trustee of Pervez Musharraf tried their best to convinced Iftekhar. They show some 
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important evidences of his misconduct. He refused to resign and faced virtual 

suspension and made non-functional. Musharraf involved his authority as president 

under article 209 of constitution. He submitted a reference in Supreme Judicial 

Counsel. Iftekhar made non-functional. Soon after that incident, Mr. Justice Javed 

Iqbal sworn in as CJP of Pakistan in hastily arranged ceremony. Javed Iqbal was the 

second senior most judge of Supreme Court as the senior most judge. Mr. Rana 

Bhagwan Das was out of country for his religious obligation. The session of Supreme 

Court Counsel held just after the sworn ceremony. The council ordered Mr. Iftekhar 

not to perform the duties of CJP until the reference decided. They called ex-CJP to 

answer his misconduct and allegation raised against him. In a dramatic hearing on 

July 20, 2007 the thirteen-member full court rendered a historic decision to reinstate 

the Chaudhary Iftekhar and dismissal the charges of misconduct against him.  

Here is some sort of decisions which discomfort Pervez Musharraf and he 

decided to remove him from the office of CJP:  

1) Pervez Musharraf was planning to get the next five-year term of presidency. 

He is planning to fight the upcoming election of president. But unfortunately, 

his candidature was challenged in the court. The court temporarily allows ECP 

to conduct the presidential election but reserve the decision of his eligibility as 

president. Musharraf feared the upcoming decision and he decided to remove 

the CJP.  It was speculated in Islamabad that the basic reason behind the 

removal went beyond the stated allegation. Upcoming parliamentary election 

and the presidential election are targets of President Musharraf. His 

candidature was toppled if the court verdict against him by violating the so-

called legislative of 2004, in which he is eligible to hold the dual office. 

Majority of analysts believed that Musharraf was feared from upcoming 

verdict of Supreme Court.  

2) The judicial activism feared the sitting government official through his Suo 

motto. The Supreme Court took on action on its own initiative to question the 

government on the enhancing role of military and apparent instances of 

injustices. The inner circles of Musharraf show their concerns over the 
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remarks and decisions of CJP. They said that CJP is meddling in executive 

affairs and his remarks about military created discomfort in top military brass.  

3) CJP started to investigate the cases of forced disappearance arising as stance 

of war on terror. The Pakistani civil and military agencies especially ISI 

started to huge imprisoned thousands of persons without warrant and due 

process. Majority of disappeared were belonged to Baluchistan, the native 

province of CJP were an insurgency was underway. Hundreds of disappeared 

belonged to the critical North Western Province (KPK). CJP issued the notices 

to the agencies officials to present the court about the missing persons. Many 

of disappeared were released. The court ordered the immediate control over 

missing persons and asking the government to made accountable responsible 

persons for the missing persons. The elite intelligence agencies blamed the 

CJP is meddling the matter of security. They said that court is releasing the 

persons which are security threat for country. 

4) Another major charge of CJP removal was the verdict of sale of Pakistan steel. 

According to his privatization policy government want to sell the bankrupt and 

unfunctional steel mills. The decision of privatization was challenged on the 

allegation of kickback. During hearing government failed satisfied the court. 

The cost price and land assets were undercast. The procedure of bidding was 

not transparent. The government had the opinion that it is not the function of 

the court to interfere in the policy making domain of the executive which is 

exercising the court of CJP. The process of privatization of steel mills stands 

violated by act of omission and commission on the part of certain state 

functionalities. The government had the opinion that it is not the mandate of 

court to affect the decisions of pre-qualification of member of the successful 

consortium. While court has the opinion that the valuation of the project and 

final term offered to the consortium which were not in accord with the initial 

public offering given through advertisement. The allegation of kickback and 

favoritism made the deal doubtful. There were rumors in Islamabad that PM 

Shaukat Aziz have major share in the deal. Thousands  acres of land was not 

properly included in the offer, the cost price of spare was not shared in the 

public offering, so the court declared unfair and illegal the privatization of 
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Pakistan Steel Mills. Musharraf publicly criticized the court decision and 

declare it unfortune that act put full stop against the privatization program of 

the government.  

5) In 2005, the North Western Frontier Province passed a controversial bill 

known as Hasba Bill to bring Islamization in the province KPK was led by 

CM of MMA Mr. Akram Durrani that province was the most affected area of 

war on terror. American was in Afghanistan led thousands of militants and 

Taliban into KPK province. The influence of jihadi was increased day by day. 

Sufi Muhammad from Sawat declared Sharia Courts in his territory. The other 

political parties show their deep concerns over Hasba Bill. The proposed bill 

seeks to establish a sort of ombudsman not only to enquire into corruption and 

maladministration by provincial governments department but also carry out 

moral and religious policies to ensure the protection of Islamic values. The 

Supreme Court declared that Hasba Bill unconstitutional and asked Governor 

of KPK not to sign the bill thus avoid making it into law. According to the 

constitution of Pakistan the judges of superior courts provided the security of 

service tenure. Under article 179 and 195 the judges can be removed from the 

offices in accordance with the constitution. If the judicial council under article 

209 advised the removal of judges on the misconduct or other allegations, the 

CJP is not a petty state official who can be suspended on the base of pending 

enquires
140

.  He further argued that the real issued simmering in the 

background was the legal status of Pervez Musharraf standing on presidency. 

He stressed that Pervez Musharraf was not duly elected president. There is 

provision in the constitution that presidential election was temporary amended 

to allow Musharraf to be elected through vote of confidence instead of secret 

balloting. That is why majority of jurist blamed that President Pervez 

Musharraf had no authority to made CJP suspended and non-functional. The 

hearing of Supreme Judicial Council on conduct of Iftekhar Chaudhary 

submitted his affidavit in a petition No. 21 of 2007 which was filed against 

federation to challenge his suspension by the President Musharraf.Mr. 

Chaudhary said in his affidavit that Pervez Musharraf informed me that a 
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complaint had been filed against him by a judge of Peshawar High Court. 

When Iftekhar Chaudhary denied the evidence then Musharraf said there are 

other complaints as well as Pervez Musharraf called his colleague some were 

in uniform. They recite the allegation against him. The CJP started to have 

strongly refuted and denied the credibility of the allegations. The CJC heard 

the petition of CJP and rejected by majority 10/3 and CJC rejected the charges 

against Iftekhar Muhammad Chaudhary. This ruling allowed CJP to hold the office.   

Prime Minister Shaukat Aziz declared that government accepted the decision. 

It is supremacy of law and we have to bow in front of constitution. Pervez Musharraf 

also announced to accept the decision of judiciary and honour it. He added judicial 

independence is essential for nation and country. A government spokesman stated that 

Pervez Musharraf would not resign arguing that the president was not a party in the 

matter. He only played his constitutional role 

Now, a cold war was started between the Musharraf and CJP Iftekhar 

Muhammad Chaudhary. Pervez Musharraf accepted his return a label with a pinch of 

salt.Now Musharraf expecting cooperation from him. Instead, he started his vindictive 

altitude against Pervez Musharraf. Now, CJP immediately started hearing cases 

relating Pervez Musharraf. First, he bailed Javed Hashmi. CJP heard the presidential 

election case. CJP already said that the dual charge of Pervez Musharraf is illegal. His 

verdict against emergency and expected verdict of Musharraf election candidature 

broaden the difference between Musharraf and CJP. A retired general, who was very 

close to the Musharraf, tried to show the door to the CJP because he wanted another 

tenure of five years and election result of his own desire and government of his own 

choice. Musharraf consider CJP Iftekhar Muhammad Chaudhary as the only person 

who could create hurdles in the achievement of his objectives. Musharraf has very 

high stakes and he wanted to get them at any cost. Musharraf uniformed allies tried 

convincing CJP and then gave affidavit against him, but DG ISI Ashfaq Pervez 

Kayani did not give affidavit and keep a distance from this issued in grace. The 

lawyer movement‘s momentum went on up and down. The lawyer leaders Aitezaz 

Ahsan, Rasheed A. Rizvi, Athar Min-Allah and Latif Khosa invited the mainstream 

political workers in agitation. The lawyer movement got the momentum especially 
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before the upcoming decision of CJP, pititionagainst federation and executive as the 

full bench of Supreme Court dismissed the stance of Musharraf. The moment got the 

pace again. The lawyer leadership challenged the inquiry of 3
rd

 May incident of 

Karachi in which about four dozen people died. Civil society and lawyer leadership 

blamed MQM for this incident. At the same time, Pervez Musharraf addressed a rally 

organized by PML-Q in Islamabad. He challenged the CJP and said it is the real 

public power not in Karachi which wants to welcome CJP.  

It is concluded that the big bang between Pervez Musharraf and Iftekhar 

Muhammad Chaudhary bought unrest through the country. Musharraf was playing his 

own cards to get the next tenure of five year civilian presidency,while civil society 

and lawyers were on fire against the unconstitutional step of removal of Iftekhar 

Muhammad Chaudhary. Many critics believed that it was the big mistake of Pervez 

Musharraf to made CJP non-functional and put reference against him in Supreme 

Judicial Council. The SJC rejected the allegation against CJP and dismissed the 

reference against him. Pervez Musharraf was on his way to deal with Benazir Bhutto 

to offer his NRO at the rate of his five-year civilian presidency. The PPP showed his 

concerns on the proposed restoration of Iftekhar Muhammad Chaudhary. The desire 

of Musharraf to become a civilian president was blunder from him. He left his 

―second skin‖ khaki uniform. His DG ISI general Ashfaq Pervez Kayani became the 

COAS and started showing distance from Musharraf steps. That change was the big 

turn for Musharraf. He started to lose the power corridor and compromised for his 

civilian presidency. The conflict with CJP, reaction from lawyers, civil society losen 

Musharraf grip over government weaker. As his dependency on his native institution 

lack the downfall of Pervez Musharraf started. Musharraf had very high stances and 

the time had passed. Now, Musharraf become defensive instead of offensive. Biggest 

sake of Musharraf was the civilian presidency steps from his hands. Although he won 

the presidential election due to his own crafted ECP and amended procedure. 

Supreme Court of Pakistan rejected his candidature of presidency. It was a great 

shock for Musharraf. But he did not lose the heart. As commando of army, he started 

his next tactical and strategic plan by offering NRO to Benazir Bhutto on his own 

terms and conditions. Benazir hesitated to accept the offer. American and other power 
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intervene to finalize the deal. Benazir Bhutto came back Pakistan from self-exile 

which was the first violation of NRO. Musharraf threatened Mrs. Bhutto. A suicide 

bomb attack killed hundreds of people at Karachi Airport where Benazir Bhutto was 

landed. American senator Mark Seagal confirmed that she has a threat from Pervez 

Musharraf. Now, political game became interesting. Musharraf want election without 

Benazir Bhutto and want the arrival of Mrs. Bhutto. After election, Musharraf planned 

to win the election with the help of his Kings Party. The political atmosphere was in 

favour of Pervez Musharraf. PML-Q did well during the last five years. All electable 

and power brokers were in favour of Pervez Musharraf. Musharraf complained the 

guarantor of NRO, but the time had passed. Mrs. Bhutto was fear of starting his 

election campaign. The leader of other mainstream political party Nawaz Sharif also 

told the royal family of King Abdullah that he wanted to go back and got the flight to 

Pakistan. But, Musharraf used his influence and throw back Nawaz Sharif from 

Islamabad Airport. That incident was a bad gesture for Mrs. Bhutto. Pervez Musharraf 

wanted to execute his tactical and strategic plan of presidency. Now he was in search 

of deal from Mrs. Bhutto to promise that he will be his candidate of presidency after 

election. Benazir showed no reaction. Now, election campaign started throughout the 

country. Benazir Bhutto started to address the rallies in all provinces. Nawaz Sharif 

used his ties with international establishment and got the permission to comeback. All 

political parties were finalizing their election candidates. Chaudhary Shujaat Hussain 

and Pervez Elahi were showing their political ―miracles‖. All the electable were in 

favour of PML-Q which was satisfactory for Pervez Musharraf. The election 

commission and executive were under the pressure and influence of Pervez 

Musharraf. Pervez Musharraf was quite confident to get his desired goal of 

presidency. The two mainstream political parties were not in position to win the 

election. As army dialogue as an institution from Pervez Musharraf, the political game 

of Musharraf started to weaken. Nawaz Sharif landed in Pakistan. The two 

mainstream leaders discussed to boycott the election. PTI of Imran Khan was also in 

favour of boycott, but Mrs. Bhutto was not in favour of boycott by saying that it 

means to let Pervez Musharraf to play his game and hijacked the political scene. 

Actually, Pervez Musharraf wanted to boycott from mainstream political parties and 

his own crafted PML-Q won the election which was necessary for his tactical plan of 
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presidency. As the military and civil establishment shows his distance from Pervez 

Musharraf, the political scene started to change. Major political parties started their 

election campaign and nation fell into election fever.  

As the election approaching, Musharraf started feeling confused and under 

pressure. But he retained his nerves as commando. Benazir Bhutto was assassinated 

during a rally address in Liaquat Bagh, Rawalpindi. Nawaz Sharif showed his deep 

grief over Mrs. Bhutto‘s assassination party workers of PPP started agitation, to 

sabotage throughout the country. Millions of party and government assets were set 

fired. All political workers got furious. After the assignation of Mrs. Bhutto on 27 

December 2007 the election postponed. Pervez Musharraf was severely criticized by 

all on the assassination of Mrs. Bhutto, that incident ensured the downfall of Pervez 

Musharraf. Mainstream parties won the election. A joint government was formed at 

federal level. Minister took oath by wearing black ribbon on shoulder.The 

collaboration of two mainstream parties forced Musharraf to resign. He resigned and 

made his own political party All Pakistan Muslim League (APML) and started his 

political carrier. It was his fate that Mrs. Bhutto‘s assassination destroyed his tactical 

plan, forced to resign and facing treason case under Article 6 of Constitution of 

Pakistan. Recently, he gets the sentence of death in a famous treason case and trying 

to get rid of that death sentence. Musharraf started his political plan with duel skin 

and office, used army for his political motives, destroyed civilian institution and 

political parties fought war on terror and played his political game as ―Khaki‖ 

politician. As soon as he leftt his second skin his downfall started. He faced his fate; 

his real supporters ensured his safe exile and send him on exile in Dubai. The present 

political system is still paying the price of his steps. His presence and existence are 

still shaking the present political system of Pakistan.  

6.5 The NROwith Benazir Bhuttoand Civilian Presidency 

Pervez Musharraf made coup in 1999 and took the charge of Chief Executive 

of Pakistan instead of Chief Martial Law Administrator with slogan of ―true 

democracy‖. He started his accountability with great zeal and zest. General Amjad 

made the chairman of NAB. He started his course very soon. He was removed due to 
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un-comfort in business community. Now, Musharraf as tradition in Pakistan searched 

the slot of politicians who provide him a civilian posture. He crafted Kings Party 

PML-Q
141

. Musharraf announced the election of 2002. His crafted PML-Q led the 

election and formed the government. He joined war on terror and started his politics. 

As he got official pardon from the parliament and retained the dual office of president 

as well as the Chief of Army Staff (COAS). He retained his uniform and grasp power 

in his hand. He appointed Iftekhar Muhammad Chaudhary as CJP of Pakistan and 

face his fate. Mr. Chaudhary as CJP of Pakistan made many decisions against 

Musharraf‘s government. When a case of Musharraf candidature for president 

election came into the court of Iftekhar Muhammad Chaudhary, Musharraf got furious 

and lost his nerves. He was feared from upcoming decision of his candidature which 

he was elected president by violating the rule of secret belting. He was elected 

president by confidence motions from all provinces. Now he is planning to sworn in 

as civilian president. Supreme Court‘s remarked made him conscious about his legal 

position as president. He enforced state of emergency and started his second tactical 

plan of civilian presidency. The NRO with Benazir Bhutto ―golden deal‖ which was a 

part of American and British governments backed channel deal that envisaged 

General Pervez Musharraf with the chairperson of Pakistan People Party (PPP) 

Benazir Bhutto. It was amazing for peoples and analyst that how Musharraf could 

deal with his rival Mr. Bhutto. NRO was a controversial deal with Benazir Bhutto. As 

the deal was concluded Pervez Musharraf issued ordinance on October 5, 2007. The 

NRO was actually granted amnesty to politicians, political workers and bureaucrats 

who were accused of corruption, money launder murderer etc. between1
st
 

January1986 to 12
th

 November 1999. That NRO was unconstitutional by the Supreme 

Court on December 16, 2009. The NRO provided amnesty thousands of people 

including Benazir Bhutto and Asif Ali Zardari. 

It was widely believed that NRO was again a tactical plan of Pervez 

Musharraf to survive and get the second tenure of five years presidency as a civilian. 

Pervez Musharraf started negotiation with Mrs. Bhutto by asking is spy agencies at 

London. Mr. Rehman Malik was the key person. His house in London was the central 
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place for this negotiation. As Mr. Bhutto show his good gesture about negotiation, it 

geared up Pervez Musharraf meat Mrs. Bhutto in Dubai and offer had to be finalized. 

Many analysts believed that US, UK and Saudi high officials underwrote a public 

amnesty which would enable mainstream political leaders to land in country. It was 

measured to allow Benazir Bhutto to return from herself-exile without legal 

consequences due to pending politically motivated corruption cases. Pervez 

Musharraf stated that corruption cases pending in the court for a decade without any 

judgment being passed and were hampering political progress of virtually all political 

parties. As the ordinance was issued, the lawyer critics and analysts started to criticize 

it. Asma Jahangir called it ―creeping coup‖. Benazir Bhutto was on self-exile for 

about eight years and wanted to come back. She has his own political motives and 

finding while Pervez Musharraf has his own tactical plan. Musharraf used US to 

finalize the deal. UK and Saudi played their role and deal came to finalize. The core 

hurdle to finalize the NRO deal was the uniform of Pervez Musharraf. Before quitting 

his second skin army uniform, Pervez Musharraf wanted to ensure another five years 

term, a civilian president from the sitting parliament. That plan was seriously 

criticized by the alliance of opposition political parties. Many members of ruling 

PML-Q show their deep concerns on this re-election. Mrs. Bhutto‘s PPP was not the 

part of opposition alliance. As Musharraf wasfacing legal threat from Supreme Court 

of Pakistan who hears a petition of his candidature as president. At the same time, 

ECP of Pakistan amended the election rule that will help Pervez Musharraf to 

overcome the obstacle to his re-election after quitting as army chief. As the time 

passed, UK and US geared up their efforts to finalize the NRO deal. American foreign 

office and secretary of foreign affair Condoleezza Rice revealed the story of NRO and 

said that I play many sleepless nights to bring Benazir Bhutto and Pervez Musharraf 

together in 2007
142

. Condoleezza reveals that Musharraf was hour away from his 

second coup on August 2007 when she intervened and persuaded his to do so I said 

you‘re pulled it off. Say US president Bush approaching his high sakes second tenure 

of presidency Pervez Musharraf had asked Condoleezza Rise to help in bridging his 

difference with Benazir Bhutto. US believed that it should be an ideal situation for 

America to put two rivals comes to power-sharing arrangement. It would shift the 
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weight of politics towards the moderate and tried to undermine the extremist and 

Islamist, as well as bringing political stability in Pakistan
143

. Richard Boucher, 

assistant secretary for South Asia became the key executer for US in exploring the 

crucial deal. He shuttled back and forth between the two rival opponents. He brings 

them close enough to make a face to face meeting possible. They met in UAE in July 

but unfortunately the deal with inclusive Condoleezza narrates, ―I promise Musharraf 

to redouble our efforts to bring two of them together if he does not imposed state of 

emergency.‖ Mr. Boucher continued his effects but there are four reasons obstacle to 

finalize the deal of NRO:  

1. Would Pervez Musharraf shed his military uniform before or after the 

election? 

2. Would PPP and Mrs. Bhutto be immunized in multiple corruption cases? 

3. Could Mrs. Bhutto become Prime Minister despite a constitutional 

prohibition against 3
rd

term?  

4. Would Pervez Musharraf support the proposal of Mrs. Bhutto return to 

Pakistan from her exile? 

I did several calls to both rival and came near to deal. Benazir Bhutto keeps to 

say that she had to discuss with his party references. They did not want to deal with 

Pervez Musharraf. It was all because Benazir Bhutto was suspicious about Musharraf 

tactical motives and her of hers. Condoleezza argued that you had to do it for the good 

of Pakistan, not for personal motives. The alliance of both you and Musharraf would 

allow the upcoming election in a smooth environment. It is a fact that power sharing 

arrangements are fraught with difficulty because rival parties do not  want to share 

power. I said myself what I am doing right thing and for that I did we might be 

accused of interfering in the Pakistani democratic process. I questioned myself why 

not just let the election happen and let the chips fall where they may? Both are 

opponents, Musharraf was uniform man while Mrs. Bhutto is a liberal politician if we 

arrange power sharing formula among themit would be a good step towards 

democracy in Pakistan. At last, they agreed for deal which comprises that Mrs. Bhutto 

would allow to land in Pakistan and participated in the upcoming election. Pervez 
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Musharraf insisted that he would retain the uniform and let it after the presidential 

election. Benazir Bhutto told Condoleezza that she did not trust him to follow through 

with his pledge. Mrs. Bhutto stressed I can take this as the United States guarantee 

that he will let the uniform. At last, the deal of NRO finalized and announced on 4
th

 

October 2007 and Mrs. Bhutto return Pakistan on October 18 and faces a two bomb 

attacks but she survived. About 140 people died in the suicide attack. Pervez 

Musharraf victory in the presidential election on October 6, only served to inflame the 

situation. The Supreme Court of Pakistan considers a petition that would invalidate 

the Musharraf‘s victory result because he is violating the approved criteria of 

candidature. As the decision approaching Musharraf started to lose his 

nerves,apparently worrying that he might face different treason charges if the verdict 

stands against him. On November 3, 2007 Pervez Musharraf suspended the 

constitution and announced state of emergency in Pakistan. I told the president Bush, 

said Condoleezza Rice Musharraf done it. Bush responded; I don‘t think so. He got 

the army with him. America shows his concerns on state of emergency and stressed 

Musharraf to restore the constitution. Mrs. Bhutto regrets the Musharraf decision of 

emergency, but she was put house arrest in Lahore. Mrs. Bhutto declared that she 

should no longer deal with Musharraf and dashed any hope for a power sharing 

formula and setting up a confrontation in the January election. Now, Pervez 

Musharraf step of emergency allowed Mrs. Bhutto to back away from the deal. Mrs. 

Bhutto said that my dialogue with Musharraf is over. Condi says I called Benazir to 

reconsider the deal, but she was firm. As Nawaz landed in Pakistan from exile, 

Musharraf started to lose his card. His up-next plan of presidency crumbled. Condi 

cleared that Musharraf start losing his support among the army, his native power 

corridor which he depends to continue his rule.After a long and painful 

negotiations.
144

 Musharraf agreed to let the uniform and made Ashfaq Pervez Kayani 

as new COAS. Just on day before, taking oath as president, Pervez Musharraf lifted 

emergency on December 15. Pervez Musharraf‘s presidency and political regime 

came near to end.  
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It is mentioned that how Pervez Musharraf played his tactical game plan for 

next five years of presidency by involving US. As the election started, mainstream 

political parties started to mobilize their political workers. Election fever started to 

spread. There came a misfortune Benazir Bhutto was assassinated in Rawalpindi 

where she was returning after addressing a rally. That incident shocked the country. 

Everyone was furies and abused Musharraf for Benazir assassination. Parliamentary 

elections were delayed. Musharraf crafted PML-Q washed out and mainstream parties 

PPP and PML-N led the election. The time passed for Pervez Musharraf. After 

election, PPP formed the government. Pervez Musharraf eventually stepped down and 

transfer of power has done peacefully.  

As the election held in February 2008 and government formed a discussion is 

started in print media that for his tactical plan. Musharraf offer NRO to Benazir 

Bhutto. As Rehman Malik claimed Musharraf offered NRO to her and send his trustee 

to start the negotiations in London at his home. Rehman Malik blamed that Musharraf 

want to bonified his own ―real‖ ally MQM. MQM was the major beneficiary of NRO 

deal. His thousands of workers got the plea and released from jail. The PPP demanded 

that Musharraf will get the vote of confidence after the new election. After election, 

Pervez Musharraf did not let his desire of presidency. He started a new tactical plan 

by offering a deal to Mr. Asif Ali Zardari to sustain the presidency. He convinced Mr. 

Zardari not to restore the judges but it was failed. Now, new government has to decide 

who will be the next president of Pakistan. Ms. Asif Ali Zardari was showing his art 

and planned the impeachment of Pervez Musharraf with the coordination of Nawaz 

Sharif. The impeachment process is planned to start within few weeks. Some 

sympathies of Pervez Musharraf opposed the impeachment by saying that it would 

open new Pandora box and political instability in country. The process of 

impeachment required two-third majority to impeach Pervez Musharraf. Pervez 

Musharraf cancelled his trip to China and focused on his survival from impeachment. 

He used his ties and relations in army to avoid impeachment, but from army the 

gesture was not hopeful. 

Lastly, the regime started with the coup of 1999 came to an end. The regime started 

with the slogan of ―true democracy‖ orderly accountability economic development, 
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devolution of power, effective foreign policy functioning of institutions, unity of 

command in decision making. Sovereignty and prosperity of common people came to 

an end. Pervez Musharraf forced to resign from presidency. The million-dollar 

question is that who will trust Pervez Musharraf doing, promises which were not 

fulfilled? Can anyone trust him and his slogan?  

6.6 The Election of 2008 and Return of Mainstream 

Political Parties’ Leadership  

It is tragic fact that political circumstance of Pakistan remained fluid. The 

controversies of stability and instability remained a serious threat. The disbalance in 

between the institution and actual corridor of decision making remined curtail 

historically. The army and untrained and inefficient political leadership, the role of 

bureaucracy remained important forever. Pervez Musharraf started his regime in a 

bloodless coup in 1999 with lot of promises. He promised the nation to put ―true 

democracy‖ in the misgoverned Pakistan. How amazing a dictator claiming the slogan 

of democracy by throwing out an elected government! He blamed the past 

government for his mis-governance. He started his adventure of Kargil misfired and 

feared by trash out from civilian government. As he survival, he trashed out the 

civilian government. He violated the constitution of Pakistan and now he was 

claiming the supremacy of democracy and advocating his doctrine of true democracy. 

As the time passed, he started his Khaki political carrier. He holds the election of 

2002, made Kings Party and sends Nawaz Sharif on exile for a decade to Saudi 

Arabia. Benazir Bhutto, the leader of PPP was on self-imposed exile. Now political 

scene was totally hijacked by Pervez Musharraf and his supporters. He joined war on 

terror and became ―darling‖ of America. After 9/11, America called and American 

newspaper him ―only non-terrorist in a terrorist state.‖ He got billions of dollars for 

war on terror and played his dual game with his duel office. He ruined judiciary by 

using PCO and now he was freely playing his political game. But every pride hath a 

fall. He appointed Iftekhar Muhammad Chaudhary as new CJP. The aim behind that 

act was chronic issue of his dual charge. Now, America started to demand ―do more‖ 

to Musharraf as the influence of Taliban and the extremists was growing. The political 
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opponents demanded the Musharraf to let the uniform. Musharraf denied and called 

uniform his ―second skin.‖ Now, Musharraf started his second tactical plan of civilian 

politician and presidency. He was trusted and major allay of US. So, he used his ties 

in US administration to start a dialogue with the moderate and liberal PPP by 

involving the foreign sectary Condoleezza Rise. She involved Richard Boucher 

special assistant to South Asia to start the negotiations between the tow rival but 

moderate opponent Mrs. Bhutto and Pervez Musharraf. After shuttle diplomacy and 

tiring negociation between two political rivals,guaranteedby UK and US high 

officials, the deal of NRO concoluded. Musharraf wanted Benazir to stay abroad and 

not landed in before the election of 2007. Just before five weeks of his first term of 

presidency. The deal was finalized, and Benazir Bhutto landed in Karachi where she 

was faced severe suicide bomb attack. She survived but hundred of people lost their 

lives. Musharraf conveyed a message to Benazir to left Pakistan, but she denied. 

Pervez Musharraf signed the NRO and the cases against Mrs. Bhutto, his party PPP‘s 

workers, Asif Ali Zardari and MQM were brought back. It was a big relief for PPP 

and Mrs. Bhutto. The major beneficiary of NRO was Muthidda Qaumi Movement 

(MQM) the ―real‖ and native party of Pervez Musharraf. Pervez Musharraf was re-

elected as president of Pakistan from the sitting parliament as ECP amend criteria of 

candidature of president. Pervez Musharraf elected president by getting confidence 

vote from parliament instead of secret ballot. That act was challenged in Supreme 

Court of Pakistan and the Court allowed conditional election of president bat delay 

decision about the eligibility of Pervez Musharraf as presidential candidate. As the 

time passed, the court reserved the decision of his case. Musharraf lost his nerves and 

made his ―second coup‖ to put mini martial law and imposed state of emergency to 

get the rid of judiciary and his expected decision.  

Foreign Secretary Condoleezza Rise tried her best to retain Musharraf from 

that step but failed. As the opposition and PPP opposed the decision, Mrs. Bhutto was 

put under house arrest at Lahore. Again, Pervez Musharraf issued PCO and changed 

the CJP. Mr. Javed Iqbal was sworn in as new CJP of Pakistan. The above said 

background explains the political dispensation under while elections of 2008 are 

going to be conducted. Pakistan faced sever situation of stability and instability from 
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tenuous government structure set by Pervez Musharraf. As related second tenure of 

presidential term which considered a controversial and unconstitutional act and 

Supreme Court trashed that act, growing pressure of opposition parties and the 

lawyer‘s movement for the restoration of judiciary let series of political crises in 

Pakistan. Majority of criticized bungled the act by Pervez Musharraf to dismiss the 

CJP. The court ruling damage Musharraf‘s standing, credibility‘s constitutional 

questions about the legitimacy of Musharraf‘s status as president. The return of two 

former prime ministers of Pakistan, Nawaz Sharif and Benazir Bhutto grow political 

activities in the country. Musharraf was on his way to get his second tenure of civilian 

presidency by his masterpiece NRO. The analysts and critics started the fear of pre-

roll rigging and manipulation of upcoming election. The imposition of state of 

emergency which was actual tact of Musharraf, to maintain his own powers, 

thousands of workers and lawyers put in jail; at last the state of emergency was lifted 

on December 15, 2007. That lifting of emergency was brought meaningful changes in 

judiciary and power structure of country. On the day before, Musharraf lifted the 

emergency, he issued ordinance and made amendments in constitution which ensure 

that his election would not be challenged in any court. Now days, he faced death 

sentence due to his act of imposing emergency under Article 6 of constitution of 

Pakistan. 

6.6.1  Election Prepration 

Pakistan‘s National Assembly ended its five-year tenure on 15 November 

2007. It was first term over in history of Pakistan that an assembly completed his 

normal tenure of five years. President Pervez Musharraf appointed caretaker Prime 

Minister and cabinet led by Muhammad Mian Sumro. Opposition and analysts 

criticized the caretaker as being staked with partisan Pervez Musharraf and said that it 

will damage the credibility of election. Rumors were all around that government is 

involved in pre-poll rigging activities. ECP announced 8
th

 January 2007 day of poll. 

About 15500 candidates filled their nomination paper to vie for 272 seats of National 

Assembly and 577 seats of Provincial Assembles. The National Assembly has 60 

reserve seats for women and minorities. Mainstream opposition parties were facing 

difficult position of choosing whether to contest the polls or boycott the election 
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process. They were feared that election would be likely to be manipulated by 

incumbent caretaker government. All opposition parties made alliance to decide 

whether they participate or boycott the election. PPP was not in that alliance and 

likely willing to contest the election because of NRO. The Kings Party of Pervez 

Musharraf continuously faced more daunting in convincing a skeptical electoral that 

PML-Q deserved another term of five years. During the running political 

controversies, Benazir Bhutto was assassinated on 27 December 2007 and country 

faced another political fate. The election environment became tense and furious. The 

election had delayed until February 18 which created a controversy. The mainstream 

parties demanded the election be held as scheduled. US also shows his concerns on 

the delay of election while Zardari‘s calculating the expectation of a significant 

sympathy vote for his party. The mainstream parties criticized the incumbent 

caretaker government and accused it of fearing major loss of Benazir Bhutto life. US 

also warned Musharraf government no to accept a certain level of fraud in the election 

og happened that the US will cut off million dollars aid to Pakistan. Opposition was 

divided on whether they contest the election or boycotted but, in the end, mainstream 

parties nonetheless chose to participate in the election. During all this US interest in 

election was continued. Assistant Secretary for South Asia Richard Boucher urged 

that successful transition to democracy and civil rule would be ensured through 

credible political leadership on February 28, 2008. General election was held 

throughout the country for national and provincial assemblies. Many analysts had 

predicted the violence and rigging in election from the caretaker in favour of incumbent 

Musharraf‘s Kings Party PML-Q. The election campaign was full of bloodshed, but the 

polling day was surprising peaceful with better turnout. As compared to 2002, the 

possibility of large-scale rigging was not founded, and PML-Q the Kings Party of 

Musharraf was swept out. The two mainstream political parties PPP and PML-N led 

the election with majority of seats. The winning parties were in the position to form 

coalition government. As committed in COD the leadership of two parties were seek 

to restore the constitution of 1973 with legislate sovereign powers. Pervez Musharraf 

did not lose the heart and continued his efforts to keep himself in power by reinforce 

alliance with thoroughly liberal political forces and have abnegated all the modern, 

secular and liberal forces in Pakistan. Musharraf believed that he delivered, work 
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tirelessly, defeated terrorism, build effective democratic government and create 

foundation for economic growth. The election of 2008 widely rejected the pro-

Musharraf elements. The master and tactical political miracle of Pervez Musharraf 

MMA was also rejected from KPK and Baluchistan. They lost majority of their seats. 

Moderate Awami National Party (ANP) led the election from Khyber Pakhtoon 

Khawa (KPK). This election viewed as a referendum against the regime of Musharraf. 

PPP won 121 seats while PML-Q won 91 seats of National Assembly. The other 

shareholder parties were ANP, MQM, and PMAP. Many analysts viewed that the 

clean sweep of mainstream parties was the political revenge of Benazir Bhutto‘s 

assassination. Majority of newly elected members of parliament generally 

weatherwere more secular than its predecessor. The PPP got the vote of sympathy. 

Nawaz Sharif PML-N led Punjab Assembly and forms the government. The 

significant outcome of that election was the return moderate and liberal parties in 

national politics while religious party‘s alliance MMA lost his power base in 

Baluchistan and KPK. After the defeat in election of 2008, the questions started to rise 

against the status of Pervez Musharraf. He was still in search of his survival by using 

his power base army and United States. The two major parties demanded his 

resignation while he rejected and offered newly sworn government to work with him. 

The newly elected coalition government was settled on 9 March 2008. CJP and his 

brother judges were still off from their offices. Nawaz Sharif demanded the 

restoration of CJP Iftekhar Muhammad Chaudhary and his brother judges as the Mrs. 

Bhutto and Nawaz Sharif signed Charter of Demand (COD) in London in which they 

promised to remove the presidential power under Article 58-2/B. Asif Ali Zardari 

several post-election moves clear that he has his specific political agenda. The 

backdoor contacts were working on Pervez Musharraf to restore the deposed judges if 

the government make a deal in which he would relinquish his powers to dissolve the 

parliament, but that deal was not concluded and Musharraf feared from impeachment 

and resign at last. The post-election atmosphere clears that the Musharraf basic power 

base distancing itself from Musharraf‘s actions and interference in the country 

government. Musharraf successor general Ashfaq Pervez Kayani issued order to his 

institution not to contact and interfere in the matter of civilian government. General 

Kayani started to harmonize relationship between the major stake holders of the 
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country. Kayani was on the way to restore the image of army as an institution which 

had been faced serious erosion of its status under Pervez Musharraf.  

The election of 2008 brings the civilian rule in Pakistan. The democratic 

process again started.The civilian government started his functions that election 

powered the popularity of two mainstream political parties PML-N and PPP. The 

return of mainstream leadership clean bold Pervez Musharraf‘s artificially crafted 

political system and proved the necessary and importance of mainstream parties. 

Again, as tradition in Pakistan, a dictator faced his fate and resign. But the bleeding 

and wounds of that era are still feared the country political system. Pervez Musharraf 

is under trial Article 6 and face death stance from a court which again shacked the 

political structure of Pakistan.  
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6.7 Musharraf’s Resignation and Downfall of Pervez 

Musharraf 

It is tragic fact that the doctrine of Pakistan army as an institution is sought to 

be specific and signified. Army has his own concerns about the defense and foreign 

policy of Pakistan from day first. The army‘s conflict with civilian is as old as the 

Pakistan. These conflicts started even when Mr. Jinnah was alive. The war of Kashmir 

was started in 1948 as that war conceived holly warof Islamic to liberate the 

Kashmir. As long as Pakistan army remained fixed on his doctrine of secrecy that 

concentrated solely on being anti-India, it is not allowing the civilian to make their 

decision independently. Pervez Musharraf believed and still does, in his self-crafted 

myth that he is the only man who can save the Pakistan. He made slogan ―Sub se 

pehly Pakistan‖ and played his game about nine years in Pakistan. Some analysts 

called him delusional, other ego maniacal, self-illusion, but his megalomania can‘t 
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hide the bitter reality that he is now in dock
145

. After nine years rule during which he 

seized power in bloodless coup on 1999. Beleaguered Pakistan President Musharraf 

has decided to call it a day. He dressed in dark suit and looks sullen. He announced 

his resignation in a hastily arranged live televised nation address. He said that the 

people and nation will forgive my mistakes. His voice was full of emotion. Every 

decision I made was only with noble intentions for Pakistan. I did everything for 

Pakistan and his best interest. He declared his actions for ―true democracy‖ and 

claimed that his steps strengthened Pakistan‘s security and economics. His address 

lasted for over an hour. In the end, as farmer army commander, his voice trembled 

and appeared to have tears in his eyes. He said, ―I put Pakistan first as always. I am 

resigning from the president office in the foremost interest of Pakistan.‖ As rumors 

spread everywhere that Musharraf stepdown as a part western intervened deal 

between the president and Mr. Zardari under which all charges against him will be 

dropped if he resigned
146

.  

The sensational nine years era of Musharraf yielded significant dividends. 

Most important to take the extremists and war on terror, promotive of dialogue with 

the rival India over Kashmir, the slogan of ―true democracy‖ to root out corruption 

and devolution of power at local levels. He said that I took the decision of early 

presidential election to take forward his important steps to strengthened Pakistan. 

Foreign Secretary Condoleezza Rise praised Musharraf and called his one of the most 

―committed‖ partner against war on terror. She stressed the new government to stem 

growth of extremism. Many analysts said that he was stepdown to avoid 

impeachment, which was humiliating for army ex-chief, but many described that he 

had been no other choice. He said, ―I have no fear of impeachment if I survived.‖ The 

relations between government and presidency can never be fixed. The four pillars of 

state would be harmed if the army might have been dragged in let the people to decide 

who did him. Sitting F.M. Qureshi said that government will be decided whether 

Musharraf might be granted safe exile or trailed in an interview
147
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The other co-allies of PPP, PML-N, and Ahsan Iqbal stressed the trial of 

Musharraf crime against the nation, judiciary, democracy and rule of law. He said that 

nation cannot have forgiven him for his districting steps. Pervez Musharraf defend his 

record and said that allegation against him are politicized and fake. He did not left 

Pakistan without launching onto a feared impression and stayed in Pakistan. He said 

that the sitting government destroys the gesture of growing and emerging market 

success stories. Generally, the Musharraf‘s resignation was celebrated throughout the 

country with people dancing and handling sweets. People claimed that it is a victory 

of people of Pakistan and an important step towards democracy. 

The lawyers were also jubilant and shouting ―down with the American 

stooge.‖ ―It is like I am celebrating my wedding‖, said Malik Naveed, a lawyer 

activist in Multan
148

. Raza Rabbani of PPP declared Musharraf‘s resignation people 

win against the establishment ever first time in Pakistani political history. Many 

analyist criticisedlast words of Musharraf address. ―The coalition has decided that I 

am part of problem and uncertainty not the solution, if I answer and fight back which 

have increased the running uncertainty.‖ Majority of analysts believed that the 

resignation of Musharraf was the result of the intervention of COAS general Ashfaq 

Pervez Kayani and US diplomacy. They said dialogue from army from Musharraf‘s 

steps was the major cause behind the resignation of Pervez Musharraf. Kayani 

showed no sign to rescue Musharraf from the crises as to build the professional image 

of army. Nawaz Sharif play his decisive role to remove the Musharraf as revenge of 

his thrown out from government and is now conceiving the strategy to trial Musharraf 

in a treason case. People were celebrating Musharraf resignation. As celebrated in 

1999, on the intervention of Nawaz. But the now tables have turned, and people 

declared in a recent opinion polls that removal of Nawaz Sharif is the most popular 

leader of Pakistan
149

. That shift was hardly sudden, for nine years Musharraf regime 

―one man‖ remained ―single political player‖ and not challenged faced declined last 

year decision to sake the most independent Chief Justice of Pakistan Iftekhar 

Muhammad Chaudhary, ―Chief Terre Jannisar Be Shumaar‖ and ―Go Musharraf go‖ 
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became the most popular slogan against him. As survival strategy as was in Kargil 

war, Musharraf imposed state of emergency to diffuse the pressure but backfired and 

public, lawyer and political hostility turned against his regime. He detained political 

opponents and lawyer‘s activist. Press and mass media also muzzled, which made the 

people more furious. US was on his way to creating a power sharing formula was 

concluded and signed when Benazir Bhutto came to Pakistan but after the 

assassination of Benazir Bhutto the table have turned. Pervez Musharraf shed his 

second skin Khaki uniform to sustain his presidency for next five years term. Pervez 

Musharraf the enfeebled president who was resign today was changed from the barrel 

chested general who strutted across the world stage in the year after 9/11. He became 

the darling of America after joining the war of terror. America called him ―only non-

terrorist in a terrorist state.‖ US administration grown and embarrassed him as trusted 

key ally on war on terror. He was severely criticized by the religious elements for 

fighting American war. It is surprising of religious parties provided him the immunity 

from parliaments by supporting 17
th

 amendment. How artistically he used religious 

elements to support him on the other hand they were his critics and opponent. He 

faced many life attempts but survived Musharraf defend his stances in his biography 

in these words ―Where was the United States after 9/11 no one faced United States,no 

one spoke to US and no one listen to United States, I put the people of Pakistan on the 

map and take notice.‖ He intensely looked toward the TV camera and said, ―It was 

only me who faced the challenges and converted those challenges into opportunity. I 

did it all in the saving of Pakistan and I am satisfied with my all steps and leaving a 

sovereign and secure Pakistan.
150

‖ 

As soon as the Musharraf resigned, Asif Ali Zardari started his political 

doctrine and mystify to grasp the seat of president.Mainstream leadership have their 

reservation over the seizing of all power to president and have intention to mend the 

constitution towards prime minister premises and made president portfolio as 

ceremonial figure. They agreed to vow back the wide-ranging powers of president 

which Musharraf endowed. The resignation of Pervez Musharraf threatened the west 

power particularly US, UK and their allies. They were conscious about the increasing 
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influence of militants and extremists Taliban which were more confident after the 

resignation. They were also worried about the declining economy and infectiveness of 

governance. The coalition parties blamed Musharraf to mishandling and mismanaging 

the economy of Pakistan and allowing extremists to flourish. They blamed ―one-

manrule‖ of Musharraf and planned to trial the ex-strongest stakeholder of about ten 

years. They criticized the promises of Musharraf to return Pakistan toward ―true 

democracy.‖ They criticized the autocratic way of his governance. US administration said 

that the question of Pervez Musharraf‘s future was the concern of Pakistani government 

whether he trialed or granted safe exit.
151

 

The resignation of Pervez Musharraf led to political stability in Pakistan 

because all pillars of state and political force aside from him and his action. That act 

and gesture bring more stability. The civilian has their own strategy to helm the affairs 

and they will be answerable to the people of Pakistan. The political harmony brings stability 

and economic activity in the country and political forces hurry to do it but it was a doomed 

dream in Pakistan
152

. 

Soon after his resignation, Musharraf used his ties in his native army and tried 

to go on exile while PML-M leader Nawaz Sharif intended to put Musharraf under 

trial. At last, Musharraf went on exile as the dealt in an agreement and styed in Dubai 

and London. Many analysts believed that he is managed due to his ―native‖ power 

base. They said that Musharraf demise was as sensational and tortured as his amazing 

arrival was swift Musharraf was an SSG commando with a tactical and strategic mind 

set his common reputation for being same things of ―benevolent‖. Pervez Musharraf 

went of exile on 23 November 2008. He landed in London on his first exile during 

Zardari regime
153

.  

6.7.1 Downfall Of Musharraf 

1. Kargil Issue 
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The Kargil war was planned and executed by Musharraf and his close clique 

without proper planning and war plan. This plan was backfired and Kargil 

clique feared to smash from the civilian government. The calculus on the basis 

of Kargil adventure was done remained secret due to Musharraf doctrine of 

secrecy. Majority of military top brass including air chief and naval 

wereunaware about the happening of Kargil execution. The army ventured 

into Kargil – Darras sector proved illegal by the Indian diplomacy. The world 

community denied to accept the stance of Pakistan and demanded 

unconditional withdrawal while Pervez Musharraf and his trustee claimed 

their victory which was being lost by the civilian leadership. A close campaign 

and trustee of Pervez Musharraf General (Rtd.) Shahid Aziz said in his book 

that the Kargil operation was an unsound military operation based on invalid 

assumption and calculation, launched and execute with ill planned preparation 

and total disregard of regional and international environment
154

. 

Late General Gul Hameed call that military operation without a clear political 

and strategic purpose was like shot in the dark and Pervez Musharraf should 

face the court martial for his harebrained adventure. Many analysts believed 

that Kargil operation was his first mistake which made him controversial and 

he throw out the elected government of Nawaz Sharif by fearing smashed out. 

That act was considered illegal and unconstitutional.  

2. The second major cause of his downfall was ―one-man rule‖. He grasped all 

powers as president and COAS. He remained with all these power till October 

2007. During that period, he replaced three prime ministers and did everything 

on the base of doctrine of ―unity of decision‖ under which he seized all powers 

into his hand. He used his own crafted Kings Party for his political agenda. He 

used MMA to get amenity and dual office. Joined as US alloy and played his 

dual strategy during the war on terror.  

3. Pervez Musharraf and trustee had no plausible reason and logic to throwing 

out the elected governments of Nawaz Sharif. They distract the ―peace 

process‖ between the two rival countries which would be led the possible 
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solution of Kashmir. The Kargil episode undoes that peace process and flashed 

the civilian government.  

4. He accepted all seven demands of United States after 9/11. He was in hurry to 

accept all demands cheaply which brought Pakistan on a sloppy path. The 

effects of that acceptance were very serious in its social fabric politics and 

institutions which are still facing and suffering.  

5. Musharraf did not sucumb the United States pressure after 9/11 and become 

US ally. He was feared and threatened by US in case if he denied not to their 

side. He said that US threat him you should decide whether you will support 

US Yes or No. In case of No, Pakistan will be bombed to ―stone age‖. He 

writes in his book in the line of fire, ―When I was back in Islamabad and meet 

DG ISI who was returned from Washington, told me that after meeting with 

US officials, Colin Powell had called me and told that you have to decide 

whether you are with America or with terrorists. If you were on the other side, 

you will be thrown into stone age‖
155

. 

While Bush, Colin Powel and Richard Armitage all denied direct military, 

threat made to Pakistan. Bob Woodward renounced American writer writes in 

his book ―Bush at War‖ on September 13, 2001. Powell called Pervez 

Musharraf and surprised that Musharraf would support the United States with 

each of the seven points instantly. Georg Bush again asked about the words of 

Musharraf in 2006. He surprisingly said the first time he had ever heard of its 

words. He said after 9/11 Colin Powel came in and said that Musharraf 

understands the stakes of US and want to join and help US to root out the 

―Enemy‖ that had killed over 3000 innocent civilians. Musharraf joined US 

war against Islamic country Afghanistan and betrayal of Muslim brothers‘ 

which effect Pakistan. Pakistan is still paying the price of that wound to date 

and faced blood and flesh.  

6. During the war on terror, Musharraf allowed the free hand to CIA and FBI the 

two spy of Us to track Al-Qaida and allied militants in Pakistan. These 

agencies were allowed to establish theirinterconnectedoffices in Pakistan 

among the tribal area of FATA and FANA. Even the rumors were spread that 
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they were got office space in sensitive areas of Pakistan. Suicide bomb blasts 

were spread all around and killed hundreds of civilians. Many attacks were 

made on security area of Pakistan. Blackwater agents roamed freely all over 

Pakistan until Pervez Musharraf was replaced by his successor General 

Kayani. Blackwater agents havoc peoples of Pakistan and targeted Pakistani 

institutions.  

7. His big mistake was to allow the use of airbase Shamsi in Baluchistan where 

law and order situation was critical due to the interference of Indian spy RAW 

and his agents. These agents had clos ties with the Baluchistan Liberation 

Army (BLA) and Baluchistan Liberation Force (BLF). US used his airbase for 

drone attacks along both sides of Pakistani border.  

8. Dual game was continuing throughout his regime. He was on the way with 

America on war on terror. On the other side, he had his own political agenda 

and doctrine. After 9/11, he started his tactical political plan and crafted the 

―Kings Party‖ PML-Q which led by Chaudhary Brotheran. That King Party 

artistically filled with turn coats from mainstream political party PML-N of 

Nawaz Sharif. The ―electable‖ were tagged with the strategic NAB cases. 

Those who resisted were tackled by the accountability bureau under corruption 

charges. He promised of accountably across the board, but his Kings Party 

stance vertical went for a six.  

9. Charge of policy on Kashmir was another mishandling of Musharraf 

especially after the attack on Indian Parliament. The relation between two rival 

countries became worst. Indian deploys most of his army on Pakistani border 

and two nuclear states stands against one another. Pervez Musharraf banned 

six Kashmiri militant groups and froze their assets and accounts. The Lashkar-

e-Taiba declared the responsible of Delhi bomb blast and bennet Musharraf 

unofficially ceased firing in Kashmir which was against his stance during his 

Kargil opinion. Rather than making changes in Kashmir policy, he changed it 

by unity of decision doctrine. He let the Pakistan principal stance based on 

United Nations resolution. Kashmir freedom during his regime almost came to 

an end and militants fighting sprite link into the pool of fun and frolic.  
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10. Musharraf clearly know that US, India and Afghanistan were not friends. But 

he used his tactical and strategic mind and stages a double game and started 

his new doctrine of ―Pakistan is not ally but a target‖. US stressed him to do 

more, he did and became darling of US and America appreciated him as the 

most trusted ally. In the end, that double game seriously harms the Pakistani 

interest and US accused Musharraf for his double game.  

11. Pervez Musharraf showed and posed his concept of enlightened and 

moderation which was conceived by a Henry Kissinger close mate. That 

ideology of modernization severely criticized by the religious elements and 

called it an act of making secular state. Musharraf wanted to show a soften and 

enlightened face of Pakistan to the world. This open claim of secularism and 

modernization seriously hurt the feeling and emotions of Pakistani people. The 

concept of enlightened and modernization igniting storm of militancy in 

Pakistan.  

12. In the early week of 2005, Musharraf seeks his political posture and playing 

about the next five years term of presidency. He made Iftekhar Muhammad 

Chaudhary CJP of Pakistan on the advice of Chaudhary Shujaat Hussain of 

PML-Q. He was planning to get the rid of fear of his dual office. He wanted to 

conceive constitutional way out for his dual charge. CJP promised to provide a 

passage in this respect. So, as he way on his way of second term of presidency, 

he was faced a sever hurdles of his presidential candidature. He re-elected 

himself as president getting vote of confidence from his presidential electoral 

(four provinces, national assembly and senate). Instead of secret vote which 

was challenged in Supreme Court. The court held the decision of his eligibility 

as presidential candidate just one day before the decision on November 3, 

2007. He imposed a state of emergency and got the rid of those judges who 

were going the declared his candidature illegal. The removal of CJP and 

imposing of emergency considered ad ―second coup‖ from him. Lawyers‘ 

Movement and civil society mount pressure on Musharraf. At that moment, 

Musharraf really started to lose his power of corridor. Removal of CJP became 

a crisis for Musharraf and he had started to go on backfoot.   
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13. Musharraf has always political ambition and objectives. He conceived a plan 

to get the leadership of political party which was MQM led by Altaf as tactical 

plan. He started to enhance his roots in cunning Altaf‘s party. He promoted 

Mustafa Kamal, Dr. Ishrat-ul-Ibad and tried to grasp the elite powers of 

MQM.He called MQM his ―own‖ party and used him many times during his 

regime. Head of MQM Altaf Hussain who has lot of political eyes on his head 

artistically rescues his party from Musharraf and suspended his rooted leader 

in the party. Although MQM supported Musharraf fully and got the political 

mileage. Karachi became hostage of MQM. Bloodshed and Bhatta were 

spread all around in Karachi. The indecent of 12
th

 May 2008 is an example of 

MQM power in which hundreds of people shutdown their lives.  

14. Musharraf himself admitted that NRO with Benazir Bhutto was his big 

mistake which undo his accountability slogan, which cleaned the entire 

leadership of PPP involved in mega corruption. About 880 workers and 

activists of his ―own‖ MQM were released from jail which damages his 

accountability program. US secretary of foreign affairs Condoleezza Rise was 

the master mind of NRO who envisaged the power sharing formula among 

Benazir and Musharraf. US wanted to set political stage for modern and 

secular elements in near future which was backfired after the assassination of 

Mrs. Bhutto. NRO was challenged and declared illegal from Supreme Court of 

Pakistan.  

15. Musharraf paid most of his attention to build him as an international leader 

with the help of US and international forces. He did not pay heed to the 

domestic problem of country. He did not address emerging energy crises. He 

promised to construct Kala Bagh Dam to solve the energy crises. He admitted 

that we could not try to build the proposed dam due to political situation.   

16. Musharraf said that US never interfered in high ranking military posting 

throughout his regime. It was not fact US intervention in security issue during 

Musharraf regime increased a lot Condi‘s NRO war on terror, Kashmir policy 

etc. depict the influence of US George Bush disclosed his claim in his 

autobiography that I advised Musharraf to quit post of COAS lifted the 
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emergency and held free election upon his ―strong suggestion‖ 

in the fall of 2007
156

.  

17. He wrote his autobiography ―In the line of fire‖ and made his book‘s 

promotion by using government resources, many critics said that act was 

unethical and immortal as he used official jet for promotional campaign 

of his book.  

18. As write Musharraf in his book that United States provided million of dollars 

to Pakistani government for war against terror and eliminating the Al-Qaida 

operators. It was not prize money which was given to any government or 

institution under the US law. Amazingly, the government of Pakistan has 

denied receiving any such payments. American officials show their deep 

concerns about those payments.   

19. Musharraf‘s selection for the post of army chief was amazing surprising 

Nawaz Sharif promoted him by super seeding three senior most generals of 

Pakistan army. He has no armed forces background that is why Nawaz Sharif 

selected him as army chief. NS assumed that he will fulfill his requirement as 

he is the son of immigrant parents and have no strong background. But soon 

after his appointment, he conveyed a message to Nawaz Sharif that ―I am not 

Jahangir Karamat‖. That gesture brings wide confrontation between them. As 

Pervez Musharraf claimed in his book that I could not do any effort to made 

Nawaz Sharif the next army chief
157

. 

20. A political and defense analyst Talat Masood said that as a single man ruler, 

he leaved all the Pakistani intuitions so weak. He did nothing to improve the 

structural, governance reforms. He involved army as an institution in politics 

and used spy agencies for his political objectives. It was his real mistake that 

he never realized the importance of institutions and rule myth of single 

powered man due to his doctrine of unity of command and decision making. 

He disarrays the mainstream political parties, mounted NAB for his political 

victimizationof hispolitical opponents.  
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21. Lal Masjid incident made the nation furious and sad. There were rumors more 

than 100 people were killed when SSG group of Pak Army stormed the Lal 

Masjid. As it was under the control of religious extremists? 

22. During war on terror, the mishandling of Dr. Aafia handed over to US due to 

charges of extremists‘ companion and handler. Musharraf was then the ruler, 

but he strongly denied that she was caught from Afghanistan and I do not 

know who gave her to US. Public sentiment got furious against him at the 

discourse.  

23. Majority of defense analysts blamed that he involved the army in civilian and 

political affairs and seriously damaged the image of Pakistan army. During his 

regime, especially after Lal Masjid event, dozens of attacks were made on 

army personal and convoys. They criticized Musharraf to use army to prolong 

his regime. They said that as soon as he left as COAS he faced his fate as army 

dislodge him to rescue his image.  

24. Many people opposed his act of NRO which was an attempt to get next five 

years term of presidency. The legacy of NRO was that it is now consider the 

act of legalized corruption in Pakistan. Majority of his Kings Party have 

seriously changes of corruption but joining Musharraf got the rid of corruption 

charges.  

25. It was very tragic that during his regime, he used PCO judges to legitimize his 

acts by using Dogar court and got the legal authority to amend the 

constitutions of Pakistan as he required. He amended the constitution 

tolegitimize his doing and forgotten the PMA lesson. He addressed the 

political gathering in uniform and challenged his political opponents and 

showed his ―real‖ power by hugging his armed hand.  

26. Musharraf banned the media and his critics during his regime. It was that 

media which symbolized his enlighten and moderation policy. He allowed 

media industry to flourish as soften image of Pakistan but he off aired all 

media channel to fulfil his political desires.   

27. Kargil episode destroyed the peace process. He blamed and smash Nawaz 

Sharif‘s civilian government. The called Nawaz Sharif a liar. Nawaz Sharif 

was on his way to normalize the relations with India, backdoor diplomacy was 
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continuing to solve the core issue of Kashmir. Kargil became disaster for 

Pakistan and Nawaz Sharif paid the political price and thrown out. Now 

what‘s about his stance in Agra Summit? Does he follow Nawaz Sharif‘s 

doctrine or mend the Kashmir policy what was his stance?  

28. The murder of Balooch leader Akbar Bugti causes his downfall and 

destabilized the province of Baluchistan. That act increased the way of 

provincial differences and division. Destabilization and uncertainty situation 

were enhanced with the involvement of Indian Spy RAW. Militant groups 

BFA and BLF started their anti-Pakistan activities which are still continued as 

the Kalbhoshan Yadav arrested from Baluchistan.  

29. Musharraf was in hurry to get the second term of his presidency. He amended 

the election commission rule and got the vote of confidence from parliament 

through confident motion which was not a legal process. He declared himself 

as president. He was not elected through secret ballot which is a legal process. 

Hid act was challenged and declared illegal and face his fate.   

It is a fact that journey of Pervez Musharraf from army commander to the 

civilian presidency was a clear sign of Pakistan malaise not its cause. He may depart 

from the political scene, but the conspiracy, conflicts and confrontation that are 

elevated him and then brought him down remain far from resolved. He is still a 

confronting character in real power corridor. It is widely viewed that he is the author 

of his own doing.  
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Chapter 7 

CONCLUSION 

During the second tenure of Nawaz Sharif, the decision making and thinking 

of NS about geo-political situation was changed. He got the two-third majority and 

started his specific and precious action plan; the torpid plain was to normalize the 

relation with the Indian and tried to get solution of decade old dispute of Kashmir. 

After massive amendments in the constitution, he gets the power, confidence and 

started the peace process with India. The Indian PM Vajpayee responded well, and the 

precious atmosphere of ―Amman‖ was started in the early months of 1999. The two 

elected Prime Ministers from both countries were on the way of peace process while 

the Kargil clique dusting off the Kargil Plan. The Musharraf and his trustee were on 

the way to execute their master mind plan of Kargil which had been rejected by the 

previous civilian governments.  

Kargil Plan was plan of draught on going perceived as military hub option to 

take the mileage of vacated military pastes along the line of control to cut the supply 

line of Indian logistic support to Siachen. The Kargil clique believed that it would be 

a desire to internationalize the Kashmir Issue and forced India to negotiate at Kashmir 

and solved it. It is a tragedy that the plan was not revealed to DG Military Operation 

and there was nothing did on it as the SOP of military operation. The Kargil clique 

and some of their trustee were known about the operation. Pervez Musharraf doctrine 

of secrecy makes sure that civilian government official and most of military top brass 

including Air and Naval Chiefs wereon to the picture. The main executor at ground 

was Lt. Gen. Javed Hussain, the commander of Northern Artillery infantry release his 

troops for vacation and dress them as mujahideen and diverted from the area of 

Sakardu and Gilgit to the Kargil sectors. According the plan know only the Kargil 

clique. Majority of corps commander and top military leadership were not known 

about the master adventure of Musharraf and his companions.  

The planning of operation KP feasibility of operation, plan of logistic supply 

during war, medical facilities, and war games on plan did not approve. According to 
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SOP of military operation, international response of world, the role of superpowers 

and their interest, diplomate outcome and retaliation of India were not examined 

accordingly. The secrecy of plan created more complexity. The civilian and majority 

of top military leadership kept in dark which creates a panic. Rapidly broaden civil 

military differences enhanced the danger. Pakistan totally failed to convince the world 

on Kargil. Pakistan faced diplomatic failure on crossing the line of control (LOC) and 

faced sever pressure to unconditional withdrawal. The US and India were on the same 

page. US deniedintervening without the acceptance of unconditional withdrawal of 

troops. Mujahideen cover story weakens the Pakistani stance. Kargil adventure shows 

the actual corridor off decision making in Pakistan. Kargil exposed the civil military 

relations in Pakistan and its effects. On Pakistan civil and military leadership was on 

their own ways and lack coordination. Military leadership execute his master plan and 

faced sever criticism and tried to get the face saving by using civilian Nawaz Sharif. 

They forced Nawaz Sharif to go Washington and get the bail out. As the civilian, 

Nawaz Sharif accepted the unconditional withdrawal of troops. They started by 

fearing smashed out. They used their ―sources‖ to mobilize the public sentiments 

against civilian government and blamed that Nawaz Sharif lost the battle on 

negotiation table. Musharraf claimed that it was milestone victory in the history of 

Pakistan and Nawaz Sharif lost that victory in Washington. Blame game of 

responsibility was started. The result was in the form of coup of 1999. Military again 

proved his supremacy and removed the elected government of Nawaz Sharif.  

On the other side, Indian faced severe loss at initial stage but, retaliate well in 

the end on all fronts of war. Indian civil and military leadership show excellent 

coordination and look like a hand in glove. Pakistan failed on all front of war. 

International community blamed Pakistan to violate international border. Pakistan 

failed on the front of propaganda as well as on the diplomate tactics. Indian media 

create war hysteria and show better coordination with international media and got the 

diplomatic success while Pakistani media emphasizes on mujahideen cover story and 

blaming Pakistani government. Kashmir has a strategic importance for Pakistan. 

Pakistani support for Kashmir was based on humanitarian basis but at ill planning of 

Kargil, serious lack of coordination and confidence between civil and military 
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leadership made the situation chronic. Tow much secrecy within the military circle, 

miscalculation of Indian defense, mismanagement of Kargil operation created a 

disaster for Pakistan.  

Diplomatic failure let Pakistan in isolation at international level and Pakistan 

forced to accept the unconditional withdrawal of troops. Kashmir was the basic 

objective behind Kargil but Kargil clique did not take in confidence the top anti India 

Kashmiri leadership. The result was the public aggression against the civilian 

government. Due to poor diplomacy and civil military differences, international 

community was not ready to accept the Pakistani stance of Kashmiri mujahideen cover 

story. The result was a disaster for Pakistan at all fronts. Kargil event has seriously affect 

the political sunario of Pakistan. It also seriously affects the Pakistani society too. 

1. It is seriously exposed the institutional cleavage within the Pakistani political 

system. There were gapes within the military top leadership. They were not 

properly informed or uninformed about Kargil event. Differences in plan no 

such practical work made Kargil plan weak. There were differences between 

Nawaz Sharif and Pervez Musharraf, differences between Prime Minister and 

his cabinet and that let go on further. Kargil clique execute their own calculus. 

Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif blaming for uninformed, foreign office was 

confused and defensive. Diplomates were ineffective due to lack of 

information. Diplomates were dependent on government while government 

was also uninformed about the exact situation on the Kargil heights. Political 

parties have their own agenda and interests. There was no consensus between 

political leadership. Religious parties hijacked the political sense and 

mobilized jihadi sentiments among the people. Religious leadership promoted 

anti India and ani America sentiments without realizing the sensitivities of the 

Kargil situation. India won the diplomatic front due to his media while 

Pakistani media presented confusing situation. Urdu and English print media 

presented fractured picture. PTV continually advocated the mujahideen cover 

story while Indian media created war hysteria and international press reveals 

other facts. Urdu media supported jihadi sentiments while English print media 
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were more investigative and tried to report the exact situation. This stands in 

sharp contrast with more clear and unified Indian press response.   

2. Kargil event exposed the real corridor of power and decision making in 

Pakistan. Musharraf and his trustee executed their plan without the 

consultation. Even top military leadership was not taken in confidence for this 

operation. Civilian Nawaz Sharif was not properly informed. He was on his 

way of peace while Kargil war was spreading along the line of control. The 

actual decision maker took the decisions and executes it while civilian was 

blamed to lose the war on diplomatic front. This contrast clearly shows the 

sharp entrails who is the decision maker and who is the real ruler? Differences 

in decision making set a series of events which led directly coup of 1999 and 

show again who is the real ruler and actual decision maker in Pakistan. Pre 

and post Kargil events exposed the differences between the intuitions. Military 

establishment shows his serious concerns about the change in Kashmir policy 

via Lahore Declaration. Being civilian chief executive, Nawaz Sharif use his 

institutional power and tried to settle the core issue of Kashmir while military 

as an institution did not support the stance of Nawaz Sharif.  

In post Kargil era, blame game of Kargil failure started. Nawaz Sharif faced 

political fate due to mishandling of Kargil while Kargil clique staged his 

survival and show his apprehension on the removal of Jahangir Karamat. He 

tried to show his civilian supremacy which army took insulting as an 

institution and decided that army would not allow Nawaz Sharif to removal of 

two army chiefs within a year. So, army made counter coup to avoid his 

second chief‘s removal and throw the civilian government. The effects of coup 

of 1999 are still being felt today in treason case where army show his concerns 

on his ex-army boss Pervez Musharraf.   

3. Kargil episode coupled with incident of 9/11 re-established to supremacy of 

military as an institution in Pakistani politics. Now, army assumed the 

dominant controlling agency in constructing and defining the desired 

parameters of party politics. It allowed election and facilitated the institutions 

at local, provincial and national level but at their own calculated parameters. It 

insured the important steps towards power sharing with carefully constructed. 
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The doctrine of controlled democracy is strengthened. Kargil sunario show the 

revival of military supremacy. Pre and post Kargil sunario weaken the 

democratic dispensation. The debate about the need of proper relationship 

between army and civilian is still controversial, unresolved and looked likely 

to remain controversial, unresolved for several years.   

After the incident of 9/11, America had his specific geo-political motives in 

South Asia. America symbolically engaged India and Pakistan to avoid 

nuclear confront while he has some specific motive with India. The role of 

world power during Kargil episode also exposed the para meter of 

international diplomacy.  

Nawaz Sharif has his own mindset and style of governance. His dealing with 

army as an institution is controversial right from his first tenure. Nawaz Sharif 

grown as a politician in Zia regime and soon he dominated the political 

dilemma but his relationship with army is always a question. As the time 

passed, Nawaz Sharif turned as pro-military to anti-military establishment. 

Especially after the coup of Musharraf, he showed his specific character as a 

politician. After the election of 1997 he made massive amendments and started 

his role as supremacy of civilian. He tried to get the control of foreign policy 

and defense which was normally subject of army. He reviewed the foreign 

policy and started backdoor diplomacy to resolve the Kashmir.  

Pervez Musharraf has his own mindset and political aims. He was appointed 

Chief of Army Staff (COAS) after the resignation of Jahangir Karamat. He 

contradicted with Nawaz Sharif and conveyed him a message ―I am not 

Jahangir Karamat.‖ Pervez Musharraf executed his Kargil plan. 

He claimed his victory after Kargil War and blamed Nawaz Sharif to lose the 

war on the table of negotiation while Nawaz Sharif blamed Musharraf to kept 

him in darkness about the Kargil operation. Nawaz said that he was come to 

know about the Kargil operation from a telephonic call from Mr. Vajpayee. It 

was confirmed by the trustee of Musharraf that some top brass military 

leadership were not informed because of Musharraf‘s secrecy doctrine which 

was based on ―telling everyone about Kargil operation was not necessary.‖ 

The mode of information was ―need to inform.‖ That doctrine of secrecy was 
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reveled and criticized by character of Kargil episode. Lt. Gen. Jamshaid 

Gulzar Kayani, Gen. Ali Quli Khan, Gen. Shahid Aziz, Gen. Hamad Gull and 

Col. Ashfaq Hussain also criticized the Musharraf and claimed that Nawaz 

Sharif and top military brass were not on board during the Kargil operation. 

Controversially about Kargil even became more complex and critical when 

CENTCOM General Anthony Zini claimed in his book ―Battle Ready‖ that 

Musharraf compelled Nawaz Sharif to go America and involved Clinton to 

stop the war. That was the first episode of Kargil episode which was very 

tragic for Pakistan.  

The next event was the start of political Kargil episode. After getting rid of 

civilian government, Pervez Musharraf started his political carrier with his 

uniform. He promised to bring ―true democracy‖ and presented his seven-

point agenda to the people of Pakistan. He has some specific aims. He 

strengthened his regime by using 9/11 and Afghan War. He got the support of 

America and dominates the political scene of Pakistan. Now, he started his 

politics as ―Khaki‖ politician. He declared MQM his own party and tried to 

hijack MOQ but the chief of MQM Altaf Hussain tackled Musharraf‘s that act 

nicely. He used agencies to get the political power. He crafted PML-Q by 

using agencies and announced election in 2002. His own crafted Kings Party 

PML-Q from the electable of PML-N and some important local electable won 

the election. Kings Party led by Chaudhary Shujaat Hussain. Chaudhary 

Brotheran played their traditional role to win the election. Musharraf 

announced his famous devolution plan crafted MMA of religious parties. After 

the election, he got the legitimacy of his uniform with the help of MMA and 

PML-Q. He holds the two offices and started the political role. 

It was a smart and tactical mover as political player. After getting the 

immunity of his dual charge, he focused on judiciary and exective by using his 

PCO Oath Plan. He asked the judges of superior court to take oath under the 

Provisional Constitution Order (PCO). Majority of judges refused to take oath. 

Chief Justice of Pakistan S.Z. Siddique senior judges resign and Abdul 

Hameed Dogar take oath of Chief Justice of Pakistan. The CJP allowed 

Musharraf to retain the uniform along with presidency. The Supreme Court of 
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Pakistan also allowed Musharraf to amend constitution according to the 

requirements, which was tragedy. 

Musharraf sent mainstream political leadership on exile and played with the 

political system of Pakistan. Musharraf continued his politics, strengthened his 

crafted Kings party and allied MQM to get the political mileage. Pervez 

Musharraf again used his tactical mindset and removed Chief Justice of 

Pakistan Iftekhar Muhammad Chaudhary which miscalculated and backfired. 

The lawyer‘s movement started. Musharraf used his allied MQM to encounter 

the lawyer movement. About 150 people were murdered during agitation in 

Karachi on 12
th

 May. Musharraf‘s political activities bring discomforts in 

army‘s inner circles. Lal Masjid incident damaged the image of army as an 

institution. Religious parties were on fire on Lal Masjid incident.  

Musharraf started to lose his control over his government. As a tactical mover, 

Musharraf enhanced his ties with Benazir Bhutto by using common friends 

and offer NRO to get the political mileage. He stressed that Benazir Bhutto 

remained on exile and would not come back before election. But he was failed 

as the time passed. Benazir Bhutto come back and faced a serious bomb attack 

at Karachi airport. She was threatened by unknown sources. At last, Mrs. 

Bhutto was assassinated at Liaquat Bagh Rawalpindi just after a public 

meeting. Nawaz Sharif also allowed to land in. He returned and starts his 

political activities. Election campaign started throughout the country. But a 

tragedy is still waiting that was the assassination of Benazir Bhutto. The 

election delayed. After election, PPP formed the government Musharraf tried to 

retain his presidency but forced to resign and go on exile after receiving guard of 

owner. This was not the end of political episode of Kargil.  
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Appendix 1 

Tale of 1999 Coup  

I advised Karachi Air Traffic Control that I had 198 souls on board, a limited 

amount of fuel and that if we were not allowed to land we would lose the aircraft 

and that would be the end of the story.  

 Pilot of PK 805, Captain Sayed Sarwat Hussain 

On the morning of October, Nawaz Sharif finally made up his mind. His army chief 

would have to go. Like many Pakistani leaders before him, Sharif had surrounded 

himself with a tightly woven cocoon of sycophants. Family relatives and business 

cronies filled the key posts of his administration. The chief of army staff, General 

Pervez Musharraf, did not fit in. Sharif had appointed Musharraf in October and 

quickly came to regret the decision. He regarded his army chief with distaste. The 

origin of the antagonism, which was mutual, lay in the snow-clad, Himalayan peaks 

of Kashmir. In the spring of Musharraf gave the final order for Pakistani troops to 

cross the line of control that separates the Indian and Pakistani armies in Kashmir. 

The soldiers, posing as divinely-inspired Islamic militants, clambered up the snowy 

passes that led to one of Kashmir‘s most strategic locations: the dusty, run-down town 

of Kargil. Having caught the Indians off guard, the Pakistani troops made significant 

territorial gains. Tactically, the operation was a success. Politically, it was a disaster. 

As India cried foul, Sharif found himself in the midst of a major international crisis. 

And while General Musharraf had sent the troops in, Prime Minister Sharif was left 

with the unenviable task of getting them out. For three decades the Pakistani people 

had absorbed a steady flow of vitriolic propaganda about the Kashmir issue: Sharif‘s 

decision to withdraw seemed incomprehensibleI advised Karachi Air Traffic Control 

that I had 198 souls on board, a limited amount of fuel and that if we were not 

allowed to land we would lose the aircraft and that would be the end of the story. 

Pilot of PK 805, Captain Sayed Sarwat Hussain and humiliating,as the man who had 

defied world opinion and tested Pakistan‘s nuclear bomb, Sharif had been acclaimed 

as a national hero. As the man who pulled out from Kargil, he was denounced as a 
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supine coward. Sharif‘s sense of resentment was acute. General Musharraf, he 

complained, had marched his men to the top of the hill without considering how he 

would get them down again. The generals, though, were also unhappy. By deciding to 

pull out of Kargil without negotiating any Indian concessions in return, they argued, 

Sharif had squandered a militarily advantageous position and caused a crisis of 

confidence within the Pakistan army. After the Kargil withdrawal Musharraf faced a 

surge of discontent within the army. As he toured a series of garrisons he repeatedly 

faced the same question: ‗If Kargil was a victory then why did we pull back?‘ 

Musharraf told his men that it was the prime minister‘s fault and that the army had 

had no choice but to obey his order. It was a disingenuous response. Musharraf had 

been fully consulted on the withdrawal order and had raised no serious objection to it. 

Sharif was never in any doubt that removing Musharraf would be a high-risk exercise. 

In Sharif‘s first government had been forced out of office in part because the military 

high command lost confidence in him. He was determined to avoid a repeat 

performance. Indeed, from the moment he took over as prime minister again in, Sharif 

had devoted himself to making his political position impregnable. He began by 

tackling the press. Newspaper editors were bullied into submission. The government 

distributed bribes to its media allies and ordered tax investigations into those editors 

who continued to print critical articles. Parliament, too, was emasculated. Sharif 

forced through a constitutional amendment that required all members of the National 

Assembly to vote according to party lines. The judiciary posed a more formidable 

challenge. In the Supreme Court summoned Sharif to appear before it in a contempt 

of court case? Twice he submitted to the court‘s will. On the third occasion his 

patience ran out. A mob of his supporters, led by some cabinet members and close 

advisers, ransacked the Supreme Court, disrupting proceedings and smashing 

furniture. The terrified judges caved in and the contempt of court case was dropped.  

Within weeks it was the turn of the president, Farooq Leghari. Initially appointed by 

Benazir Bhutto, Leghari had abandoned his patron and switched sides, installing 

Nawaz Sharif as prime minister. But even if he owed his premiership to Leghari, 

Sharif still didn‘t entirely trust the president. As soon as Leghari voiced support for 

the embattled judiciary, Sharif had him replaced by an old family friend from Lahore, 
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Rafiq Tarar. A former Supreme Court judge, Tarar had a reputation as both a pious 

Muslim and a man who had a huge repertoire of dirty jokes. He was not, however, 

known for his ability to stand up to authority. As soon as he became president, Tarar 

readily agreed to Sharif‘s proposal that the presidency be stripped of its power to 

remove a sitting government. Nawaz Sharif went on to target Benazir Bhutto, the only 

Pakistani politician who rivalled his national appeal. After a no-expense-barred, two-

year-long investigation, Sharif secured her conviction on corruption charges. The 

prime minister, though, did not imprison Bhutto. Aware of her unrivalled capacity to 

play the role of political martyr, he calculated that she would be more dangerous 

inside prison than out. Consequently he brokered a deal that allowed her to flee to 

London where she posed no political threat. Sharif also made efforts to tame the most 

resilient Pakistani institution of all: the army. On October General Musharraf‘s widely 

respected predecessor General Jehangir Karamat, despairing of the sustained 

corruption and incompetence of the Sharif administration, had voiced the frustration 

felt by countless officers. In a speech to Lahore Naval College, he called for the 

establishment of a National Security Council that would give the military a formal 

role in the political decision-making process: ‗A National Security Council‘, he said, 

‗or similar committee at the apex would institutionalise decision-making.‘1 Sharif 

responded ruthlessly: within two days Karamat was forced to resign and General 

Musharraf appointed chief of army staff in his place. Musharraf was not Sharif‘s first 

choice. He had wanted to appoint another family friend, the soft-spoken and highly 

ambitious Lt. General Khwaja Ziauddin. Ziauddin, however, had risen through the 

Engineer‘s Corps and, by tradition, the army chief had to have an infantry or 

armoured background. Advised that any breach of this tradition would be 

unacceptable to the army, Sharif opted for Musharraf instead. But he 

Also took care to ensure that should another opportunity arise in the future, Ziauddin 

would be better placed to take over. The prime minister appointed him as director 

general of the ISI. Normally such a decision would have been taken in consultation 

with the army chief but, much to General Musharraf‘s annoyance, Sharif pushed 

Ziauddin‘s promotion through just hours after Musharraf himself was appointed. Even 

though Sharif did not consider Musharraf to be an ideal choice, the prime minister 
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initially felt comfortable with him. In August (two months before Karamat‘s 

dismissal) Musharraf had used some of his political contacts to secure a meeting with 

Sharif so that he could put himself forward as a possible successor. It was an astute 

move. Sharif started perceiving Musharraf as a potentially loyal and subservient army 

chief. Furthermore, since Musharraf was an Urdu-speaking officer whose family had 

come to Pakistan at the time of partition, Sharif hoped he would be unable to build a 

secure power base in the Punjabi dominated army. Not for the first time (or the last) 

Sharif‘s judgement was faulty. Although ethnic ties in the Pakistan army are strong, 

loyalty to the institution itself is generally even stronger. Furthermore, Musharraf was 

a former commando who had shown scant respect for his senior officers throughout 

his career. The sacked Karamat had repeatedly stated both in public and in private that 

he would never mount a coup. He meant it. Musharraf, however, was an unknown 

quantity. For his part, Musharraf neither respected nor admired Sharif. Like many of 

his senior military colleagues, he saw the prime minister as an incapable, power-

crazed paranoiac who was failing to produce the economic growth that Pakistan so 

badly needed. As he settled down to his new job, however, Musharraf put such 

thoughts aside and concentrated on military matters in which he advocated a more 

proactive policy. One of his early decisions was to explore the possibility of moving 

on to the offensive in Kashmir. The result was the Kargil campaign. After Kargil, the 

relationship between the prime minister and army chief was severely damaged and, by 

early September, General Head Quarters (GHQ) was buzzing with rumours that Sharif 

would sack Musharraf. It was clear that a crisis was imminent. Recalling that time, 

former navl chief Admiral (Retd.) Fasih Bokhari has said: ‗The two men could not 

work together and both were preparing to take someaction. I could see that there were 

now two centres of power on a collision course.‘2 Bokhari‘s view was not based on 

hearsay. In the first week of September Musharraf, somewhat guardedly, declared his 

hand. At an informal meeting with the navy chief, Musharraf described Sharif as 

incompetent and incapable of running the country. Bokhari, who was an ex officio 

member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, got the firm impression that Musharraf was 

sounding out whether he could rely on the navy‘s support in the event of a coup. 

Bokhari was not the only one to notice the tension between the two men. On 

September 5, Sharif and Musharraf travelled together to the Northern Areas. They 
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were to preside over a ceremony to reward the Northern Light Infantry (NLI) for its 

role in the Kargil campaign. Previously a paramilitary force answerable to the 

Ministry of Interior, the NLI was to be inducted into the regular army. The trip got off 

to a bad start when Sharif noticed the absence of the commander of the corps, Lt. 

General Mehmood Ahmed. In the previous few weeks Sharif and Musharraf had 

undertaken two other trips to the Northern Areas and on both occasions Mehmood 

had been present. On this third occasion his absence was especially striking as the 

Northern Light Infantry was to be transferred to his command. Sharif knew that 

Mehmood would be a key figure in any coup against his government. Clearly, he 

should have attended the induction ceremony. As far as Sharif was concerned, there 

was only one explanation for Mehmood not being present: Musharraf was afraid he 

might be arrested by Sharif and wanted Mehmood away from the scene so that he 

could organise a response if the need arose. On the evening of September Sharif 

revealed his anxiety. General Musharraf was in the lobby of the Hotel Shangri-La 

outside Skardu showing off a new Italian laser-guided pistol to the information 

minister, Mushahid Hussain. As Musharraf was explaining how the pistol could never 

miss its target, the prime minister walked into the lobby. Aware of his fondness for 

high tech gadgets, Mushahid Hussain called Sharif over. ‗Have you seen this new 

pistol?‘ he asked Sharif. ‗It‘s remarkable.‘ Uncharacteristically, Sharif did not ask 

how the pistol worked, but he did put one question to the army chief. ‗General‘, he 

asked, ‗who are you aiming it at? 

As he considered the possibility of mounting a coup, Musharraf realised he would not 

be able to move without the support of all his corps commanders. He called them 

together in mid-September and raised the question of Sharif‘s competence. Although 

there was wide agreement that Sharif was not performing well, the generals decided 

that the army could not move without clear justification. But if Sharif tried to sack 

Musharraf, the corps commanders agreed, and then they would act: to lose two army 

chiefs in the space of a year would be unacceptable. With this qualified backing 

Musharraf went back to Sharif and said he wanted to be given the full chairmanship 

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (at the time he was only acting chairman) and, to 

demonstrate his seriousness, he put the Brigade on standby. It was an unmistakeable 
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signal. Brigade had been used for carrying out every previous coup in Pakistan. Three 

hundred troops, with a squadron of tanks, were posted at the army‘s GHQ in 

Rawalpindi, just miles from Islamabad. The troops were outside the normal chain of 

command and answerable only to General Musharraf himself. Sharif‘s fears were 

confirmed by one of his few allies in the army leadership, the corps commander from 

the Baloch capital Quetta, General Tariq Pervez. The two men knew each other well: 

the general‘s cousin, Raja Nadir Pervez, was Sharif‘s communications minister. A 

few days after the corps commander‘s meeting, General Tariq Pervez warned Sharif 

that if he moved against Musharraf, the army would strike. Thoroughly unnerved, 

Sharif sought the help of his most trusted political ally, Senator Saif ur Rehman. The 

energetic senator had organised the triumphant corruption investigation into Benazir 

Bhutto and had blackmailed and bullied countless other government opponents. He 

now concentrated his efforts on Musharraf, putting a tap on his phones and 

monitoring his movements. Sharif next turned his attention to Washington. He wanted 

to warn the Americans that Pakistan‘s democratic regime was at risk. The prime 

minister knew that if he conveyed such a message through official Foreign Office 

channels it would be leaked back to the military in a matter of minutes. He 

consequently decided to send a more trustworthy and convincing envoy: his brother, 

Shahbaz. It was a good choice. With his studied English accent, immaculate three-

piece suits and fluent patterabout democracy and accountability, Shahbaz knew how 

to charm Western officials. Indeed, many US diplomats in Islamabad were so 

impressed with Shahbaz that they openly voiced their opinion that he would make a 

better prime minister than his brother. Shahbaz reached Washington on  

September and briefed the State Department about the risk of a coup. He reminded the 

Americans that on July Nawaz Sharif had responded to President Clinton‘s appeal to 

withdraw Pakistani troops from Kargil. The prime minister, Shahbaz argued, was 

paying a high political price for that decision. And who, Shahbaz asked, was 

responsible for Kargil? None other than the volatile chief of army staff, General 

Musharraf. Not only had he led the subcontinent into a small war; he was now 

threatening the democratically elected government. As well as suggesting that 

Washington had a moral obligation to help his brother, Shahbaz Sharif also made a 

significant offer. He told the Americans that the Pakistani government was about to 
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take a tougher line on the Taliban regime in Afghanistan. This was exactly what 

Washington wanted to hear. The US had long been deeply frustrated by Islamabad‘s 

support for the Taliban. The issue became acute after the July bombing of the US 

embassies in Kenya and Tanzania in which over people, including twelve Americans, 

were killed. Washington blamed the attacks on the Afghan-based Saudi dissident 

Osama Bin Laden and in Augusteven launched a cruise missile attack on Bin Laden‘s 

militant training camps in eastern Afghanistan. Sharif offered to help America kill Bin 

Laden. He agreed that US troops could visit Pakistan and brief a team of Pakistani 

troops from the Special Services Group (SSG), who would then go to Afghanistan and 

try to either capture or kill Bin Laden. Nawaz Sharif was determined to ensure that 

Washington had a stake in the survival of his government. (The plan to capture or kill 

Bin Laden never came to fruition. After the coup General Musharraf ditched the plan 

as unrealistic.)4 Shahbaz‘s visit to the States produced immediate results. On 

September an unnamed US official in Washington said: ‗We hope there will be no 

return to the days of interrupted democracy in Pakistan.‘5 US officials in Islamabad 

reinforced the message. While insistent that they were backing not Sharif, but rather 

the Pakistani constitution, they said  

Washington would oppose ‗any extra-constitutional actions‘ in Pakistan.6 While 

making these highly unusual public statements, US officials privately urged Sharif to 

patch up his differences with Musharraf. Musharraf, however, was pressing ahead 

with his preparations for a possible coup and the Brigadewere reviewing their 

procedures for taking over. On September staff at the prime minister‘s official 

residence noticed that troops were walking around the building‘s perimeter with 

headphones and walkie-talkies. Sharif demanded an explanation but when it came it 

hardly put his mind at rest. The army claimed it had intelligence that the prime 

minister could be the target of a terrorist attack and had consequently decided to 

review its procedures for protecting him. Sharif believed that the military were 

tapping his phones and bugging his offices. Before discussing sensitive issues with 

close colleagues he would switch up the volume of his television set.7 By the end of 

September Sharif was making detailed plans for Musharraf‘s removal. Realising that 

secrecy would be vital, Sharif telephoned his son, Hussain Nawaz, who was doing a 
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business deal in London, and told him to return to Pakistan as soon as possible. He 

also gave Musharraf some reassuring signals that his three-year term as army chief 

was not in doubt. To further demonstrate his good faith Sharif promoted Musharraf to 

chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on a permanent basis. Aware that American 

support could be crucial, Sharif also delivered on his promise regarding the Taliban. 

On October, the prime minister told a press conference in Islamabad that his 

government was demanding the closure of militant training camps in Afghanistan.8 If 

Sharif was trying to lull Musharraf into a false sense of security it did not work. As 

soon as the army chief heard that General Tariq Pervez had been meeting Sharif he 

relieved him of his duties. (On October, one day after the coup, Musharraf went one 

stage further and had the general arrested. The charge sheet said he ‗had divulged 

sensitive information to certain outside quarters which posed a threat to the interests 

of the Pakistan Armed Forces‘.9) Musharraf also made a second significant personnel 

change. Another corps commander, General Saleem Hyder, known to have close links 

with Sharif, was demoted to the post of master general of ordnance.  

Sharif was furious that his few allies in the military were being sacked and demoted. 

It was now just a question of timing. The prime minister knew that Musharraf was due 

to be out of Pakistan in October to attend the fiftieth anniversary celebrations of Sri 

Lanka‘s army. The army chief was due to return on October; since he would be 

airborne for four hours, Sharif calculated, the army would be caught off-balance and 

left unsure how to react to his sacking. By the time Musharraf touched down, his 

removal would be a fait accompli and a new army chief would have taken his place. 

Sharif was relying on the element of surprise and felt constrained by his fear that he 

was being bugged. On October he arranged a flight to Abu Dhabi ostensibly for a 

meeting with Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Nahyan. He took a very limited group 

consisting of his son Hussain Nawaz, his speechwriter Nazir Naji and the man he 

wanted to succeed Musharraf, the ISI chief General Ziauddin. Confident that any 

conversation on the plane could not be overheard, Sharif spent the entire flight talking 

to Ziauddin: the final plot was being hatched. On the fateful day, Sharif knew he had 

to give the appearance of conducting business as usual. At a.m. on October he left 

Islamabad to make a routine political speech in the town of Shujaabad, near Multan. 
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Before leaving, Sharif gave instructions that he wanted his defence secretary, Lt. 

General (Retd.) Iftikhar Ali Khan, to meet him on his return. He also scheduled an 

appointment with President Rafiq Tarar for that afternoon, giving instructions that the 

meeting should not be reflected in his official programme for the day. The prime 

minister again took a small group with him: Hussain Nawaz, Nazir Naji and the 

chairman of Pakistan Television (PTV), Pervez Rashid. When the plane landed in 

Multan, Sharif told Nazir Naji that he should remain on board for a discussion with 

his son and Pervez Rashid. All the crew, Sharif said, had been told to leave the plane 

and they could talk in confidence. Once the aircraft door was closed the three men sat 

down and Pervez Rashid asked Nazir Naji for his mobile phone. Sharif, he explained, 

could not afford any of the information he was about to divulge to be leaked. Naji was 

then shown a speech written in Hussain Sharif‘s handwriting that his father planned to 

give on television that evening. Although the punch line – the dismissal of Musharraf 

– was not included in the draft, it wasclear that the speech would announce that 

decision. Naji then worked on the draft, translating it into Urdu. Two hours later the 

prime minister‘s plane was heading back towards Islamabad and when he touched 

down at the military airbase at Chaklala his defence secretary, as arranged, was there 

to meet him. As the two men were driven to the prime minister‘s residence, Sharif 

declared his hand. The sacking of Lt. General Tariq Pervez, he said, ‗has started 

creating the impression that there is a gap between the government and the army 

which is not good for the security of Pakistan . . . I have decided to appoint a new 

army chief.‘ The defence secretary was shocked: he could guess the army‘s likely 

reaction. He suggested that the prime minister might want to discuss the issue with 

Musharraf but Sharif was adamant. ‗The time for this discussion‘, he said, ‗is over.‘10 

As the prime minister‘s car drew up outside his official residence in Islamabad his 

principal secretary Saeed Mehdi was, as ever, on hand to greet him. Mehdi was 

already aware of the prime minster‘s plans and Sharif now told him to prepare the 

official papers for the handover of military power. As he walked into his office, the 

prime minister confirmed that the new army chief was to be none other than the man 

he had wanted to appoint twelve months before, Lt. General Ziauddin. As Sharif‘s 

officials got to work, General Musharraf had already completed his official 

programme in Sri Lanka and was preparing to board flight PK 805 which would take 
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him back to Karachi, along with 200 other passengers and crew, including the pilot, 

Captain Sarwat Hussain. Because the army chief was on board there were extra 

security checks and the plane took off forty minutes late at . p.m. At the very 

moment Musharraf‘s plane was climbing into the sky, the man who confidently 

expected to replace him was reaching the prime minster‘s residence. By the time 

Sharif went to see him at p.m., Saeed Mehdi had completed drafting the official 

notification. It stated that: 

It has been decided to retire General Pervez Musharraf, Acting Chairman, Joint Chiefs 

of Staff Committee and Chief of the Army Staff with immediate effect. Lt. Gen. 

Ziauddin has been appointed as theChief of Army Staff with immediate effect and 

promoted to the rank of General. Before orders to this effect are issued, President may 

kindly see.By4:30 p.m. Sharif had signed the document. The deed was done. 

 He told Ziauddin to assume his command and went to the president‘s residence to 

show him the notification. Perhaps aware that the army might not accept the change, 

and that Sharif‘s days might be numbered, Tarar displayed some of the political 

cunning that had enabled him to achieve high office. Rather than writing the word 

‗approved‘ on the notification, he employed the more neutral term ‗seen‘ and signed 

it. With the formalities completed Sharif told Pakistan Television (PTV) to broadcast 

the news of Musharraf‘s sacking. It did so on the 5 p.m. bulletin. PTV was also told to 

take pictures of Ziauddin receiving his badges of rank. Ziauddin was now the de jure 

army chief, but he knew that to become the de facto leader as well he would have to 

move fast. Rather than waste time by driving back to the ISI headquarters, he stayed 

in the prime minister‘s residence and started making phone calls from there. He 

thought two men, the chief of general staff Lt. General Aziz Khan and the commander 

of the 10th corps Lt. General Mehmood Ahmed, were likely to offer him the stiffest 

resistance. Both were Musharraf loyalists who, within army circles, had been 

outspoken in their criticism of Sharif. Ziauddin decided to remove both of them. He 

called an old engineering corps friend, the quarter-master general Lt. General Akram, 

and offered him the job of chief of the general staff. Excited by his promotion, Akram 

said he would come straight round to the prime minister‘s house. Ziauddin then called 

the man who had recently been removed by Musharraf, General Saleem Hyder. Hyder 
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was playing golf and was not immediately available. Eventually the two men spoke 

and Hyder was offered General Mehmood‘s job: th corps commander. Having 

sorted out the two key posts, Ziauddin called round other corps commanders. Most 

were non-committal. They were in an awkward position: they did not want to 

repudiate the new army chief but were also aware that Musharraf loyalists might resist 

him. While Ziauddin was trying to shore up his new position, the two men best placed 

to stop him, Lt. Generals Aziz and Mehmood, were playing 

golf but tennis. They realised that there was a problem when both their mobile phones 

started ringing on the side of the court. The man who called them was the Peshawar-

based Lt. General Syed uz Zafar. As the longest-standing corps commander, he was 

serving as the acting chief of army staff in Musharraf‘s absence. Consequently, 

Ziauddin had called him to tell him about his own elevation and Musharraf‘s sacking. 

But rather than simply accept Ziauddin‘s statement as a fait accompli General Syed uz 

Zafar called Aziz and Mehmood in Rawalpindi. The second they were told what was 

happening Aziz and Mehmood held a brief conversation and decided to act. As one 

eyewitness put it, ‗I have never seen two senior officers move so fast.‘ They sped to 

GHQ and, as they changed out of their sports kit, considered their options. One thing, 

they decided, was beyond doubt: they could not permit a change of army chief while 

Musharraf was out of the country. The first priority, then, was to get the news off 

PTV. The two generals despatched Major Nisar of the Punjab Regiment, together with 

fifteen armed men, to the PTV building in Islamabad. He was ordered to block any 

further announcement about Musharraf‘s sacking. As the major set off, Aziz called a 

meeting of all available corps commanders and other senior officers at army 

headquarters in Rawalpindi. Some already knew what was up: they had received the 

telephone calls from Ziauddin. And with Mehmood and Aziz determined to resist 

Ziauddin‘s appointment, the corps commanders decided to implement the decision 

they had taken in principle in September: Sharif had to go. Within minutes, the 

infamous Brigade was ordered to do its job. Unaware of the growing crisis, PTV 

continued to put out the news of Ziauddin‘s appointment. The station‘s managers first 

became aware of a problem when Major Nisar and his men rushed past the guards on 

the gate and stormed into the control room. The major ordered the PTV staff to block 
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the news of Musharraf‘s dismissal. ‗Take it off! Take it off!‘ he yelled. Faced with 

fifteen armed men and a screaming major, the staff complied. At 6: p.m. Nawaz 

Sharif was sitting in the TV lounge of his official residence waiting for the news 

bulletin. But when it came on, he was dismayed that there was no mention of 

Musharraf‘s sacking. He told his military secretary, Brigadier Javed Iqbal, to go 

straight to the 

TV headquarters and find out what was going on. Sharif was now convinced that he 

had to prevent General Musharraf‘s plane from landing. Ziauddin agreed. He advised 

Sharif that if Musharraf were kept out of the country the army would have to accept 

his removal. The prime minister picked up the phone and made a desperate attempt to 

save his administration. First he spoke to Aminullah Choudhry, the Karachi-based 

director general of the Civil Aviation Authority. A classic civil servant, Choudhry 

could be relied upon to execute the prime minster‘s orders without hesitation. Sharif 

told Choudhry that flight PK 805 should not be allowed to land in Pakistan. Choudhry 

immediately called the air traffic control tower at Karachi: ‗Which international 

flights do you have coming in at this time? Is there any coming in from Colombo?‘ he 

asked.11 having learnt that PK 805 was due to land within an hour, he ordered the 

closure of Karachi airport. Minutes later, the runway lights were switched off and 

three fire engines were parked on the landing strip – one at each end and a third in the 

middle. Choudhry also ordered the closure of PK 805‘s alternate destination, a small 

rural airport in Nawabshah, 200 miles east of Karachi. Back in Islamabad, Sharif‘s 

military secretary, Brigadier Javed Iqbal, an excitable man at the best of times, was 

manically preparing for his mission to the TV station. As he left the prime minister‘s 

residence, he noticed a group of men from the Punjabi Elite Police at the gate. They 

were Shahbaz Sharif‘s personal bodyguards. He took the men with him and made the 

short journey to PTV headquarters. He arrived at 6:15 p.m. and went straight to the 

control room where he found Major Nisar with his fifteen men. ‗Disarm yourself 

immediately!‘ the brigadier yelled.12 Major Nisar refused. The brigadier then drew a 

pistol and pointed it at Nisar‘s chest. The Punjabi Elite Police and the Punjabi 

Regiment were moments away from a shoot-out. Nisar blinked first. He handed his 

gun to the brigadier and told his men to lay down their weapons. Within minutes the 
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major and his men were locked in a room with an armed guard at the door. The 

jubilant military secretary ordered the Elite Police to shoot anyone who offered 

resistance and headed back to report his success to the prime minster. (Later, 

Brigadier Iqbal was to rue his actions. On 13 October he was arrested and charged 

with drawing a pistol on a fellow officer.) 

With the TV station back under civilian control, the news about Musharraf‘s 

retirement was rebroadcast at the end of the 6: p.m. bulletin. Encouraged by this turn 

of events, Sharif renewed his efforts to keep Musharraf out of the country. He called a 

long-time political ally, the chairman of Pakistan International Airlines (PIA), Shahid 

Abbasi, and repeated his order that PK 805 should not land in Pakistan but be sent to 

Muscat or anywhere else in the Middle East. He did not give a reason but, having just 

seen the news bulletin, Abbasi wasn‘t in much doubt about the prime minister‘s 

motivation. Both Choudhry and Abbasi, though, soon realised that a disaster was in 

the making. Officials at PIA‘s operations department told Abbasi that the plane was 

50 miles away from Karachi and lacked sufficient fuel to reach the Middle East. 

Choudhry‘s staff at the Civil Aviation Authority had already reached the same 

conclusion. The plane would have to land in Pakistan. Aminullah Choudhry called the 

prime minster and told him. But, Choudhry subsequently claimed, Sharif was 

adamant: the plane must not land in Pakistan. Back at PTV headquarters, Major Nisar 

and his men were still being held under armed guard. When army officers at GHQ 

saw the news of Musharraf‘s sacking being replayed at the end of the 6 p.m. news 

bulletin, they realised something had gone wrong. A second army unit was despatched 

to PTV. At 6:45 p.m. another major, this time with five armed soldiers, asked the 

guards at the gate if they could enter the building. With the Punjabi Elite Police 

breathing down their necks, the guards refused to let the major through. Half an hour 

later, the major returned with a truckload of troops. Again he was refused entry, but 

this time he would not be denied. With a flick of his wrist the major ordered his men 

to clamber over the PTV gate. Journalists who had gathered at PTV filmed the 

pictures that within hours were leading news bulletins all over the world. The Elite 

Police, realising they were outnumbered and outgunned, offered no resistance; some 

even put their weapons on the ground and sat on them. By 7:15 p.m. PTV was off-air. 
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By then the coup was well underway. The first soldiers to reach the prime minister‘s 

residence had arrived at around 6:30 p.m. Having secured the gatehouse, a major took 

fifteen men over the extensive lawns and headed for the building‘s main entrance. As 

the porch came intoview, the major saw General Ziauddin on the steps with six plain 

clothes ISI officers. The major ordered the ISI men to lay down their weapons. They 

refused and General Ziauddin tried to persuade the major to back down. The major 

started trembling. He was, after all, disobeying an order from the duly appointed army 

chief. Beads of sweat poured down his forehead. ‗Sir‘, he threatened Ziauddin, ‗it 

would take me just one second.‘ Ziauddin, recognising that resistance was futile, told 

his men to lay down their weapons. Once inside the prime minster‘s residence, the 

soldiers soon found all the key figures of Sharif‘s administration. The prime minister, 

realising that he was about to be ousted, had gone to his private quarters to shred 

some documents. That done, he gathered with his brother Shahbaz and his son 

Hussain Nawaz to await their fate. General Ziauddin, his new chief of staff Lt. 

General Akram and other Sharif allies were also there. Having heard about 

Musharraf‘s sacking, Sharif‘s trusted ally Saif ur Rehman had gone to the residence. 

So had his brother, Mujib ur Rehman, the chairman of the Pakistan Cricket Board, 

who had turned up with his young son to congratulate Sharif on getting rid of 

Musharraf. Mujib had never been an important political figure and, but for his 

naivety, he would have been able to leave the residence a free man. An army officer 

asked for Mujib‘s child to be removed. Rather than just taking his son away, a 

terrified Mujib ur Rehman asked if that meant he could fly to Dubai. The officer 

immediately became suspicious and told Mujib to stay put. With the residence 

secured, Lt. General Mehmood himself arrived and confronted Nawaz. ‗I was praying 

and hoping‘, the general said, and ‗that it wouldn‘t come to this.‘ But if developments 

on the ground were reaching a conclusion, the same could not be said for the events in 

the air. The pilot of PK 805, Captain Sarwat Hussain, was becoming increasingly 

agitated. Despite his misgivings, Aminullah Choudhry was still trying to implement 

the prime minister‘s order to prevent the plane from landing in Pakistan. As the 

recordings from the air traffic control tower reveal, Choudhry‘s staff knew that there 

could be a disaster. ‗If it crashes, then?‘ asked one. ‗We cannot take the blame if it 

crashes,‘ responded another. To add to their woes, the air traffic controllers now had 
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the military coming on the line. GHQ in Rawalpindi had already ordered troops in 

Karachi to take overthe airport so that Musharraf could land. The chief of Pakistan‘s 

air defence, Lt. General Iftikhar Hussain Shah, called the air traffic controller in 

person. He took a paternalistic but uncompromising approach: ‗Son, do this‘, he told 

the hapless controller, ‗it must not be diverted.‘ This admonition came just five 

minutes after Aminullah Choudhry had repeated his order to redirect the flight. The 

tape-recorder in the air traffic control tower captured the controller‘s reply. It is best 

transcribed as ‗Uuuuhn!‘ These were critical minutes. The air traffic controllers were 

caught between two authorities. They decided to obey their immediate boss, 

Aminullah Choudhry.  

: Air Traffic Control Tower (ATC): ‗PK. If your alternate is Nawabshah, the 

Nawabshah airfield is also closed.‘ PK: ‗OK, sir. We understand the situation very 

very clearly now.‘ 

For all his sardonic calm, the pilot‘s situation was now desperate. He could not land in 

Pakistan but he did not have enough fuel to reach the Middle East. The air traffic 

controllers, however, would not back down.  

: ATC: ‗PK. It‘s up to you. You have to decide what you have to do. Proceed as per 

your decision.‘ PK: ‗We understand that Karachi very well. The point is we have 

limited fuel. Either we run out of fuel and that‘s the end of the story or you allow us to 

land . . .‘ ATC: ‗PK . You cannot land at any airport in Pakistan and you can proceed 

outside Pakistan.‘  

While these anguished conversations were going on, Aminullah Choudhry was trying 

to reach the prime minister to restate the point that the plane did not have enough fuel 

to reach the Middle East. By this stage, troops had already entered Sharif‘s official 

residence and, in the confusion, Choudhry could not get through to the prime minister. 

Eventually he managed to speak to Sharif‘s military secretary, Brigadier Javed Iqbal, 

and explained the problem once again. After some minutes, the brigadier called back. 

He said the aircraft should be allowed to land 
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at Nawabshah, isolated at the end of the runway, refuelled and sent on to the Middle 

East. No one, he said, should be allowed to disembark. Air traffic control relayed the 

new instructions and told the plane it could land at Nawabshah. With immense relief 

the crew of PK805 turned the plane around and headed for their alternate destination. 

The tapes recorded in the air traffic control tower give a good indication of what was 

happening on board PK, but they do not tell the whole story. The control tower could 

not hear all the conversations between Captain Sarwat and General Musharraf. The 

general, however, gave his account of what happened in the cockpit.14 As soon as he 

had learnt that all the airports in Pakistan were closed to him, Captain Sarwat had 

concluded that his unenviable predicament had something to do with General 

Musharraf‘s presence on board his plane. He called Musharraf to the cockpit and told 

him that air traffic control had denied permission to land. The pilot said the plane had 

just enough fuel to land in Ahmedabad in India. ‗We are actually now left with forty-

five minutes of fuel‘, the pilot said, ‗and we can only go to India.‘ ‗Over my dead 

body,‘ replied Musharraf. ‗We are not going to India. Tell that to the air traffic 

control.‘ The air traffic control tower, however, was adamant that the Pakistani 

airports remained closed. ‗By this time‘, Musharraf recalled, 

the pilot said we did not even have the fuel to go to India. We had maybe thirty-five 

minutes to land. So I said ‗OK Hell with everything, land at Karachi‘. The pilot, 

however, said that the landing lights at the runway must have been switched off. 

There must be something across the runway which would not allow us to land. In fact 

it would be a total disaster. I had to accept but I said: ‗Paint this picture immediately 

to the air traffic control tower because we can‘t go anywhere.‘ 

Musharraf gave a very similar version of these events to the news magazine 

Newsline.15 In that interview he added one detail. Having eventually received 

permission to land in Nawabshah, Musharraf recalled the following conversation: ‗I 

asked the pilot whether we could reach Nawabshah and he said: ―Yes. We can.‖ So I 

said: ―OK. Let‘s go.‖‘ The pilot did just that. 

A couple of minutes after PK 805 set off for Nawabshah; the army arrived at Karachi 

airport and took it over. The first soldier to reach the air traffic control tower was 
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Brigadier Jabbar Sahib who demanded that the plane be brought back to Karachi. The 

air traffic controllers decided to check with their boss, Aminullah Choudhry: 

: ATC: ‗Brigadier Jabbar Sahib and his team are here.‘ Choudhry: ‗Yes.‘ ATC: ‗And 

they have said to bring it back to Karachi.‘ Choudhry: ‗Uh. OK.‘ ATC: ‗Yes sir.‘ 

Choudhry: ‗I see. If they are saying this and I am going to say that he has to be off-

loaded also, that man.‘ [Musharraf] ATC: ‗So far they have asked for its landing.‘ 

Choudhry: ‗OK. OK. I see. Then you let it land. Yes.‘ ATC: ‗OK sir. OK sir.‘ 

Choudhry realised that if a brigadier was in the control tower, a coup was underway 

and he would have to submit to the army‘s will. The air traffic control called PK back 

to Karachi. The plane was now midway between Karachi and Nawabshah and running 

ever shorter of fuel. The pilot, however, ignored the instruction to return to Karachi 

and instead climbed to a higher altitude where the plane would use less fuel. This was 

a strange decision and Brigadier Jabbar could not understand what was going on. He 

told the traffic controllers that they had to get the plane to Karachi. ‗Our men have 

reached everywhere now,‘ he said. ‗We will blow you up. You have to get that plane 

to land. Send a direct message. Do whatever. It must not be diverted anywhere else.‘ 

Staff at the control tower assured the brigadier they were trying to do just that. PK, 

though, still refused to come down. Eventually, Lt. General Iftikhar went to the air 

traffic control tower in person: 

: ATC (Iftikhar): ‗PK. This is Karachi ATC. over.‘ PK 805 (CREW): ‗Go ahead. 

Over.‘ ATC (Iftikhar): ‗This is General Iftikhar. You are hereby directed to 

land at Karachi airport. The Karachi control tower will guide you. There is no need to 

divert anywhere. Is that clear? Over.‘ 

The message was relayed to Musharraf who still refused to comply. He told Captain 

Sarwat that he wanted to hear from one man and one man alone, his friend and trusted 

colleague, the Karachi corps commander, General Usmani. 

PK (crew): ‗I have been directed by the chief that the Corps Commander should come 

on the line.‘ ATC (Iftikhar): ‗Please convey to the Chief: this is General Iftikhar. I 

would like to speak to him.‘ PK805 (crew) ‗Standby, we will get the General.‘ 
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(Musharraf): ‗Iftikhar this is Pervez. Where is Usmani?‘ ATC (Iftikhar): ‗PK 805, go 

ahead.‘ PK 805 (Musharraf) ‗This is Pervez. Message for Iftikhar. General Iftikhar 

where is Usmani?‘ ATC (Iftikhar): ‗Sir, this is Iftikhar on the set. General Usmani is 

in the VIP lounge. He is waiting at the gate for you. I am in the control tower.‘ PK 

805 (Musharraf): ‗Where is Iftikhar now? Is that Iftikhar speaking?‘ ATC (Iftikhar): 

‗Affirmative.‘ PK 805 (Musharraf): ‗Iftikhar, what is the problem?‘ ATC (Iftikhar): ‗I 

am sure you would not know. About two hours back your retirement was announced 

and you were to be replaced by Zia. The army has taken over and they were trying to 

divert your plane, so that it does not land here. We have taken over the airport and 

you are coming in now.‘ PK805 (Musharraf): ‗Iftikhar thank you. Tell Mehmood and 

Aziz nobody will leave the country.‘ 

Musharraf knew he was running out of time. But the fact that he had still not spoken 

to the one man in Karachi in whom he had complete trust, General Usmani, made him 

nervous. Accordingly, his aides on the plane prepared for the possibility that General 

Iftikhar was trickingthem and that there had been an internal army putsch that would 

result in Musharraf being arrested at Karachi airport. For some years Pakistan 

International Airlines had had a policy of deploying armed air marshals on three of its 

routes: to and from Delhi, Kathmandu and Colombo. Consequently, three marshals 

were, like General Musharraf and his entourage, sitting in the first class seats of PK 

805. The chief of army staff now wanted their guns. Having identified the air 

marshals, Musharraf‘s military secretary, Brigadier Nadeem Taj, made the request. 

After a few minutes‘ deliberation, the air marshals decided they could not hand over 

their weapons. But they did offer to help Musharraf. If anyone tried to storm the 

plane, they said, they would resist and fire back even at the cost of their lives. Slightly 

reassured, but nonetheless sweating profusely, General Musharraf decided the time 

had come to descend. As he later recalled, he ordered the pilot to go to Karachi: ‗I 

told him: ―Return to Karachi‖. Even when he landed, Musharraf was unsure whether 

or not he would need the air marshals‘ help. He refused to get off the plane until 

General Usmani had come on board to reassure him that the army was indeed united 

and that the coup had been on his behalf. Nawaz Sharif later came to trial for his role 

in diverting the plane and was convicted of hijacking. The state‘s prosecution lawyers 
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argued that the positioning of fire engines on the runway at Karachi meant that the 

prime minister had used force to take control of an aeroplane. Sharif‘s defence 

lawyers, however, maintained that if anyone was guilty of hijacking, it was General 

Musharraf himself. The army chief, they said, had taken control of the plane. When 

Captain Sarwat gave his evidence, Sharif‘s defence lawyers repeatedly tried to 

establish why the pilot had initially refused to return to Karachi. They argued that it 

was in fact General Musharraf who had refused and that the pilot had submitted to his 

will. Captain Sarwat steadfastly denied this. He said that he ignored the instruction to 

return to Karachi because he had lost confidence in the air traffic control tower. Since 

there had been so many contradictory orders, he argued, he wanted time to consider 

his options and await developments. He had calculated that he still had a little fuel to 

spare and that he could afford to wait a few minutes before finally committing himself 

to either Nawabshah or Karachi. 

But the defence lawyers were right. Musharraf‘s own account of the events on PK 

clearly indicates that he had taken control of the flight (although he had not used any 

force – a necessary element to prove hijacking). Conclusive evidence of General 

Musharraf‘s active role in the decision-making on board the plane was readily 

available. The Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR) or black box records every sound made 

in the cockpit. The CVR has a looped, thirty-minute tape which allows investigators 

to hear everything said during the half hour before the plane comes to standstill. It 

would consequently have contained material that was not available on the air traffic 

control tower tapes. The court that tried Nawaz Sharif, however, never heard the black 

box recording. The military subsequently claimed that the CVR was left on the plane 

and that the recording of Musharraf‘s conversations with the pilot was erased. The 

police did eventually get hold of the black box but apparently did not listen to it. That 

may have been true: Pakistan does not possess the specialised equipment required to 

listen to a Cockpit Voice Recorder and obtaining a transcript of its contents would 

have meant sending the black box abroad. Precisely what happened to the black box is 

not clear. All that can be said with certainty is that it would have contained material 

embarrassing to General Musharraf and that the material never came into the public 

domain. In assessing the role of the principal players in the PK 805 drama it is 
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important to remember that it was Nawaz Sharif who first ordered the plane‘s 

diversion. It was, at the very least, an unethical decision. PK 805 was a commercial 

flight. For plainly political objectives Sharif put the passengers‘ lives at risk. He not 

only redirected the plane but did so without making any effort to apprise himself of 

the fuel situation. Even when informed about the lack of fuel on board he repeated his 

order that the plane should be sent outside of Pakistan. But General Musharraf also 

took a significant gamble. After he was told the plane could return to land at Karachi 

he waited for seventeen minutes until he was reasonably sure that General Usmani 

was waiting for him at the airport. Needless to say, General Musharraf was one of the 

last men who wanted the plane to crash: he was, after all, on board. He also had the 

benefit of precise information about the fuel situation, which was supplied to him by 

the crew members.  

Nevertheless, Musharraf‘s conducted, at best, fully justified his reputation as a risk-

taker and, at worst, was reckless. When the plane landed Musharraf said it had just 

seven minutes‘ worth of fuel to spare. The flight log shows that12, 00 kilograms of 

fuel were left. That would last around five minutes if the plane was climbing and 

between ten to fifteen minutes if it was cruising. By then the coup was all but over. 

Sharif and his key colleagues were in the army‘s hands, as were the airports, PTV 

stations and the telephone exchanges. By 8:00 p.m. the army had reached Ministers‘ 

Colony in Islamabad (a house in the colony is a perk of ministerial office). Some 

members of the cabinet were trying to make a run for it. Seeing the army approach, 

one minister dashed into his garden, scaled the back wall and then tried to hail a taxi. 

Another put on the scruffiest clothes he could find, gathered his possessions in a 

bundle and set off on foot. The army‘s action in Islamabad was replicated throughout 

the country. The military detained all Sharif‘s key supporters in Lahore, Peshawar and 

Karachi. Mindful of Musharraf‘s order that no one should leave the country, the army 

blocked all international flight departures and troops tried to seal Pakistan‘s 

notoriously porous border with Afghanistan. Atp.m. PTV came back on air to 

announce the dismissal of Nawaz Sharif‘s government. Thousands of people, 

supporting the army action, had gathered outside the TV building. General Musharraf, 

PTV said, would address the nation shortly. He did so the next day  
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I was in Sri Lanka on an official visit. On my way back the PIA commercial flight 

was not allowed to land at Karachi but was ordered to be diverted to anywhere outside 

Pakistan. Despite acute shortages of fuel, imperilling the lives of all the passengers, 

thanks be to Allah, this evil design was thwarted through speedy army action . . . My 

dear countrymen, having briefly explained the background, I wish to inform you that 

the armed forces have moved in as a last resort to prevent any further 

destabilisation.17 

Another period of military rule had begun. 

Source 

Owen bennet Jons, Pakistan in The Eye of Storm, Yale University Press, Haven and London, PP.34-55  
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Appendix 2 

Rice reveals all about Benazir-Musharraf NRO deal 

Says Musharraf was imposing martial  

WASHINGTON: The big official secret of the NRO deal, brokered by the United 

States between then President Pervez Musharraf and Benazir Bhutto, has been 

revealed in full detail by its sponsor, the former US Secretary of State, Condoleezza 

Rice, in her memoirs published here.  

 

She admits everything and reveals all. In graphic detail, Condi has disclosed in her 

book, ―No Higher Honor‖, how she toiled for many sleepless nights to bring 

Musharraf and Benazir together in 2007. 

 

It is for the first time that any American leader has admitted, and so bluntly, that 

Washington had played the key role to bring the two ―moderates‖, Musharraf and 

Benazir, together and a deal was arranged. There have been a number of reports and 

wide speculation about who brokered the deal but never was this confirmed at such an 

authentic level. 

 

Coming at a time when President Zardari is seriously ill, Pak-US relations are at the 

lowest ebb, supplies to Nato are blocked and US has suspended $700 million in aid to 

Pakistan, the Condi Rice book will create many more problems for the ruling PPP. 

The disclosures also come at a time when the NRO has been squarely rejected and 

declared null and void by the Supreme Court of Pakistan and will now be seen how 

the detailed disclosures will affect the NRO verdicts which are yet to be implemented 

in full. The apex court is trying to get its verdicts on NRO implemented. 

Condoleezza Rice also reveals that Musharraf was hours away from imposing martial 

law on August 8, 2007 when she intervened and persuaded him not to do so. ―You 

pulled it off,‖ President Bush complimented her a day later. 
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But the real breaking news comes in her description of how she brought Benazir and 

Musharraf together. No one had any idea of her role in the NRO deal before she 

decided to spill all the beans in her book. 

 

At the beginning of 2007, she says, Musharraf had asked for help in bridging his 

differences with Bhutto, the powerful opposition leaderwho‘d lived in self-imposed 

exile throughout hisrule.―It seemed a long shot, but if the two rivals could come to a 

power-sharing arrangement, it would shift the weight of politics towards the 

moderates and undermine the Islamists, as well as Nawaz Sharif, a former prime 

minister who, more so than other prominent figures in Pakistani politics, was 

suspected of maintaining close ties to the militants. 

 

―Richard Boucher, the assistant secretary for South and Central Asian Affairs, became 

the point man for the US in exploring a deal. Shuttling back and forth between the 

parties — usually meeting Bhutto in London — Richard got them close enough to 

make a face-to-face meeting possible. That encounter took place in the UAE in late 

July, but their discussion was inconclusive. When I talked Musharraf out of declaring 

a state of emergency, I promised to redouble our efforts to bring the two of them 

together. 

―Boucher shuttled back and forth several times in the fall. By early October, there 

were four outstanding issues: when would Musharraf shed his military uniform 

(before or after the elections); would Bhutto and her party colleagues be immunized 

in the multiple corruption cases against them (including the one against her husband); 

could she become prime minister despite a constitutional prohibition against a third 

term (she‘d already had two terms); and finally, would Musharraf support her return 

to Pakistan before the elections? 

―I put those questions to Musharraf in a phone call on Oct 3 at 4:47 pm. At 5:47 pm I 

got back to Bhutto with his response. At 6:18 pm I talked to Musharraf again. At 6:53 
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pm I called Bhutto. That continued every half hour until 11:28 pm, with nine more 

calls back and forth. 

She continues: ―Bhutto was suspicious of Musharraf‘s motives and he of hers. A 

phone call will bring us one step closer to a deal, only to have the next call unravel 

what had been accomplished. Benazir kept saying that she had to bring her party 

conference along because they didn‘t want a deal with Musharraf. I argued that she 

had to do it for the good of the country only an alliance between the two of them 

would allow elections to take place in a stable environment. 

―As I shuttled from phone call to phone call, I asked myself again and again if I was 

doing the right thing. Power-sharing arrangements are fraught with difficulty because, 

in general, the parties don‘t really want to share power. I was also concerned that we 

might be accused of interfering in the democratic process. Why not just let the 

elections happen and let the chips fall where they may?  

She writes: ―And frankly, both of them had major liabilities and assets: Musharraf had 

come to power in a coup, but he controlled and was admired by the all-powerful 

military; Bhutto and her family had severe corruption problems, but she had emerged 

as a symbol of reform in Pakistan and had generally liberal political impulses. Both 

rivals were moderates who were willing to fight extremism  at least as much as any 

Pakistani politician could. A power-sharing arrangement between them would be only 

one step toward democracy in Pakistan, but I thought it an absolutely essential one 

before the country could move ahead. 

Revealing details Rice says: ―I went to bed at about midnight, only to be awakened at 

12:41 am by Musharraf. Well, I had said he could call anytime. I called Bhutto at 4:58 

am and relayed the latest offer. The next morning, I talked to each of them one more 

time. They had a tentative deal — not firm but detailed enough that Bhutto would be 

permitted to return to Pakistan to stand in the parliamentary elections that would be 

held by mid-January.‖ 
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She says the deal had been complicated by rumours that Musharraf planned to take off 

his uniform only after the presidential elections had taken place; he would stand for 

president as Pakistan‘s army chief of staff. ―Bhutto had told me that she didn‘t trust 

him to follow through with his pledge. ―I‘m taking this as a US guarantee that he 

will,‖ she‘d said. 

Rice says the deal was announced on Oct 4. ―When Bhutto returned to Pakistan on 

Oct 18, her homecoming was met with an assassination attempt as two bombs 

exploded at the festive rally celebrating her return. She was spared, but nearly 140 

people died in the attack. 

―Musharraf‘s ‗victory‘ in the presidential elections on Oct 6 only served to inflame 

the situation. Throughout that month, the Supreme Court considered a petition that 

would invalidate the results on the grounds that Musharraf had violated the 

Constitution by standing for election while serving in a military post. As the decision 

neared, Musharraf became more agitated apparently worrying that he might face 

treason charges if the court acted. This time no amount of intervention on my part  or 

on the part of the president, who warned him against doing so — could stop him from 

declaring the state of emergency. On Nov 3 Musharraf suspended the Constitution 

and fired several top judges, including the country‘s chief justice.‖ 

Condi Rice was furious. ―HE‘S DONE,‖ I told the president that morning in the Oval 

Office. ―I don‘t think so,‖ he responded. ―He‘s got the army with him.‖ 

―The president then became emphatic. ―I don‘t want anyone pulling the rug from 

under him. The US isn‘t going to be in a position of trying to bring him down. I didn‘t 

disagree, but we were on record as favouring Pakistani democracy, and Musharraf had 

just blown up any chance for a peaceful transfer of power.‖ 

―Mr President,‖ I said. ―I‘m on the hook for him to take off his uniform and allow 

Bhutto to run for prime minister. He made a direct promise to the secretary of state of 

the US. If he backs off that now, we‘ll have no relationship at all in Pakistan — even 

if we have one with Musharraf.‖ 

―The only other people in the Oval Office were the Vice President, Steve and Josh 

Bolten, so we could be very direct with one another. ―I don‘t want people trashing 
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him,‖ the president said. The vice president added that Musharraf was essential to the 

war on terror. 

―But he‘s got no credibility left with the Pakistani people,‖ I said, Condi writes. ―It‘s 

only a matter of time until he‘s done.‖I reassured the president that I‘d say nothing 

publicly to undermine Musharraf but insisted that we‘d have to criticize the 

imposition of martial law. We ultimately did, prompting Musharraf to excoriate Anne 

Patterson for our ―abandonment‖ of him. The president said that he would personally 

use the time until the upcoming parliamentary elections to counsel with Musharraf 

and get him to do the right thing: keep his promise to make the contests free and fair.  

It was a difficult task, but the president pursued it tirelessly. 

―The situation in the country continued to deteriorate. We were urging Musharraf 

almost daily to commit to lifting the state of emergency and holding elections. 

Finally, on Nov 11, he promised to hold the parliamentary elections in January but 

defended his decision to impose martial law. President Bush was asked about the 

situation, and, as we had agreed he called on Musharraf to hold elections and restore 

the Pakistani constitution. But trying to balance our interests, the president defended 

Pakistani‘s role in cracking down on extremists and made clear that he was still our 

ally. Some thought this position came a little too close to absolving Musharraf for 

what he had done. The president and I talked about it. We were in an untenable 

position. Musharraf needed to lift the state of emergency. 

―Bhutto went before the television cameras at her compound in Lahore, where she had 

been put under house arrest. She told the world that she‘d no longer deal with 

Musharraf, dashing any remaining hope for a power-sharing agreement and setting up 

a confrontation in the January elections. The plan had been to have Bhutto become the 

prime minister should her party win the largest share of seats in Parliament, with 

Musharraf remaining president. That way moderate forces would be united. 

―Now the state of emergency allowed Bhutto to back away from the deal. ―My 

dialogue with him is over,‖ she said.―I called and asked her to reconsider, but she was 
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firm. Several days later Nawaz Sharif returned to Pakistan from exile. Musharraf‘s 

house of cards was crumbling.‖ 

Rice says the final act for the beleaguered Pakistani president came as it grew 

increasingly clear that he was losing support among the army, the institution on which 

he counted to support his continued rule. ―After painstaking negotiations, he resigned 

his military post as he‘d promised, handing over command to General Ashfaq Parvez 

Kayani, the day before he was sworn in as president. He finally lifted emergency rule 

on Dec 15. He would remain president for eight months. But the political reign of 

Pervez Musharraf was essentially over. Pakistan would have free and fair 

parliamentary elections, and when Musharraf eventually stepped down, he would do 

so peacefully. Given the circumstances, that was a significant achievement, and it was 

in no small part for the president‘s persistent work with him.‖ 

The former secretary of state also disclosed that Musharraf was just hours away from 

imposing martial law on August 8, 2007 but she stopped him.  

 

―I‘d been keeping a wary eye on unfolding events in Islamabad, staying in close 

contact with Anne Patterson, our ambassador. Anne was rightly considered one of our 

strongest ambassadors in the entire world. She was well connected in Pakistan, with 

close ties across the political spectrum.―Anne was always cool as a cucumber, but I 

could hear the concern in her voice when she called urgently to speak with me on 

August 8. The cables from the embassy had been tracking reports that Musharraf 

might declare emergency rule. Now, Anne said, he was about to do it. She would 

meet with him the next morning.‖―Later in the day I had a previously scheduled 

meeting with President Bush, and we talked about the need to keep Musharraf from 

‗doing something stupid‘. I went home that night deeply unsettled by all that I‘d 

heard. 

―There was an eight hour time difference between Islamabad and Washington. My 

phone rang, jerking me out of a deep sleep at about 1.00 AM. Anne was going in to 

see Musharraf, but she was even more concerned that he was on the verge of 

imposing martial law than she‘d been the night before. I told her to call when she 
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finished her meeting, and I tried to go back to sleep. Thirty minutes later the phone 

rang again. I‘m unsure if I had fallen asleep or not, but I was startled. 

―Ma‘am, Ambassador Patterson needs to speak to you urgently,‖ said the young 

officer on watch in the State Department operations center. 

―I think you‘d better call him,‖ Anne said without much of a windup. 

―Now?‖ I asked.―Yes Madame Secretary,‖ Anne replied. ―I think he‘s going to make 

an announcement before the day is over.‖ 

―Make the arrangements,‖ I said, and got up to wash my face and gather my thoughts. 

―At two O‘clock, I got Musharraf on the phone. ―Mr President,‖ I said, ―I‘ve heard 

that you have a difficult decision before you.‖ 

I was trying to be respectful but firm. He explained that a national state of emergency 

was necessary because of the violence in Pakistan. He would still hold elections in the 

fall, but he had to, as he put it, save his country. 

―I implored him not to do it. Pakistan had been taking tentative steps towards 

democracy, with elections scheduled in a few months. Suspending the constitution by 

declaring a state of emergency would be a huge step back, and it was hardly clear that 

it would quell the violence; in fact, it might exacerbate it‖.  

Musharraf would also, Condi wrote, damage his presidency irrevocably. ―You will 

have no credibility, and I don‘t see how you can run for president after you‘ve 

imposed a state of emergency,‖ I said, hoping that the argument would register. 

―We talked back and forth for fifteen minutes or so. I pleaded with him one more time 

not to do what I feared had become inevitable. There wasn‘t much more that I could 

do. Several hours later, though, Musharraf publicly reaffirmed his commitment to the 

upcoming presidential and parliamentary elections; he said nothing about a state of 

emergency. 

―You pulled it off,‖ the president said when I spoke with him the next day. 

―For the time being,‖ I responded. 
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―Do you think you gave him the right advice?‖ the president asked. ―Suppose his 

enemies come after him now? He‘ll blame us.‖―Maybe he‘ll just blame me,‖ I 

answered.―Your relationship with him hasn‘t been implicated.‖It was clear, though, 

that Musharraf was on borrowed time in Pakistan. I thought he‘d run out his string of 

luck, a view not widely shared with the administration. The question was how to use 

the time we‘d bought to create better conditions for the upcoming elections. The 

answer, we believed, lay in forging an alliance between the two strongest political 

forces in the country: Musharraf and former Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto. 

Soure 

Condoleezza Rice, No Higher Honour, Simon & Schuster, London, 2011 
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Apendix 4 

  

Days after the Lahore summit, in a modest hotel room in Delhi, 

unbeknownst to anyone but their respective prime ministers, Niaz Naik and R K 

Mishra conducted the most meaningful dialogue on the Kashmir problem in 

Indo-Pakistani history. 

Niaz Naik finally breaks his silence on the Kashmir Initiative. 

Exclusive to rediff.com 

The manager at the modest Delhi hotel must have thought Niaz A Naik a very 

odd tourist. On March 27, 1999, the veteran Pakistani diplomat arrived in the city 

where he had once been Pakistan's high commissioner and took a room in an ordinary 

tourist hotel. He never left the hotel. He took all his meals in his room. He had only 

one repeated visitor: R K Mishra. 

Once, he went to the lobby and bought a map. On April 1, he was gone. In 

those four days, in that hotel room, unbeknownst to anyone but their respective prime 

ministers, Naik and Mishra conducted the most meaningful bilateral dialogue on the 

Kashmir problem in Indo-Pakistani history. 

Ten months later, a subdued, wintry chill had enveloped 

Islamabad when Naik told me this story. In the intervening period that 

witnessed a war, a coup and a hijacking, a political eon had passed. 

Naik, who had been Nawaz Sharif's point man on covert diplomatic 

efforts with India – the architect of the back channel – had become the new 

regime's persona non grata. A BBC journalist confided that in recent times, Naik had 

become depressed, reclusive, an old man past his time in the limelight. 

For a man apparently flung into the dustbin of history, Naik seemed 

surprisingly dapper when we met in the library of the Foreign Services Academy that 
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January afternoon. A few inches over five feet tall, bespectacled, dressed in a 

buttoned dark suit, handkerchief in breast pocket – like many Pakistanis of his 

generation and class, he carried himself with the aristocratic elegance of an aging 

Anglophile. This, I thought, is what Nirad C Chaudhuri must have looked like. 

"Are you from Bangladesh?" he asked me, immediately after I had introduced 

myself as a student at an American university, researching the role of democracy in 

the Kargil conflict. It seemed out of the blue. No, I admitted, I am originally from 

Calcutta. "Ah!" he smiled, nearly triumphant, "You have an air of Bengal about you." 

I was astonished. 

Of the countless bureaucrats, journalists, taxiwallahs and others I had met in 

my prior two weeks in Pakistan, none had guessed, unless I told them so, that I was 

Bengali. Though his voice was calm, polite, even sedate, his gleaming eyes gave 

away his pacing mind – constantly probing, seeking, and finding. 

A Punjabi refugee during Partition, Naik had devoted much of his career 

probing for inroads toward better relations with India. "In spite of all the tensions," he 

said, "there has always been another channel of co-operation." In Zia ul Haq's 

government, as foreign secretary, and then high commissioner in India, Naik had been 

a key player in striking agreements with the Gandhis (Indira, and then Rajiv) on trade, 

visas, defence, etc. Despite all the tensions simmering below the surface, "there was 

wonderful understanding between Zia and Indira Gandhi. The chemistry worked," he 

said. 

In the decade after Zia's mysterious death, the revolving door of unstable 

democratic governments had stopped all progress on the bilateral front. Naik 

meanwhile had become active in non-governmental or Track II efforts, most 

specifically the Neemrana Initiative featuring eminent persons from both sides of the 

border. Then, in 1997, Nawaz Sharif was overwhelmingly elected prime minister on a 

platform that included a proposal to improve relations with India. 

A businessman famed for his Reaganesque intellect, superficially Sharif had 

little in common with the cultivated Naik. Yet, both men shared an interest in 
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improving ties with India. Sharif was basically not a politician but a businessman, 

according to Naik, "He could see the benefits of Indo-Pakistani co-operation in the 

economic and social sectors. He was really, genuinely interested in making progress." 

One thing led to another, and suddenly, in February 1998, a dhoti-clad Atal 

Bihari Vajpayee was reciting peacenik verses at a gathering in Lahore. Critics clucked 

at the feel-good Lahore summit between the two prime ministers for producing little 

of substance. Yet behind closed doors, without the knowledge of their advisors or 

Foreign Offices, Vajpayee and Sharif were ironing out a daring initiative to tackle the 

thorniest issue of all: Kashmir. 

The two leaders agreed on three points: first, the status quo was inadequate 

and the Kashmir issue must be resolved; second, both sides must try to solve the 

problem by the end of the century (ie by 2000); and third, given the publicity glare of 

the press, especially considering the emotive nature of the Kashmir dispute, any 

preliminary negotiation must operate discreetly through quiet 'back-channel' 

diplomacy. 

Based on the Israeli-Palestinian Oslo model of negotiations, the two prime 

ministers agreed to select one personal emissary each to meet on a one-on-one basis to 

solely negotiate on Kashmir. 

In early March, Vajpayee telephoned Sharif with his choice: R 

K Mishra, editorial board chairman of the Mumbai-based Observer 

group of newspapers. When Sharif's first appointee – his principal 

secretary – passed away, the PM called upon a former diplomat outside 

his trusted circle: Niaz A Naik. 

Naik was well known as a veteran diplomat and a leading player in various 

Track II initiatives. In mid-March, Mishra arrived in Islamabad for an initial meeting 

with Sharif and Naik. Naik and Mishra agreed to meet in New Delhi for their first 

discussion on Kashmir. 

On March 27, 1999, Naik traveled to Delhi as a private citizen and checked 

into a tourist hotel. There, he and Mishra met daily for several consecutive days in 
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Naik's hotel room. The two emissaries agreed on four initial elements: first, both 

would move beyond the rigid publicly stated government positions on Kashmir. 

Mishra would not refer to Kashmir as an integral part of India; Naik would not mouth 

Pakistan's demand for a plebiscite based on the 1948 UN resolution. 

Second, any solution had to be balanced and take into account the interests of 

India, Pakistan as well as that of the Kashmiri people. 

Third, the solution had to be "just, equitable, feasible and implementable." 

Finally, as per Mishra's suggestion, it was decided that any solution had to be final, 

not partial. The mistake of the 1972 Simla Accord, which deferred a final settlement, 

would not be repeated. 

The fourth clause ruled out all proposals that would place contentious regions 

under temporary UN trusteeship or joint Indo-Pakistani control for 5 to 10 years 

without a final plan. 

Governed by these four elements, over the next few days, the duo discussed all 

possible solutions to the Kashmir dispute. 

First, Mishra suggested the proposal common in Indian circles: to convert the 

Line of Control – which had been established by the 1972 Simla Accord that ended 

the third Indo-Pakistani war – into a permanent border. Naik predictably rejected the 

proposal. "It's the status quo. Then why did we fight two wars?" Naik asked. 

Second, Mishra suggested increased autonomy within Kashmir through fairer 

elections. "It won't work. Elections are not a substitute for the Kashmiri demand for a 

plebiscite," Naik countered. 

In turn, Naik offered the Owen Dixon Plan, drawn up by UN mediator Owen 

Dixon in 1950, which recommended the redrawing of regions of the state as majority-

Hindu, Buddhist or Muslim. "Why not use the same criteria of Partition to divide 

Kashmir?" Naik suggested. Mishra said India could not afford to introduce the 

communal factor, especially with the Hindu-nationalist BJP in power. "It will result in 

a blood bath," he said. 
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Finally, both discussed the option championed by the Jammu and Kashmir 

Liberation Front, the original, secular organisation which had launched the Kashmiri 

secessionist movement in the late 1980s: an independent Kashmir. Both rejected the 

idea. 

From there, Naik and Mishra rapidly went through the Indian journalist Kuldip 

Nayar's proposal, the Finnish-Sweden model over a disputed island, the recent power-

sharing agreement in Northern Ireland, and other plans, without success. Discussions 

had reached a dead-end. Mishra reported to Vajpayee that all existing possibilities had 

been exhausted. "You are working on the right lines," Vajpayee told Mishra, "Ask Mr 

Naik to come up with a new initiative." 

Pressed to innovate, Naik proposed that the duo explore easily identifiable 

geographical boundaries as possibilities for establishing a new border. He suggested 

the Chenab River, which flows through southwestern Kashmir, as one potential new 

border. Mishra said he didn't know the river‘s location. Naik went down to the hotel 

lobby and bought a map. 

With a rudimentary tourist map of India, the two negotiators discussed the 

potential fate of Kashmir. Neither could afford to request their respective Foreign 

Offices for detailed maps of the state without rousing suspicions. 

Mishra still had many more questions about Naik's proposal, especially 

regarding the percentages of Hindus and Muslims in the area. On April 1, the day 

Naik returned to Islamabad, Mishra asked his counterpart to send detailed, blown-up 

maps of the Chenab. He neither rejected nor accepted Naik's proposal. 

Days later, bunkers were spotted on the Indian side of the LoC. Soon, the 

Indian external affairs office discovered the surreptitious communications between 

Naik and Mishra. All through, only Naik, Mishra, Vajpayee and Sharif had known of 

the existence of these talks. The back-channel initiative on Kashmir – the first such 

exercise in recent history – had run dry. The two never discussed Kashmir again. 

In the coming months, as the world's two newest nuclear powers inched 

towards an all out war, Naik materialised in Delhi on several occasions, carrying 
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messages from Sharif to Vajpayee. Naik traveled to Delhi for the last time on June 26, 

1999. India had readied tanks along the border in Rajasthan and looked to be 

hunkering down for a protracted conflict. 

"Things were really getting out of hand," Naik said. Sharif had dispatched 

Naik with four points: first, restore sanctity of the LoC, second, cease all aerial 

bombing, third, reaffirm a commitment to the Lahore process, and fourth, take 

concrete steps to resolve all issues, including Kashmir, as agreed in Lahore. After a 

half hour meeting with Naik, Vajpayee agreed to all four points. 

The next day, Sharif was set to fly to China in a last-ditch effort to shore up 

support for Pakistan's flagging campaign. Naik had a plan: The Pakistani PM would 

fly over Indian airspace, and send a diplomatic greeting from the aircraft to the Indian 

PM. Vajpayee would reciprocate and invite Sharif to make a technical halt in Delhi on 

his flight back from China. The two would meet in Delhi, and jointly declare an 

agreement to end the conflict. 

The two sides had agreed to exchange drafts by fax of the politically loaded 

salutations beforehand. That evening, Naik faxed a copy of what would have been 

Sharif's airborne greeting to Vajpayee. But, Vajpayee's invitation never came. Instead, 

the Indians sent back a fax of a 'statement of war.' The next day, Sharif's flight never 

went over Indian airspace. The plan collapsed. 

A little over a week later, Sharif traveled to Washington DC to sign a joint 

agreement with US President Bill Clinton. According to Naik, aside from one 

paragraph in which Clinton promised to take a personal interest in the sub-continental 

dispute, the Washington agreement mirrored the four points Vajpayee had accepted a 

week before. 

Apparently, Vajpayee had admitted to Clinton by phone that the hawkish 

sentiment in India was too strong to enable a bilateral solution, Naik said. "With so 

much mistrust at that time, the US was the only country to be able to bring the two 

sides together," he said. 
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It was during those clandestine trips during Kargil that Naik was spotted by 

the Indian press. Months later, as news of the back-channel talks trickled out, Naik 

would become a marked man, making headlines whenever he was spotted this side of 

Wagah. 

Since Kargil, he has been in India at least twice – in April and then in 

September – though supposedly only on non-governmental missions. However, his 

initially icy relationship with General Musharraf (whom he had blamed largely for 

hatching Kargil) has thawed, and it is not unlikely that he will be enlisted again. But, 

Naik or not, given the 'face-saving' considerations for both sides on concessions over 

Kashmir, any future negotiations with probably be done outside the public eye. 

"I am quite sure, if in the future, any such dialogue resumes," Naik said, "the 

threads I left in April will be picked up again." 
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Appendix 5 

Gang-of-Four Planned Kargil, Keeping Pakistan in the Dark 

Special SAT Report 

WASHINGTON, July 22: Prime Minister 

Nawaz Sharif was not aware of the Kargil Operation 

when he received Indian PM Vajpayee in Lahore on 

Feb 20, 1999, a new book written by a senior former 

police officer from Pakistan, and published by a New 

York Publishing house, has revealed. 

The book, Pakistan’s Drift into Extremism: Allah, 

the Army, and America’s War on Terror, is authored by 

Mr Hassan Abbas, who is currently a Research Fellow at 

the Harvard Law School and a PhD. candidate at the 

Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Tufts University. He has served in the 

administrations of Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto (1994-95) and General Musharraf 

(1999-2000). 

The book examines the rise of religious extremism in Pakistan, and analyzes 

its connections to Pakistan Army's policies and the fluctuating US-Pakistan relations. 

It includes profiles of leading Pakistani Jihadi groups with details of their origins, 

development, and capabilities based on interviews with Pakistani intelligence 

officials, and operators of the militant groups. 

The book contains new historical materials on Operation Gibraltar (1965 War 

with India), conspiracy behind General Zia-ul-Haq‘s plane crash in 1988, a botched 

military coup by fundamentalists in army in 1993-4, the story of National 

Accountability Bureau (from an insider‘s perspective) and lastly about how General 

Musharraf handled the volatile situation after the 9/11 attacks. 

Besides General Musharraf‘s detailed profile, the book evaluates the India-

Pakistan relations vis-à-vis the Kashmir conflict, and Dr AQ Khan‘s nuclear 

proliferation crisis. The book offers predictions for Pakistan's domestic and regional 

prospects. 
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Author Hassan Abbas gives a graphic description of how the Kargil disaster 

was planned and managed by the Army led by General Musharraf who led a ―Gang of 

Four‖ and quotes Pakistan High Commissioner to UK, Maleeha Lodhi as saying: 

―Even corps commanders and other service chiefs were excluded from the decision-

making process.‖ 

―So much so that even the very able DGMO, Lieutenant General Tauqir Zia, 

was initiated into the secret after the gang of four had already taken the irrevocable 

decision of going ahead with the operation,‖ the book says. 

The chapter on the Kargil Episode asks ―Who is to be Blamed‖ and gives a 

detailed account of what happened based on author‘s interviews with many serving 

and retired army officers. It says:  

―In May 1999, just three months after the frozen road to Indo-Pak dialogue 

had thawed enough to get a promise for more going, Pakistan launched its operation 

against the Kargil Heights in the far north of Indian-held Kashmir, just across the 

LOC. These heights dominated the main Indian supply route to Leh, where India had 

a small cantonment to house one brigade. It was the Indian routine at Kargil to 

descend the heights at the start of the winter snows and reoccupy them the following 

spring. With these heights in Pakistani hands, it meant that supplies to Leh could not 

be maintained. 

And though India did have an alternate route, it was not an all-weather, all-

season road. India would therefore have no option but to recover the heights and open 

the road to Leh or allow its garrison to perish. Though, of course, even if India had 

any number of alternative roads, its pride alone would have sufficed for them to 

mount an operation for the relief of Kargil. 

This operation had been discussed at least twice before in earlier years and 

turned down both times. General Zia-ul-Haq was the first army chief invited by the 

Military Operations (MO) directorate to see a presentation on this operation. After 

sitting through it, he resorted in his most chaste Urdu, which he would normally do 

only when he wanted to take someone to task. His ensuing conversation with the 

Director General of Military Operations (DGMO), as narrated by a senior army 

officer, went somewhat like this: 
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Zia: When we take Kargil, what do you expect the Indians to do? . . . I mean, don‘t 

you thinkthey will try and recapture it? 

DGMO: Yes sir, but we think that the position is impregnable and we can hold it 

against far uperior forces. 

Zia: Now that‘s very good, but in that case, don‘t you think the Indians will go for a 

limited offensive elsewhere along the line of control, take some of our territory, and 

use it as a bargaining chip? 

DGMO: Yes sir, this is possible, but . . . 

Zia: And if they are beaten back there also, don‘t you think they will attack across the 

nternational frontier, which may lead to a full-scale war? 

DGMO: That‘s possible, sir. 

Zia: So in other words, you have prepared a plan to lead us into a full-scale war with 

India! 

This sardonic observation by Zia ul-Haq caused the demise of the first Kargil 

proposal. The second time the plan was mooted, it was shot down on the same 

grounds, that is, it was an easy tactical operation that was untenable in the long run 

unless Pakistan were prepared to go into a full-scale war with India, in which Kargil 

would be a secondary objective. 

The third and final operational plan for Kargil was put forward by its 

inspirational father, Lieutenant General Mohammad Aziz Khan, chief of the general 

staff (CGS). Himself a Kashmiri, he was fully committed to the cause of Kashmiri 

freedom, and not the sort of man who held any commitment lightly. He is very 

religious and not known to be a hypocrite. 

The tactical parents of the Kargil plan were two. The first was Lieutenant 

General Mahmood Ahmad, the commander of 10th Corps, in whose area of 

operations the objective lay. He was a comparatively weaker personality than Aziz, 

with a romance about history. It is believed that he was convinced by the conviction 

of Aziz, which, combined with his own historical dream, made him a hostage to the 

Kargil idea. 

The second parent of the plan was Major General Javed Hassan, commander 

of the Pakistani troops in the Northern Areas (Force Command Northern Areas, 

FCNA) who would actually have to carry out the operation. He had one of the best 
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minds in the army and even more ambition. He gave his unstinting support to the 

operation, less through any sense of conviction and more because of the promise that 

such a position held of bringing him into General Pervez Musharraf‘s charmed inner 

circle. 

Musharraf was taken in by the enthusiasm of two of his closest generals, and, 

being eternally levitated by an irrepressible streak of unreal optimism, he became the 

strongest advocate of the operation. The absolute secrecy that was one of the 

preconditions of the success of the operation, to secure it against any possibility of 

leaks, also made it proof against any possibility of a second opinion, and thus against 

any collusion with a sense of reality. 

According to Maleeha Lodhi, ―Even corps commanders and other service 

chiefs were excluded‖ from the decision-making process. So much so that even the 

very able DGMO, Lieutenant General Tauqir Zia, was initiated into the secret after 

the gang of four had already taken the irrevocable decision of going ahead with the 

operation. 

The next task was to bring the prime minister on board. For this, a presentation was 

organized. The exact date of this presentation is a million-dollar question, as this may 

consequently decide how history will judge both Musharraf and Nawaz. According to 

Niaz A. Naik‘s narration of the events to Prof. Robert Wirsing, Nawaz Sharif was 

given a briefing by the army on the Kashmir issue on March 27 or 28, 1999, which 

probably was the one where the Kargil Plan was discussed. 

Similarly, according to Owen Bennett Jones, the army contends that a specific 

briefing on the Kargil Plan was given in the second week of March 1999, where 

Nawaz granted formal approval of the plan. Most probably, both Naik and Jones are 

referring to the same meeting, and it certifies that at the time of Nawaz‘s meeting with 

Vajpayee on February 20, 1999, he was not aware of the Kargil operation.  

Anyhow, Nawaz came to hear the Kargil presentation accompanied by the 

recently retired CGS of the army, Lieutenant General Iftikhar Ali Khan, who was 

Nawaz‘s secretary of defense. Iftikhar knew Musharraf, Mahmood, and Aziz well and 

should have used his rank and influence to abort the operation, but he did not, though 

he certainly showed his reservations. Nawaz‘s other adviser was Majid Malik, a 

minister in the cabinet and a retired lieutenant general who had served as DGMO and 
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CGS during his military career a generation earlier. He had a sharp mind and asked all 

the right questions of the assembled generals, and pointed out all the weaknesses in 

their overall plan, and its immediate and larger implications. 

This should have educated Nawaz Sharif adequately to put the operation on 

hold pending a detailed reexamination of the project, but it did not. Sharif agreed with 

the plan, though the operation was already in its final stages and Nawaz was not 

aware of that. Probably in his reverie, he was looking to the glory that would come his 

way when the fruits promised by operation were harvested. 

However, close associates of Nawaz contend that the said briefing never 

mentioned that regular troops would be involved in the operation, and the discussion 

was framed entirely in terms of ―increasing the heat in Kashmir.‖ 

Interestingly, in the latest book on the Kargil issue, Shireen Mazari, a 

Pakistani academic known for her pro-military stance, asserts that the Kargil 

operation was in fact planned to counter similar moves expected by the Indians in the 

area, and this military move was in reality a defensive action finalized after credible 

intelligence reports confirmed Indian designs for incursions across the LOC! This 

theory is not corroborated by any other source. 

In reality, the Kargil plan was for Pakistan to send in a mixture of Kashmiri 

fighters and regular/paramilitary troops (the Northern Light Infantry Regiment) to 

occupy the heights above Kargil before the Indian Army moved in to reoccupy them 

at the end of the snow season and cut off the supply route to Leh. 

The operation was to be projected as a solely Kashmiri mujahideen operation, 

denying absolutely any Pakistani involvement in it or that Pakistan had any control or 

influence over these elements. It is worth noting that until the occupation of the 

heights did not become an accomplished fact, any of the other service chiefs nor the 

rest of the corps commanders or Musharraf‘s personal staff officers knew anything 

about the operation. 

The result was that, when the Indian Air Force joined the action, the Pakistan 

Air Force was in no position to respond while the army‘s quartermaster general and 

master general of ordnance, both of whose support was vital for any army operation, 

were also left totally in the dark. 
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Thus if Kargil had led to general war, the army would have learned that its 

newest fleet of tanks, of which it was so proud, had no APDSFS antitank ammunition! 

The other effect of the secrecy surrounding Kargil was that no one in the Pakistani 

diplomatic corps was equipped to deal with the questions arising in the wake of the 

operation, while it also split the generals into two groups, that is, those who were ―in‖ 

and those who were left ―out.‖ 

 

The masterminds of the operation were driven by the belief that their nuclear 

capability provided a protective shield to Pakistan, and that India would acquiesce to 

this capture just like Pakistan was compelled to swallow India‘s seizure of the 

Siachen peaks in 1984. All the four generals involved in the Kargil project had 

remained instructors in different military training institutions during their careers, 

teaching young officers how vital it is to weigh the pros and cons of a military 

offensive in terms of understanding the possible ramifications and enemy reactions. It 

is strange that these generals forgot such a basic military lesson and seriously 

miscalculated Indian capabilities both in terms of military strength and political 

influence in the international arena. 

The Indians reacted in an outburst of justifiable rage, citing Pakistan‘s bad 

faith for having welcomed their prime minister to Lahore while concurrent 

preparations for the Kargil operation were already under way. In Pakistan there was 

no widespread feeling of regret, though few knew what had really happened. 

Within the army the general feeling about India was that had made its nuclear 

tests in the belief that this would force Pakistan to show its hand, and that if this came 

short, Pakistan would be pushed into the status of an Indian satellite; but when this did 

not happen, Vajpayee came to Lahore to restart a long suspended dialogue merely to 

lull a nuclear Pakistan to sleep while cooking up some other perfidious scheme 

against it, and any measure against such an enemy was entirely justified. Pakistan‘s 

explanation of the events at Kargil, though, had a skeptical reception in international 

circles to begin with, and later their version was entirely discredited. 

For India, the exposure of their neighbor‘s duplicity must have been 

satisfying, but surely not enough. After India‘s first abortive attacks to reclaim the 

heights, it started a large military buildup by moving all its 130mm artillery regiments 
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to the target area and picking up a substantial amount of smart munitions around the 

world. It is an amazing commentary on the coordination between the ―mujahideen‖ 

occupying Kargil heights and those fighting inside held Kashmir that when the Indian 

reinforcements were snaking up the winding roads in endless convoys, there was no 

reported attempt at an ambush by the latter to disrupt this operation. 

When the buildup was complete, India subjected the objective to air strikes 

and massive artillery barrages day after day, followed by determined and courageous 

infantry attacks in very difficult conditions. The Pakistan Army top brass had 

confided to various friends who had their trust that their men on the heights were 

adequately provisioned and well dug in to withstand the rigors of a long campaign. 

The truth, as it later transpired, was that the digging in was minimal because the rocky 

soil just did not allow this. 

The result was not only that the troops were exposed to harsh weather and the 

shrapnel of exploding shells, but also to the splinters of rocks that followed the 

explosions. For most, their only safety was to scramble to the comparative security of 

the reverse slopes during the bombardment, and then get back to the other side of the 

hill to meet the infantry attacks that normally followed the artillery barrages. 

Pakistani reserves of supplies and ammunition were woefully inadequate to 

begin with, and became alarmingly low as the operation progressed, with many 

having to survive by eating the pitiful vegetation that braved the rocky slopes. Under 

these circumstances, the resistance they put up was both heroic and magnificent, and 

the quality of junior leadership again proved admirable. But Pakistani generals again 

failed miserably—as the plan and preparations were defective. 

Kargil left an already friendless Pakistan in almost total diplomatic isolation. 

Even China, whose president had counseled Pakistan as recently as late 1996 to go 

slow on Kashmir and concentrate instead on the economic viability of the country, felt 

constrained to distance itself from Islamabad‘s latest adventure. Major General Javed 

Hassan, the commander on the spot, was being threatened by words and gestures of 

subordinates that could only be described as mutinous. Lieutenant General Mahmood, 

on whom reality started to dawn fatefully late in the day, saw his adequate jaw falling 

at an alarming rate. 
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And though the conviction and inner reserves of Lieutenant General Aziz, 

helped by blissful ignorance, kept him as gung-ho as ever and also helped keep 

Musharraf‘s optimism afloat, the prime minister had become a case stricken by fright. 

Under these circumstance, Nawaz was left to plead desperately for a meeting with 

President Clinton, who found that his schedule allowed him a few free hours on July 

4, 1999. 

It is widely believed that at this meeting Nawaz swore complete ignorance 

about the Kargil operation till everything terrible hit the fan. Blaming everything on 

his generals, he just begged to be bailed out. Clinton told him quite unequivocally that 

whether the ―mujahideen‖ occupying the Kargil heights listened to Pakistan or not, 

the immediate step it would have to take was to evacuate Kargil. As a sop he 

promised the Pakistani prime minister that following this evacuation, he would treat 

the issue of Kashmir with active interest. 

In the midst of this crisis in June 1999, General Zinni, then commander in 

chief of the US Centcom (Central Command), had visited Pakistan accompanied by 

G. Lanpher, deputy assistant secretary of state for South Asia, to impress upon 

Pakistan‘s military commanders the need for de-escalation. This team also visited 

India during the tour. 

However, according to Shireen Mazari, some senior Pakistani army officers 

are of the view that the United States prevented India from coming to the negotiating 

table with Pakistan, and in this context she also mentions the visit of Henry Kissinger 

to India in early June, who was ―apparently carrying a message from the US 

government not to negotiate with Pakistan.‖ 

It is a moot point whether such was the case, but it was obvious that US 

sympathies were with India in this conflict. To any neutral observer of the 

international political scene, this was a predictable outcome as US interests were 

increasingly being linked with those of India in the region, but Pakistan‘s military 

hierarchy was apparently oblivious of what was so clearly written on the wall. 

The evacuation of Kargil was followed by a hum of resentment all over 

Pakistan. The loved ones of those who had given their lives on the desolate and 

remote slopes there wanted to know that if unilateral withdrawal was to be the end of 

the whole exercise, what the point was of sacrificing the lives of their sons and 
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brothers? The people of Pakistan had been subjected to the largest whispering 

campaign in history to expect a great victory. 

When the operation fizzled out like a wet firecracker, they were a nation left 

speechless in anger and disbelief. Musharraf and the planners could not give any 

excuses in public, but privately they let it be known that the blame for the scuttling of 

a brilliant operation lay on a panic-prone prime minister, who could not stand up to 

the US president. Nawaz Sharif too could not say anything in his defense publicly, but 

privately he let it be known that his generals had taken him for a ride, and that he had 

to bend over backward to get the US president to help Pakistan out of a very sticky 

situation." 

For More Details about the Book, Click Here. Email contact of the author: 

pakistanaffairs@yahoo.com 
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Appendix 6 

 

 

Days after the Lahore summit, in a modest hotel room in Delhi, unbeknownst to 

anyone but their respective prime ministers, Niaz Naik and R K Mishra 

conducted the most meaningful dialogue on the Kashmir problem in Indo-

Pakistani history. 

Niaz Naik finally breaks his silence on the Kashmir Initiative. 

The manager at the modest Delhi hotel must have thought Niaz A Naik a very odd 

tourist. On March 27, 1999, the veteran Pakistani diplomat arrived in the city where 

he had once been Pakistan's high commissioner and took a room in an ordinary tourist 

hotel. He never left the hotel. He took all his meals in his room. He had only one 

repeated visitor: R K Mishra. 

Once, he went to the lobby and bought a map. On April 1, he was gone. In those four 

days, in that hotel room, unbeknownst to anyone but their respective prime ministers, 

Naik and Mishra conducted the most meaningful bilateral dialogue on the Kashmir 

problem in Indo-Pakistani history. 

Ten months later, a subdued, wintry chill had enveloped Islamabad 

when Naik told me this story. In the intervening period that witnessed 

a war, a coup and a hijacking, a political eon had passed. Naik, who 

had been Nawaz Sharif's point man on covert diplomatic efforts with 

India – the architect of the back channel – had become the new regime's persona non 
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grata. A BBC journalist confided that in recent times, Naik had become depressed, 

reclusive, an old man past his time in the limelight. 

For a man apparently flung into the dustbin of history, Naik seemed surprisingly 

dapper when we met in the library of the Foreign Services Academy that January 

afternoon. A few inches over five feet tall, bespectacled, dressed in a buttoned dark 

suit, handkerchief in breast pocket – like many Pakistanis of his generation and class, 

he carried himself with the aristocratic elegance of an aging Anglophile. This, I 

thought, is what Nirad C Chaudhuri must have looked like. 

"Are you from Bangladesh?" he asked me, immediately after I had introduced myself 

as a student at an American university, researching the role of democracy in the 

Kargil conflict. It seemed out of the blue. No, I admitted, I am originally from 

Calcutta. "Ah!" he smiled, nearly triumphant, "You have an air of Bengal about you." 

I was astonished. 

Of the countless bureaucrats, journalists, taxiwallahs and others I had met in my prior 

two weeks in Pakistan, none had guessed, unless I told them so, that I was Bengali. 

Though his voice was calm, polite, even sedate, his gleaming eyes gave away his 

pacing mind – constantly probing, seeking, finding. 

A Punjabi refugee during Partition, Naik had devoted much of his career probing for 

inroads toward better relations with India. "In spite of all the tensions," he said, "there 

has always been another channel of co-operation." In Zia ul Haq's government, as 

foreign secretary, and then high commissioner in India, Naik had been a key player in 

striking agreements with the Gandhis (Indira, and then Rajiv) on trade, visas, defence, 

etc. Despite all the tensions simmering below the surface, "there was wonderful 

understanding between Zia and Indira Gandhi. The chemistry worked," he said. 

In the decade after Zia's mysterious death, the revolving door of unstable democratic 

governments had stopped all progress on the bilateral front. Naik meanwhile had 

become active in non-governmental or Track II efforts, most specifically the 

Neemrana Initiative featuring eminent persons from both sides of the border. Then, in 
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1997, Nawaz Sharif was overwhelmingly elected prime minister on a platform that 

included a proposal to improve relations with India. 

A businessman famed for his Reaganesque intellect, superficially Sharif had little in 

common with the cultivated Naik. Yet, both men shared an interest in improving ties 

with India. "Sharif was basically not a politician but a businessman," according to 

Naik, "He could see the benefits of Indo-Pakistani co-operation in the economic and 

social sectors. He was really, genuinely interested in making progress." 

One thing led to another, and suddenly, in February 1998, a dhoti-clad Atal Bihari 

Vajpayee was reciting peacenik verses at a gathering in Lahore. Critics clucked at the 

feel-good Lahore summit between the two prime ministers for producing little of 

substance. Yet behind closed doors, without the knowledge of their advisors or 

Foreign Offices, Vajpayee and Sharif were ironing out a daring initiative to tackle the 

thorniest issue of all: Kashmir. 

The two leaders agreed on three points: first, the status quo was inadequate and the 

Kashmir issue must be resolved; second, both sides must try to solve the problem by 

the end of the century (ie by 2000); and third, given the publicity glare of the press, 

especially considering the emotive nature of the Kashmir dispute, any preliminary 

negotiation must operate discreetly through quiet 'back-channel' diplomacy. 

Based on the Israeli-Palestinian Oslo model of negotiations, the two prime ministers 

agreed to select one personal emissary each to meet on a one-on-one basis to solely 

negotiate on Kashmir. 

In early March, Vajpayee telephoned Sharif with his choice: R K 

Mishra, editorial board chairman of the Mumbai-based Observer group 

of newspapers. When Sharif's first appointee – his principal secretary – 

passed away, the PM called upon a former diplomat outside his trusted 

circle: Niaz A Naik. 

Naik was well known as a veteran diplomat and a leading player in various Track II 

initiatives. In mid-March, Mishra arrived in Islamabad for an initial meeting with 
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Sharif and Naik. Naik and Mishra agreed to meet in New Delhi for their first 

discussion on Kashmir. 

On March 27, 1999, Naik traveled to Delhi as a private citizen and checked into a 

tourist hotel. There, he and Mishra met daily for several consecutive days in Naik's 

hotel room. The two emissaries agreed on four initial elements: first, both would 

move beyond the rigid publicly stated government positions on Kashmir. Mishra 

would not refer to Kashmir as an integral part of India; Naik would not mouth 

Pakistan's demand for a plebiscite based on the 1948 UN resolution. 

Second, any solution had to be balanced and take into account the interests of India, 

Pakistan as well as that of the Kashmiri people. 

Third, the solution had to be "just, equitable, feasible and implementable." Finally, as 

per Mishra's suggestion, it was decided that any solution had to be final, not partial. 

The mistake of the 1972 Simla Accord, which deferred a final settlement, would not 

be repeated. 

The fourth clause ruled out all proposals that would place contentious regions under 

temporary UN trusteeship or joint Indo-Pakistani control for 5 to 10 years without a 

final plan. 

Governed by these four elements, over the next few days, the duo discussed all 

possible solutions to the Kashmir dispute. 

First, Mishra suggested the proposal common in Indian circles: to convert the Line of 

Control – which had been established by the 1972 Simla Accord that ended the third 

Indo-Pakistani war – into a permanent border. Naik predictably rejected the proposal. 

"It's the status quo. Then why did we fight two wars?" Naik asked. 

Second, Mishra suggested increased autonomy within Kashmir through fairer 

elections. "It won't work. Elections are not a substitute for the Kashmiri demand for a 

plebiscite," Naik countered. 
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In turn, Naik offered the Owen Dixon Plan, drawn up by UN mediator Owen Dixon in 

1950, which recommended the redrawing of regions of the state as majority-Hindu, 

Buddhist or Muslim. "Why not use the same criteria of Partition to divide Kashmir?" 

Naik suggested. Mishra said India could not afford to introduce the communal factor, 

especially with the Hindu-nationalist BJP in power. "It will result in a blood bath," he 

said. 

Finally, both discussed the option championed by the Jammu and Kashmir Liberation 

Front, the original, secular organisation which had launched the Kashmiri secessionist 

movement in the late 1980s: an independent Kashmir. Both rejected the idea. 

From there, Naik and Mishra rapidly went through the Indian journalist Kuldip 

Nayar's proposal, the Finnish-Sweden model over a disputed island, the recent power-

sharing agreement in Northern Ireland, and other plans, without success. Discussions 

had reached a dead-end. Mishra reported to Vajpayee that all existing possibilities had 

been exhausted. "You are working on the right lines," Vajpayee told Mishra, "Ask Mr 

Naik to come up with a new initiative." 

Pressed to innovate, Naik proposed that the duo explore easily identifiable 

geographical boundaries as possibilities for establishing a new border. He suggested 

the Chenab River, which flows through southwestern Kashmir, as one potential new 

border. Mishra said he didn't know the river‘s location. Naik went down to the hotel 

lobby and bought a map. 

With a rudimentary tourist map of India, the two negotiators discussed the potential 

fate of Kashmir. Neither could afford to request their respective Foreign Offices for 

detailed maps of the state without rousing suspicions. 

Mishra still had many more questions about Naik's proposal, especially regarding the 

percentages of Hindus and Muslims in the area. On April 1, the day Naik returned to 

Islamabad, Mishra asked his counterpart to send detailed, blown-up maps of the 

Chenab. He neither rejected nor accepted Naik's proposal. 
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Days later, bunkers were spotted on the Indian side of the LoC. Soon, the Indian 

external affairs office discovered the surreptitious communications between Naik and 

Mishra. All through, only Naik, Mishra, Vajpayee and Sharif had known of the 

existence of these talks. The back-channel initiative on Kashmir – the first such 

exercise in recent history – had run dry. The two never discussed Kashmir again. 

In the coming months, as the world's two newest nuclear powers inched towards an all 

out war, Naik materialised in Delhi on several occasions, carrying messages from 

Sharif to Vajpayee. Naik traveled to Delhi for the last time on June 26, 1999. India 

had readied tanks along the border in Rajasthan and looked to be hunkering down for 

a protracted conflict. 

"Things were really getting out of hand," Naik said. Sharif had dispatched Naik with 

four points: first, restore sanctity of the LoC, second, cease all aerial bombing, third, 

reaffirm a commitment to the Lahore process, and fourth, take concrete steps to 

resolve all issues, including Kashmir, as agreed in Lahore. After a half hour meeting 

with Naik, Vajpayee agreed to all four points. 

The next day, Sharif was set to fly to China in a last-ditch effort to shore up support 

for Pakistan's flagging campaign. Naik had a plan: The Pakistani PM would fly over 

Indian airspace, and send a diplomatic greeting from the aircraft to the Indian PM. 

Vajpayee would reciprocate and invite Sharif to make a technical halt in Delhi on his 

flight back from China. The two would meet in Delhi, and jointly declare an 

agreement to end the conflict. 

The two sides had agreed to exchange drafts by fax of the politically loaded 

salutations beforehand. That evening, Naik faxed a copy of what would have been 

Sharif's airborne greeting to Vajpayee. But, Vajpayee's invitation never came. Instead, 

the Indians sent back a fax of a 'statement of war.' The next day, Sharif's flight never 

went over Indian airspace. The plan collapsed. 

A little over a week later, Sharif traveled to Washington DC to sign a joint agreement 

with US President Bill Clinton. According to Naik, aside from one paragraph in 
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which Clinton promised to take a personal interest in the sub-continental dispute, the 

Washington agreement mirrored the four points Vajpayee had accepted a week 

before. 

Apparently, Vajpayee had admitted to Clinton by phone that the hawkish sentiment in 

India was too strong to enable a bilateral solution, Naik said. "With so much mistrust 

at that time, the US was the only country to be able to bring the two sides together," 

he said. 

It was during those clandestine trips during Kargil that Naik was spotted by the Indian 

press. Months later, as news of the back-channel talks trickled out, Naik would 

become a marked man, making headlines whenever he was spotted this side of 

Wagah. 

Since Kargil, he has been in India at least twice – in April and then in September – 

though supposedly only on non-governmental missions. However, his initially icy 

relationship with General Musharraf (whom he had blamed largely for hatching 

Kargil) has thawed, and its is not unlikely that he will be enlisted again. But, Naik or 

not, given the 'face-saving' considerations for both sides on concessions over 

Kashmir, any future negotiations with probably be done outside the public eye. 

"I am quite sure, if in the future, any such dialogue resumes," Naik said, "the threads I 

left in April will be picked up again." 

Source, Backdoor Diplomacy working people, Times of India August 22, 2013 
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